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Letters to the Editor
A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.

We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in
each issue of Akauntan Nasional. Why not drop us a line now?

1

I
t signals the dawn of a new beginning as the Rules pertaining to the Ac-

countants (Amendment) Act, 2001, are tabled at the Extraordinary Gen-

eral Meeting (EGM) later this month. Both the Secretariat and the MIA

Council have been toiling these last few months to prepare the proposed Rules.

Just as an archaeologist endures many hours of painstakingly brushing aside

the sands of time to unearth the treasures of a bygone era, a lot of time, thought

and energy have gone into the preparation of these Rules which have far-

reaching implications on the future of accountants and the accountancy pro-

fession in the country.

The raison d’être for the Rules is simple. If the profession is to move ahead

and progress, changes must be implemented. It is imperative that members

give their total support to adopt the Resolutions that will be tabled at the EGM.

This would then set into motion the wheels of change needed to strengthen the

profession in the face of liberalisation of trade in services. Bear in mind how-

ever, the need to support the Resolutions in total does not mean that there is no

room for discussion on future refinement. It simply enables MIA to move ahead

to the next level by incorporating your positive suggestions to improve on the

proposed Rules. We have to start somewhere to reach the finish line. The EGM

serves as a platform to propel the profession into the future.

As the growing population becomes more educated, the demand for higher

levels of integrity from accountants becomes increasingly urgent. Without

undertaking positive changes to the existing mechanism, society’s demands

cannot be met and the profession will remain stagnant and backward. Let it

not be said that Malaysian accountants are content to languish in the backwa-

ters but rather, let it be known that they are progressive individuals who meet

challenges head-on and come out for the better.

Editor

Setting the Wheels of Change
In Motion
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I N S T I T U T E ’ S  V I E W S

VISION AND
MISSION

The Malaysian Institute of Accoun-
tants is the exclusive accountancy
body, representing the voice of all
accountants in Malaysia and a lead-
ing partner in nation-building. The
Institute is committed to serving the
profession and the nation with inte-
grity and professionalism.

Its mission is :

•To promote and monitor
professional standards and
integrity.

•To provide education and
training to meet the
challenge of the ever-
changing global economy.

•To conduct and promote
research and development
for the enhancement of the
profession.

Clearing the QE Confusion
Some private institutions of higher learning have been making mis-
guided claims pertaining to the Malaysian Institute of Accountants’
Qualifying Examination in their advertisements which may cause the
public some confusion. The Institute has yet to allow any such learning
establishments to actually offer the exam.

AN

MIA BRANCHES

State : Johor
Location : Johor Bahru
Chairman : Soh Siong Hoon, Sam

State : Melaka
Location : Melaka
Chairman : Lee Hin Kan

State : Pahang
Location : Kuantan
Chairman : Foo Tui Lee, Joseph

State : Penang
Location : Penang
Chairman : Teh Eng Hin, Steven

State : Perak
Location : Ipoh
Chairman : Soo Yuit Weng

State : Sabah
Location : Kota Kinabalu
Chairman : Alexandra Thien

State : Sarawak
Location : Kuching
Chairman : Tiang Kung Seng, David

MIA CENTRES

State : Kedah & Perlis
Location : Alor Setar
Chairman : Baqir Hussain Bin Hatim Ali

State : Kelantan
Location : Kota Bahru
Chairman : Billy Kang

State : Terengganu
Location : Kuala Terengganu
Chairman : Su Lim

MIA’s President, Abdul Samad Hj. Alias,
in a recent press interview, clarified
that only higher educational institu-

tions and recognised bodies defined in the
Third Schedule, Section 15A, Parts 1 and 2 of
The Accountants (Amendment) Act, 2001,
upon approval by the In-
stitute, may conduct the
QE. The higher educa-
tional institutions recog-
nised for the purposes
are Universiti Malaya,
Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia, Universiti Tek-
nologi Mara, Universiti
Utara Malaysia, Universiti
Putra Malaysia, Universiti
Islam Antarabangsa and
Universiti Sains Malay-
sia. The recognised professional body for this
purpose is the Malaysian  Association of Certi-
fied Public Accountants (Macpa).

“Although the misleading claim is not ‘ram-
pant’, we want students and also their parents
to be aware of the situation. Although QE pro-
visions have been gazetted under the Act, the
examination has yet to be implemented.”

“This is because MIA is still in the process
of drafting the modules and is currently work-
ing closely with the Ministry of Finance on the
matter.”

Like other professional qualifications, includ-
ing engineering and medicine, accountancy
graduates who wish to be admitted as mem-
bers of the Institute must fulfil certain criteria
specified by MIA.

These include practical experience of no less
than three years in the service of a chartered
accountancy firm, or in government depart-
ments, banks, insurance companies, local au-
thorities or other commercial, financial, indus-
trial or professional organisations.

“Although the misleading

claim is not ‘rampant’,

we want students and also

their parents to be aware

of the situation. Although

QE provisions have been

gazetted under the Act,

the examination has yet

 to be implemented.”

The ‘conventional’ way to become a fully-
fledged practising accountant is by earning a
professional accountancy qualification from ac-
credited universities and the 11 professional
bodies.

They are — Macpa, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland,
the Institute of Char-
tered Accountants in
England and Wales, the
Institute of Char tered
Accountants in Ireland,
the Association of Char-
tered Certified Account-
ants (Britain), the Insti-
tute of Char tered Ac-
countants in Australia,
CPA Australia, the Insti-
tute of Char tered Ac-

countants of New Zealand, the Canadian Insti-
tute of Chartered Accountants, the Indian In-
stitute of Chartered Accountants and the Char-
tered Institute of Management Accountants
(Britain).

“The QE is considered the third route. It is
basically designed for accountancy graduates
who are not members of the above bodies, or
who do not come from the accredited univer-
sities. This largely applies to accountancy de-
grees by overseas universities conducted in
Malaysia or abroad,” added Goh Joon Hai who
was also in the press session with Abdul
Samad.

In light of the development, Abdul Samad and
Goh cautioned students to be careful if they are
told by private institutions claiming to conduct
classes preparing students for the QE.

“The QE has not been implemented yet. We
hope to be able to offer the exam within the
next year or so. In the meantime any queries
should be forwarded to the

MIA for clarification”, said Abdul Samad.
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Compliance oF
audit committee
requirements

Introduction
In support of the newly implemented dis-

closure-based corporate environment and
good corporate governance, the Malaysian
government has made it compulsor y
through Section 344A of the KLSE listing re-
quirements for all listed firms to form audit
committees effective 1 August 1994. Simnet,
Green and Roebusk (1993) found that audit
committees do improve or maintain the qual-
ity of the financial reporting process, aid the
actual and perceived independence of the
internal and external auditors, and improve
the confidence of the financial statement user
in the quality of financial reports.

In view of improving disclosure practices

and transparency of financial reporting
among listed firms, audit committees are
given the responsibility of overseeing and
monitoring the management’s and the in-
dependent auditor’s participation in the fi-
nancial reporting process. The audit com-
mittee does not prepare financial state-
ments or engage in the myriad of decisions
related to the preparation of those state-
ments but just monitor the actions of those
responsible for preparing the statements,
namely the senior management, and both
the internal and external auditors. The
objectives are to increase public confidence
in the credibility and objectivity of pub-
lished financial information, assist direc-

tors to meet responsibilities regarding fi-
nancial reporting and to strengthen the in-
dependence of external auditors through
the ability to communicate to non-opera-
tional directors. In developed countries, in-
dependent auditors are required to solicit
from audit committees their opinions on
the quality of the accounting principles
applied in the company’s financial reports
and not just the acceptability. Independent
auditors are also required to discuss with
the audit committee certain issues relat-
ing to the financial results.

Though every listed firm is required to
have an audit committee, no research has
been done on the compliance of Section
344A. This paper explores five years data
on 556 listed firms (335 from the main
board and 221 from the second board) on
the compliance to this requirement on the
formation and structure of the audit com-
mittees. The information gathered will help

C O V E R
A U D I T  C O M M I T T E E S

By Zulkarnain Muhamad Sori

Shamsher Mohamad &

Mohamad Ali Abdul Hamid
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING & FINANCE, FACULTY OF ECONOMICS &

MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITI PUTRA MALAYSIA

A Brief Review of the Practice

The Formation of Audit Committees

T A B L E  1

4

                        Main Board                    Second Board

Year Frequency Total % over % over Frequency Listed % over % over

Listed Firms Listed Firms Total Sample Listed Firms Listed Firms Total Sample

1991 0 292 0.0 0.0 0 32 0.0 0.0

1992 1 317 0.3 0.3 0 52 0.0 0.0

1993 56 329 17.0 16.7 10 84 11.9 4.5

1994 187 347 53.9 55.8 54 131 41.2 24.4

1995 27 369 7.3 8.1 36 160 22.5 16.3

1996 28 413 6.8 8.4 43 208 20.7 19.5

1997 30 444 6.8 9.0 51 264 19.3 23.1

1998 6 454 1.3 1.8 27 282 9.6 12.2.0

Total 335 100.0 221 100.0
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to reflect the effectiveness of audit com-
mittees in helping to instil good corporate
governance practices among listed firms.

Formation of the
Audit Committee

All listed firms were requested to form
audit committees in August 1993 and were
given a one-year grace period to achieve this
objective. From 1 August 1994, all listed
firms were required to have an audit com-
mittee. Information collected on the sam-
pled firms from 1991 show that only one
main board firm had formed the commit-
tee since 1992, and in the year of compul-
sion only 54 per cent of the main board firms
and 41 per cent of the second board firms
had formed audit committees. Only 56 per
cent of the sampled main board firms and
24 per cent of the sampled second board
firms did form an audit committee in 1994.
However, in 1998 all the sampled firms (76
per cent of all firms listed) had formed au-
dit committees, in compliance with the list-
ing requirements (see Table 1).

Independence of the
Audit Committee

Section 344A(2) of the KLSE Listing
Requirement states that the audit commit-
tee must have a minimum of three mem-
bers of which a majority should be non-ex-
ecutive directors. This is to ensure its in-
dependence in pursuing its responsibilities
effectively. Section 344A(4) states that in
the event of an audit committee member

resigning, dying, or for any other reason
ceases to be a member, the board of direc-
tors shall, within three months of that
event, appoint a new member to restore the
total members to at least three. Panel A of
Table 2 shows that on average, 73 per cent
of the firms that had formed an audit com-
mittee had at least three members. The
majority (73 per cent) of the sampled firms
had at least one executive director and 58
per cent had at least two non-executive di-
rectors, in compliance with the listing re-
quirement.

The independence of the audit commit-
tee is critical in ensuring that the board ef-
fectively fulfils its oversight role and holds
management accountable to shareholders.
It is widely recognised that each member
of the audit committee should be an inde-
pendent director. Recent studies show a
significant correlation between audit com-
mittee independence and two desirable
outcomes :  a higher degree of active over-
sight and a lower incidence of financial
statement fraud (NYSE, 1999). In addition,
common sense dictates that a director with-
out any financial, family, or other material
personal ties to management is more likely
to be able to evaluate objectively the pro-
priety of management’s accounting, inter-
nal control and reporting practices. In view
of this objective, the KLSE requires listed
companies to have at least a three-mem-
ber audit committee composed of major-
ity independent directors. The independ-
ent directors are those who are free from

Composition of Audit CommitteesT A B L E  2

any relationship that, in the opinion of the
Board of Directors, would interfere with
the exercise of independent judgment as a
committee member. The audit committee
members are expected to have a wide
knowledge of business and preferably a
strong financial background. Panel B of
Table 2 shows that 86 per cent of the sec-
ond board firms that had formed audit
committees had at least three members.
The majority (85 per cent) of the sampled
firms had one executive director and 75 per
cent had at least two non-executive direc-
tors. This is in compliance with the require-
ment of the regulatory agencies and im-
plies a fair degree of independence in ef-
fectively pursuing its responsibilities.

To further substantiate support for audit
committee independence, Table 3 shows
the composition of executive directorship
among audit committee members respec-
tively. Panel A of Table 3 shows that 93 per
cent of the sampled firms had audit com-
mittees with less than 50 per cent members
being executive directors. This is true for
both the voluntary (before August 1994)
and mandatory period (after August 1994).
For firms that voluntarily formed audit com-
mittees before it became mandatory, the
percentage of non-executive directors in the
composition of audit committee members
further increased after the mandatory pe-
riod. Panel B of Table 3 shows that all the
audit committee members of second board
firms were not from the majority of the ex-
ecutive directors’ group.

5

PANEL A :  Main Board Companies

Number of 5 year Average 5 year Average 5 year Average

Members of Total Member of Executive of Non-Executive
Director Director

% % %

0 0.0 19.5 0.0

1 0.1 73.3 1.0

2 0.8 6.3 58.0

3 72.6 0.8 34.0

4 17.5 0.0 5.7

5 6.9 0.1 0.9

6 1.9 0.0 0.2

7 0.3 0.0 0.1

8 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

PANEL B :  Second Board Companies

Number of 5 year Average 5 year Average 5 year Average

Members of Total Member of Executive of Non-Executive
Director Director

% % %

0 0.0 13.2 0.0

1 0.0 84.8 0.1

2 0.1 2.0 75.1

3 86.4 0.0 20.3

4 8.5 0.0 4.0

5 4.8 0.1 0.6

6 0.2 0.0 0.0

7 0.2 0.0 0.0

8 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Chairman of the
Audit Committee

Section 344A (3) of the listing
requirements states that mem-
bers of an audit committee must
elect a chairman from among
their members who is not an ex-
ecutive director or employee of
the company or any related corporation. Ta-
ble 4 shows that for both the main and sec-
ond board companies that formed audit com-
mittees, about 80 per cent of the elected chair-
men were non-executive directors. However,
for the rest of the sample (20 per cent), it is
not indicated at all whether the chairman was
an executive director or an outsider. On av-
erage, most firms that had committees do
comply with the Section 344A (3) of the list-
ing requirement, though there is an avenue
for further improvement by ensuring that
firms disclose the executive or non-execu-
tive status of their audit committee chairman.

Report of
Audit Committee Activities

With respect to reports of audit commit-
tees, panels A and B of Table 5 show that
for all the five years after formation of the
committee, almost all the audit committees
reported on their terms of references, as
should be the case. Nothing however was

reported on what they had actually done.
In fact, in the first year after mandatory re-
quirement, few audit committees of the
main board firms did not report at all on
their activities. The requirement of submis-
sion of audit committee reports with finan-
cial statements will provide investors with
a better understanding of the committee’s
oversight role in the financial reporting
process. In performing their oversight
function, the audit committee will be rely-
ing on advice and information that it re-
ceives in its discussion with management,
internal auditors and external auditors.
The report should acknowledge that the
audit committee had such discussions with
management and the auditors and based
on those discussions, made decisions
about the financial statements.

In developed countries, audit committees
are required to submit a letter with the com-
pany’s annual report to shareholders disclos-
ing the following issues :  whether or not

management has reviewed the
audited financial statements
with the audit committee, includ-
ing a discussion of the quality of
the accounting principles as ap-
plied and significant judgments
affecting the company’s finan-
cial statements; whether or not

the external auditors have discussed with the
audit committee their judgments of the qual-
ity of those principles; whether or not the
members of the audit committee have dis-
cussed among themselves, without manage-
ment or the external auditors present, the
information disclosed to the audit commit-
tee; the audit committee, in reliance on the
review and discussions conducted with man-
agement and the external auditors believes
that the company’s financial statements are
fairly presented in conformity with Gener-
ally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
in all material respects.

Turnover of
Audit Committee Members

Since it takes some time for audit commit-
tee members to feel confident of their respon-
sibilities and begin contributing significantly
to the committee’s activities, the committee
turnover should be avoided for at least the
first five years of assignment (Abdol

6

A U D I T  C O M M I T T E E S

C O V E R

Measures of Audit Committees IndependenceT A B L E  3

T A B L E  4
Executive Non- Not

Executive Mentioned
% % %

5 Year Average for
Main Board Companies 0.3 79.5 20.2

5 Year Average for
Second Board Companies 0.8 79.4 19.9

Chairman of
Audit Committee

Type of Audit Committee ReportT A B L E  5

PANEL A :  Main Board Companies

Report Type First Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Year Year Year Year

% % % % %

No Report 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Terms of Reference 97.3 99.4 99.7 99.6 100.0

Report on Activities 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

PANEL B :  Second Board Companies

Report Type First Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Year Year Year Year

% % % % %

No Report 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Terms of Reference 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100

Report on Activities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

PANEL A :  Comparison of Composition of Executive

Directors to the Total Members between Voluntary and
Non-Voluntary Period of Main Board Firms

                             VOLUNTARY MANDATORY

5 year Average 5 year Average
Before After After

Compulsory Compulsory Compulsory

>50% 7.0 1.1 3.2

1-49% 64.9 73.7 78.5

0 28.1 100.0 100.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

PANEL B :  Comparison of Composition of Executive

Directors to the Total Members between Voluntary and
Non-Voluntary Period of Second Board Firms

                             VOLUNTARY MANDATORY

5 year Average 5 year Average
Before After After

Compulsory Compulsory Compulsory

>50% 0.0 2.0 0.1

1-49% 60.0 84.0 85.7

0 40.0 14.0 14.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Mohammadi and Levy (1992)). However, if
the members need to be replaced, suitable
candidates must be sought. Members should
possess certain core competencies such as
financial literacy, at least in the area of cor-
porate accounting and financial controls and
reporting. Individually, members should
have experience with organisations, leader-
ship, and strategic thinking, and a significant
degree of commitment to the company and
its board.

Panels A and B of Table 6
show that for both the main
board and second board firms,
the turnover range was from 29
per cent in the early years to 33
per cent in the fifth year after for-
mation, and 26 per cent to 42 per
cent respectively for the second
board firms. The slight increase
in the turnover in the fifth year
might be due to changes in the
required competencies, retire-
ment, death or changes in firm
policies. Table 7 shows that
most of the replacements were
within the non-executive, fol-
lowed by the executive-to-executive, and ad-
ditional non-executive members’ category.
This is a healthy development in support of
the independence of the audit committee.

Conclusion
This paper discusses the characteristics of

the audit committees of main and second
board firms, with respect to compliance with
listing requirements. The discussion focuses
on the aspects of formation, independence,
chairperson, reporting and turnover of au-
dit committee’s members. In terms of the
formation of audit committees, there were
very few firms on the main board that had
audit committees before the mandatory date
of August 1994. After this date, there were
still firms that had not formed audit commit-

tees. However, by 1998, all the sampled firms
had audit committees. In terms of independ-
ence, as measured by the number of mem-
bers and composition of executive officials
of the firm as members of the committee,
most audit committees had the minimum
number of members required (three per-
sons) and a majority were non-executive of-
ficers and outsiders. This is consistent with
the requirements and expectation of a fairly

independent committee. In fact the majority
of the chairpersons were non-executive of-
ficers, though in 20 per cent of the sample,
the status of the chairperson (whether ex-
ecutive or non-executive) was not revealed.
This requires a more stringent enforcement
of the listing requirements.

A majority of the audit committees re-
ported just on their terms of reference and
did not disclose any facts concerning how
they actually performed their responsibili-
ties, in contrary to what is practised in de-
veloped economies. Consistent with this
view, the current (as at January 2001) listing
requirements requires audit committees to
submit reports on their activities, particularly
with regard to their designated responsibili-
ties. This report is required to be submitted

Changes of Audit Committee MembersT A B L E  6

PANEL A :  Main Board Companies

Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Year Year Year

% % % %

No. Change 70.6 63.0 65.1 67.2

Change of Member 29.4 37.0 34.9 32.8

Total 100 100 100 100

PANEL B :  Second Board Companies

Second Third Fourth Fifth
Year Year Year Year

% % % %

No Change 74.2 67.1 59.0 57.8

Change of Member 25.8 32.9 41.0 42.2

Total 100 100 100 100

Main Second

Type of Changes Board Board
% %

Executive to Non-Executive 4.6 7.2

Non- Executive to Executive 7.0 4.7

Non-Executive to Non-Executive 51.1 52.8

Executive to Executive 13.0 16.6

Add Non-Executive 13.6 9.4

Add Executive 1.2 3.0

Non-Executive Retired 8.2 5.1

Executive Retired 1.4 1.3

Total 100.0 100.0

T A B L E  7

Type of Changes of Audit Committee Members

AN

with the annual report of the firms. Consist-
ent with the expectation that a low turnover
of audit committee members is necessary for
effectively pursuing their responsibilities, the
rate of turnover of members is on average
about 30 per cent. Most of the turnover
seems to occur after five years of formation,
and a majority of the replacements are in the
‘non-executive to non-executive’ category.

In view of the need for soliciting better
qualified members of audit
committees, KLSE recently re-
vised their listing requirement
on this issue by not allowing an
alternate director to be a mem-
ber of the audit committee, and
one of the members at least
must be a member of the
Malaysian Institute of Account-
ants (MIA) or have at least
three years’ working experi-
ence. With the structural shift
in the economy from product
based to knowledge based, only
persons that are competent in
these areas and have strong
business, finance and account-

ing credentials will be given the preference
to serve the audit committees.
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 MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITI PUTRA MALAYSIA

Some Comments

Introduction
The government has initiated several

measures in its efforts to create a world-class
capital market comparable with those in de-
veloped countries. These measures are fo-
cused towards creating a disclosure-based
and transparent corporate environment
with effective corporate governance,
to promote quality financial re-
porting and restoring market
confidence, and hence creating
a more efficient and cost effec-
tive mechanism to allocate in-
vestment capital. Among the
measures taken to ensure a
smooth implementation of
these initiatives was to revise the
listing requirements to make it
mandatory for firms to form an ef-
fectively functioning audit committee.

The responsibilities of this audit
committee includes ensuring quality ac-
counting policies, internal controls, and in-
dependent and effective roles of outside au-
ditors’ to deter fraud, anticipate financial
risks and promote accurate, high quality
and timely disclosure of financial and other

and administrative freedom to pursue its
objectives. Audit committees also help the
management implement any recommenda-
tions or advice from the committee.

Members of Audit Committees
Members of audit committees
should ideally be individuals with in-

material information to the board, to pub-
lic markets, and to shareholders. These
comprehensive responsibilities require it

to have well-qualified and dedicated mem-
bers independent of the incumbent man-
agement, with enough financial resources

“The responsibilities of

this audit committee

includes ensuring quality

accounting policies,

internal controls, and

independent and effective

roles of outside auditors’

to deter fraud, anticipate

financial risks and promote

accurate, high quality and

timely disclosure of financial and

other material information to the

board, to public markets, and to

shareholders.”
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tegrity, a sense of accountability, and good
track records. They should possess certain
core competencies such as financial lit-
eracy, experience with organisations, lead-
ership, and strategic thinking. Most impor-
tant, they must have a significant degree
of commitment to the company and its
board and be able to perform objectively
without any external influence. These re-
quirements are extraordinary, and in prac-
tice it might be difficult to find members
that have all the desired attributes. How-
ever, certain requirements
are enforced to ensure quali-
fied members. For example,
Section 344A(2) of the KLSE
listing requirement requires
that the committee should
have at least three members,
and that the majority of the
committee members are non-
executive directors to ensure
the independence of the com-
mittee in performing its du-
ties. The members of the au-
dit committee should be se-
lected preferably from all
walks of life such as minority
shareholders, lawyers, educa-
tors, bankers, analysts and
representatives from institu-
tional investors. To be effec-
tive they must have the quali-
ties discussed earlier and the
firms responsible in setting
up these committees should
have a mechanism to select,
retain and even dismiss mem-
bers to ensure good and con-
sistent performance.

How Independent is the
Committee?

Independence of an audit committee
ensures that it can deliver its responsibili-
ties objectively. However, independence is
a relative concept and difficult to measure.
Efforts initiated to promote independence
of audit committees include appointments
of non-executive directors and a chairman
of the audit committee. Audit committees
composed of qualified outside/independ-
ent members should be able to assert
themselves, as representatives of owners
are more likely to employ mechanisms to

monitor managers. The appointment of
committee members should be restricted
to limited terms (of at least five years) with
a performance review process for reap-
pointment. The appointment should be
conducted through a formal selection proc-
ess like a nomination committee.

Recent developments show that firms
tend to outsource the internal audit func-
tion in view of minimising costs. This prac-
tice could undermine the independent role
of the audit, especially if this function is

delegated to external auditors at a negoti-
ated price.

Members’ Financial Literacy
Audit committee members should come

from a diverse array of aptitude, area of
specialisation and experience, which cover
different aspects of the company’s and in-
dustry activities. The directors should have
a wide knowledge of business, finance and
accounting. If any of the members lack
competencies, they must be required to un-
dertake training programmes to improve
their financial and accounting knowledge.

The recent KLSE listing requirement
suggests that at least one of the members
must be a member of the Malaysian Insti-
tute of Accountants (MIA) or have at least
three years’ working experience with hav-
ing passed the examination as specified by
Part 1 of the 1st Schedule of the Account-
ants Act, 1967, and he/she must be a mem-
ber of one of the associations of account-
ants specified in Part II of the 1st Sched-
ule of the Accountants Act, 1967. The above
requirements were set in view of the mem-

bers’ role in overseeing corporate account-
ing and financial reporting, and financial
risks which requires financial expertise. A
well-qualified audit committee will be able
to identify and report expediently any fi-
nancial or non-financial irregularities.

The Audit Committee’s
Terms of Reference

In pursuing its responsibilities objec-
tively, the audit committee needs an unam-
biguous, practical and flexible terms of ref-
erence, sometimes known as charter. This
charter should be deliberated upon and

“… members of the audit committee should be selected preferably from

all walks of life such as minority shareholders, lawyers, educators,

bankers, analysts and representatives from institutional investors.”

“… the KLSE listing requirement requires that the

majority of the committee members are non-

executive directors to ensure the independence of

the committee in performing its duties.”
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accepted by the board of directors that
governs the firm’s operations. The char-
ter should be reevaluated periodically, and
made flexible enough to incorporate
changing business environments while
clearly spelling out the responsibilities of
the audit committee. Preferably, the char-
ter should be disclosed in the financial
statements to help shareholders assess the
performance of the committee in relaying
their responsibilities.

A Conduct of Good Practice
Audit committees should meet regularly

to discuss issues that require attention.
Evidence (Turner, 2001) suggests that fi-
nancial fraud occurred in companies where
audit committees met infrequently. The
meetings should be carried out in formal
situations and allow in-depth discussions
of the concerned issues, and allow new
members to understand the company’s ac-
counting practices and business opera-
tions, which will help the committee fulfil
its responsibility. Evidence from developed
economies (Menon and Williams (1994))
suggests that larger firms had more active
audit committees than smaller firms. How-
ever, firms that formed audit committees
for cosmetic purposes did not effectively
perform their designated functions.

A conduct of good practice requires au-
dit committees to conduct a regular sched-
uled meeting with the internal auditor, ex-
ternal auditor and the management. These
meetings should be conducted independ-
ently with an open, frank and confidential
dialogue, with the aim to assess the level
of the firm’s internal controls and the qual-
ity and reliability of the financial state-
ments. These meetings help the audit com-
mittee gain an insight on the firm’s finan-
cial information.

Audit Committee Disclosure
and Reports

It is important for audit committees to
periodically inform shareholders and
stakeholders of their activities. The re-
quirement of submission of audit commit-
tee reports with the financial statements
will provide investors with a better under-
standing of the committee’s oversight role
in the financial reporting process. In per-
forming this function, the audit committee

will be relying on advice and information
that it receives in its discussion with the
management, internal auditors and exter-
nal auditors. The report should acknowl-
edge that the audit committee had such
discussions and this formed the basis of
the decisions about the financial state-
ments.

In the Malaysian corporate environment,
audit committees are required (as at Janu-
ary 2001) to file a report on their activities
with the annual report in view of creating
a greater transparent and disclosure-based
environment. At present, it is very rare to
find audit committees submitting reports
explaining the duties undertaken during
the year, except their terms of reference.
It is important to know what they have
done rather than what they should be do-
ing.

Audit Committee
Performance Checklist

To perform effectively, the audit com-
mittee could develop a self-assessment
procedure to ensure that all pertinent is-
sues are expediently addressed. This pro-
cedure could take the form of a checklist
which addresses the following issues :  the
risks and the procedures for assessing
and monitoring the risks and fraud pre-
vention systems, the key areas of vulner-
ability, the verification of financial infor-
mation and the proper functioning of in-
ternal controls.

The Future Direction of
Audit Committees

In today’s changed business environ-
ment, the role of the audit committee
needs to be revised to incorporate these
changes. It has a bigger and more impor-
tant role than just overseeing the prepa-
ration of financial reports and reporting
financial and non-financial irregularities to
shareholders. For example, the increas-
ing importance of information technology
as the lifeline of our corporate environ-
ment requires audit committees to work
closely with management to identify the
threats and vulnerabilities surrounding in-
formation security, which constitute as a
strategic weapon of the firms. The audit
committee’s task would require oversee-
ing procedures in assessing sensitive in-

formation. With the structural shift in the
economy from product-based to knowl-
edge-based, only persons that are compe-
tent in these areas and have strong busi-
ness, finance and accounting credentials
should be given the preference to serve
on the audit committee.

The audit committee should consider a
continuous training and education pro-
gram to ensure that its membership has
the proper background and knowledge-
base, and are updated with current devel-
opments in accounting and finance. Audit
committee members should continuously
assess their strengths and weaknesses
and identify the gaps in knowledge and
“know how”. The training might be
sourced internally or externally through
seminars, symposiums or through engag-
ing the ser vices of professionals. To
achieve this objective in a comprehensive
way on a continuous basis, requires an
establishment of an institute to serve as a
resource centre that provides free assist-
ance to existing and newly appointed au-
dit committee members and chairmen.
The institute should conduct a continuous
collaboration with local and international
universities, regulatory and professional
organisations to update its professional
programme.

Though the audit committee require-
ment has been implemented since August
1994, there is still no documentation of its
effectiveness in enhancing corporate gov-
ernance practices in our capital market.
There seems to be an avenue to transform
the audit committee concept from a good
idea on paper to a practising reality. It is
not something impossible, but requires
firm commitment from all parties involved
in trying to create a world-class capital
market.
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Introduction
As the business environment becomes

even more dynamic, a robust corporate
strategy is vital in order to ensure the suc-
cess of a company. It should provide the
direction that the whole organisation can
pursue to secure the company’s future sur-
vival and success. The manufacturing func-
tion within any manufacturing organisation
is the major consumer of resources and,
for success to be achieved, its operations
must align with overall corporate strategy
and with the business winning objectives
of the company. Consequently, it is becom-
ing widely accepted that a comprehensive
manufacturing strategy can give a com-
pany a distinct competitive advantage in
the marketplace and provide operational
support for the corporate strategy1 .

How Manufacturing is Viewed
A common view of manufacturing from

the boardroom level is that it is expensive,
reactive, obsessed with the short-term and
always saying “no”. This is summarised by
Wickham Skinner2  :

M A N U FAC T U R I N G

Manufacturing
Strategy as a
Competitive Weapon
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“... to too many executives, manufactur-
ing and the production function is a neces-
sary nuisance — it soaks up capital in fa-
cilities and inventories, it resists changes in
products and schedules, its quality is never
as good as it should be and its people are
unsophisticated, tedious, detail-oriented and
unexciting.”

This view is very often confirmed by
manufacturing’s view of itself; Hill3  cites
the following reasons for manufacturing’s
exclusion from the policy debate :

� The production manager’s view of himself
— to react to the conflicting demands
placed on the production system.

� The company’s view of the production
manager’s role — to look after the store
and to react to the needs of the short
term.

� Production managers are too late in the
corporate debate.

� The “can’t say no” syndrome — either
because they do not want to or they are
not allowed to.

� Lack of language — elegant words are

not the production manager’s tool and
there is a lack of shared experience.

� Functional goals and measures — func-
tions are measured individually and not
by overall business contribution. A
“good” order won by marketing may
cause serious problems for manufactur-
ing.

� Top management’s view of strategy —
strategy looks outwards and manufactur-
ing is an internal function.

The Way Forward?
Terry Hill’s view is that manufacturing

itself has the skills and abilities to change
the way it is viewed, if it can break out of
the short term and reactive mind-set that
has been its tradition. Manufacturing must
start to be concerned with doing the right
thing (being effective) rather than doing

1 John Mills, Ken Platts, Mike Gregory, “A
framework for the design of manufacturing
strategy processes, a contingency approach”,
International Journal of Operations & Produc-
tion Management, 1995, Vol. 15, No. 4.

2 Skinner W., “Operations Technology :  Blind
Spot in Strategic Management”, Harvard Busi-
ness School Working Paper 83-85, 1983, p. 11.

3 Hill T, “Manufacturing Strategy — Text &
Cases”, 2nd Ed., Macmillan Press, 2000.
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things right (being efficient). Manufactur-
ing must align itself with the corporate
strategy so that it is contributing to, and
sometimes leading, the quest for competi-
tive advantage that is the prerequisite for
survival in today’s business climate.

Slack4  focuses on five performance objec-
tives that manufacturing can pursue in order
to gain a competitive advantage, see figure.

He contends that a company
may aim to beat the competi-
tion on all five aspects or only
one and the trade-off debate is
again significant. The role of
manufacturing is to become
more effective at the appropri-
ate internal aspects that align
with the chosen corporate com-
petitive strategy. The manufac-
turing strategy should focus on
the pursuit of long-term advan-
tage and not deal in the usual
production manager’s short-
term trade-offs.

The key decision in this area
is “how does a company want
to compete?” The answer to
this question will provide the
drivers of the manufacturing
strategy. Formulation of this
strategy needs to be carried out
in conjunction with marketing
and product development.
However, it should primarily be

determined by focusing on what the cus-
tomer needs.

Putting Manufacturing Into An
International Context

Much industrial production is moving
from the US, Western Europe and Japan
to developing countries in Latin America,
Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe. In

1950, the US alone accounted for more
than half of the world’s economic output.
In 1990, its share was down to less than a
quarter. Even then, North America, Eu-
rope and Japan were between them pro-
ducing over three-quarters of the world’s
output5 . However, this is changing at a very
rapid rate — quite soon, many big west-
ern companies will have more customers
(and workers) in developing countries than
in traditional markets.

The second major change is that, in rich
countries, the balance of economic activ-
ity is swinging from manufacturing to serv-
ices. OECD figures for its members show
that manufacturing has dropped from 30
per cent of GDP in 1960 to 20 per cent in
1995 and from 27 per cent of employment
in 1960 to 18 per cent in 1995. The effect of
this shift is increased as manufacturing
moves from rich countries to developing
ones, whose cheap labour gives them a
sharp advantage in many of the repetitive
tasks required by mass production. This
is merely the continuation of a process that
has been going on since the 1970s. Many
household name products in Europe and
North America have long been manufac-
tured in factories in other parts of the

world.
The increase in speed and

decrease in real cost of inter-
national communications has
altered substantially the abil-
ity of individual companies and
countries to compete in world
markets. At the same time
many newly-industrialised
countries are achieving world-
class standards in manufactur-
ing. To counter this, other in-
dustries operating in condi-
tions of high labour cost are re-
vising their strategies, often
radically.

The main characteristics of
this changing environment are
as follows :

� There is a more mobile cli-
mate of trade and investment.
Whereas previously the inter-

13

4  Slack, N., “Manufacturing Ad
   vantage”, Mercury Books, 1991.
5  “The World as a Single Machine”,
   The Economist, 20 June 1998.
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national capital markets were open only
to multinationals, deregulation and
cheap communications have opened
capital markets to a much wider range
of organisations.

� Requirement for greater organisational
flexibility than in the past. Growth via
strategic alliances is now widely fa-
voured to go-it-alone approaches.

� The ready availability of low cost IT and
cheap powerful computer-related tech-
nologies has radically altered the com-
petitive balance in favour of the small to
medium-sized company.

� World-class management is more mobile
internationally.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

design and implementation of a manufac-
turing strategy requires knowledge of
modern management techniques such as
Just-in-Time manufacturing (JIT), Total
Quality Management (TQM) and Total
Productive Maintenance (TPM) so that the

6  Hayes R. & Pisano G., ‘Manufacturing Strat-
egy: At the Intersection of Two Paradigm
Shifts’, Production & Operations Management
Journal, Spring 1996

Note :  John Hartland is a Senior Teaching Fel-
low within War wick Manufacturing
Group(WMG), part of  The University of War-
wick in Coventry England. Prior to joining
WMG in 1997, John held a number of key man-
agement positions in UK industrial companies
at a project and operations level. Graduating
with an MSc in Organisation & Management
from Cranfield University, John has made manu-
facturing improvement a focus of his more than
30 years spent in the manufacturing industry.
The concepts described in this article form the
basis of a 4-day module of instruction “Opera-
tion Strategy for Industry” which is part of an
MSc in Engineering Business Management
awarded by The University of Warwick. This
unique management learning programme devel-
oped in collaboration with industry to address
Business, Operations & Technology deploy-
ment  issues is offered in Malaysia by BATC in
KL, which is part of Universiti Teknologi Ma-
laysia. MIA is supportive of this leading-edge
learning programme and members qualify for
course discounts. The MSc programme is run
in both part-time & full-time modes.

The Impact On Manufacturing
As suggested by Hayes and Pisano6 ,

“companies succeed in the long run not just
by building competitive fortresses for them-
selves, or by equipping themselves with the
latest facilities or technologies, but more im-
portantly by being able to do certain things
better than their competitors can.”

The skills developed over time by the
people within the organisation are likely
to prove difficult to imitate or transfer and
it is these factors that make them valuable.
Competitive advantage can then be
achieved with these special operating ca-
pabilities. This in turn elevates the impor-
tance of manufacturing, given that many
of a company’s critical capabilities reside
there. This also supports the argument for
ensuring that manufacturing is part of the
strategic management of the firm.

Manufacturing improvement is no
longer just a question of yet more invest-
ment in high technology equipment. The

correct structures and control systems are
in place to achieve alignment of functional
and corporate strategy. Appropriate per-
formance measures must be put in place
and all relevant information, both techni-
cal and commercial, must be managed. To
accomplish this, the correct deployment of
appropriate IT systems and technologies
is a vital component of the overall strate-
gic framework. However, a manufacturing
strategy is not simply a concatenation of
the latest fashionable tools; it is a struc-
tured deployment of the appropriate knowl-
edge and techniques to achieve the organi-
sation’s strategic goals.

Manufacturing strategy should no
longer be concerned with making short-
term trade-offs among competitive priori-
ties. Long term success will arise from the
company’s ability to differentiate itself from
its competitors by offering something that
is both unique and valuable to customers.

Manufacturing utilises the major propor-

tion of the resources, both human and fi-
nancial, of an enterprise and must become
a value-adding rather than just a cost-con-
suming activity. Being ‘lean’ is now only a
qualifying condition that will allow survival
in the marketplace. Companies that will
become winners are those that are able to
utilise manufacturing as a competitive
weapon. They will harness improvement
programmes such as JIT and TQM within
a manufacturing strategy that fully aligns
with corporate strategy and with how the
company gains business in the market-
place. They will then develop and sustain
a set of unique capabilities that enable
them to be delivered more successfully
than anybody else.

“… manufacturing strategy is
not simply a concatenation of

the latest fashionable tools; it is
a structured deployment of the

appropriate knowledge and
techniques to achieve the

organisation’s strategic goals.”

AN
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The recent amendment to the Accountants Act, 1967, has permitted members of

the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA) to advertise their services. This

change is in tandem with the current trend where most of the professional

accountancy bodies are moving towards permitting their members to advertise.

However, the permission given by these accountancy bodies is only for advertising

activities done in a manner consistent with the profession’s dignity. AICPA, ICAEW,

CPA Australia, ICANZ and SAICA provide some guidance in their rulings on

advertising to ensure due care is taken by their members.

This paper examines the current rulings on advertising by these accountancy bodies

and identifies the important points that are included in the rulings of advertising.
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Introduction
Advertising is defined as solicitation of

a general nature (Chaney, P.K., Debra, C.
J and Pamela, E. S., 1997). Normally, this
is done through publicly accessed media,
for instance, newspapers, magazines, tel-
evision and radio. Nowadays, the latest
technology has provided various alterna-
tives for advertising such as electronic bill-
boards and the website.

Since the outset of the accounting pro-
fessions, advertising of accounting serv-
ices by accountants has been a taboo. The
practice of seeking for professional engage-
ment by means of advertising was re-
garded as unprofessional (Lowe, 1987)
and inconsistent with the dignity of the
profession (Venkateswar, 1995). There
is also an allegation that advertising
would only benefit big firms as they
could afford to advertise on a scale that
would throw the small firms out of the
market (Gamble O. G., Gwendolyn, H.
Q., Eli Jones and Priscilla D. S., 2000).
Besides that, concern has also been
voiced out as to the possibility that ad-
vertising of services would result in the
increase of fees charged on the clients
due to additional costs incurred by the
accounting firms for that purpose. Apart
from that, unhealthy competition created
by advertising, would in the end, lower the
quality of services provided.

However, this phenomenon is changing.
In the US, advertising has been accepted
as a marketing tool by accounting profes-
sions. This development started as early
as in 1978 when the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
lifted the prohibition on advertising by ac-
countants due to external pressures. Be-
fore the event, AICPA had been advised by
the state attorney general to repeal their
prohibitions against advertising, or at the
minimum, not enforce them. According to
a ruling by the US Supreme Court, the re-
strictions on advertising were regarded as
unconstitutional in that they violated the
right of free speech. In the meantime, the
Justice Department and Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) forced other profes-

sions such as dentists, doctors and lawyers,
to modify or repeal their advertising rules
which were considered an anti-competition
provision and contrary to antitrust laws.
This development has given additional
pressure to AICPA to change its ruling on
advertising. Thus, in 1978, following the
Supreme Court’s unfavourable decisions,
AICPA, with endorsement from its mem-
bers, allowed its members to advertise
their services or firms. Accordingly, in the
late 1970s all state accounting bodies also
removed advertising restrictions.

The restrictions on advertising of ac-
counting services have also been relaxed

in other countries. Currently, professional
accounting bodies, for example, in the UK,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Ger-
many, and Canada permit their members
to market their services through advertis-
ing provided certain guidelines are ob-
served (Sa’adiah, 1999).

Recently, in Malaysia, the restrictions on
advertising by accountants was lifted
through the amendment of the Account-
ants Act, 1967. This amendment was pro-
posed by MIA, a regulatory body for the
accounting profession in Malaysia which
itself was established under the Act. The
council of the Institute recommended the
change so that its members would be able
to provide information on the practice for
the purposes of ensuring that the public
would be aware of the services rendered
(MIA, 1999).

Section 18(g) of the Act stated that :
“No member shall advertise by any means

or in any manner as being engaged in prac-
tice as a public accountant or licensed ac-
countant.”

Under the Accountants (Amendment)
Act, 2000, this section will be deleted and
replaced by section 18A, which will be read
as follows :

“A member who is a chartered account-
ant or a licensed accountant may advertise
himself as being engaged in practice as a
chartered accountant or licensed account-
ant respectively in accordance with by-laws
made by the Council.”

It is worthwhile noting that although
advertising of accounting services is per-

mitted, it will be regulated by the MIA
By-laws (On Professional Conduct and
Ethics). Thus, the corresponding
changes to the related by-laws, which
are currently being undertaken by the
Institute, should be in place before sec-
tion 18A of the Accountants (Amend-
ment) Act, 2000 becomes operational.
Therefore, during this period, account-
ants in Malaysia are still bound by
MIA’s existing by-laws on advertising,
which prohibit advertising, by account-
ants in practice.

MIA’s Existing By-laws on
Advertising

Members of MIA are governed by part
7 of the MIA by-laws (On Professional Con-
duct and Ethics) when carrying out activi-
ties which may amount to advertising. The
main paragraph (By-law 7-1(1)) specifically
states that :

“No member in public practice shall seek
professional work by means of advertising
or by any other form of solicitation in par-
ticular by means of ‘cold calls’ and ‘direct
mailing’.”

Obviously, this clause is a repetition of
section 18(g) of the Accountants Act, 1967,
except it also prohibits solicitation. The
discussion on solicitation is, however, be-
yond the scope of this paper.

Meanwhile, the restriction on advertis-
ing does not preclude members from issu-
ing circulars to his or her clients and to
persons with whom there has already been
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established a professional connection (By-
law 7-1(2)). A member is also allowed to
publish the firm’s name and address for
purposes such as advertisement for vacan-
cies in the firm, for the sale of business or
property on behalf of a client, or as a trus-
tee or receiver, or to announce a change of
address and telephone numbers, provided
such advertisements are in good taste (By-
law 7-2(1) and (2)). Similarly, by-law 7-3
allows members to accept appointments or
involve in activities in matters of public
importance provided they should not initi-
ate them to their professional advantage.
Likewise, members may participate in ac-
tivities that result in imparting knowl-
edge such as speaking in seminars, pub-
lishing articles or booklets if such activi-
ties are not tantamount to deliberate pro-
motion of the member. The same guide-
lines apply for members who participate
in activities that promote the accounting
profession.

On the other hand, advertising the firm
in individual homepages is prohibited. In
fact, if a member is an affiliate of an inter-
national firm, he or she has to ensure that
his or her practice is not listed in the inter-
national firm’s homepage (By-law 7-2A).
Listing of members’ names or their firms
in a directory is also not permitted unless
information of the members or firms is lim-
ited to name, address, professional descrip-
tion and such other information as is nec-
essary to enable a user of the directory to
make contact with them (By-law 7-10).

Besides that, the MIA by-laws regard
posting of greetings by members for any
special observance in newspapers, periodi-
cals or other publications as advertising
which is thus not permitted. Yet, members
may send greeting cards which should
only contain the message of greeting, his
name or his name in conjunction with those
of his partner’s wife or children and the
name and address of the firm in which he
practices and the firm’s logo (By-law 7-4).

In regards to the firm’s stationery, a
member must use them in good taste. Fur-
thermore, a member must ensure that the
firm’s stationery or name-plate or other
business cards do not include a claim that
the member is a specialist in any particu-
lar aspect of public practice (By-law 7-5 and
7-6).

Purpose of the Study
As previously mentioned, the MIA is

currently under taking the process of
drafting the new by-laws on advertising
in correspondence to the amendment of
the Accountant Act, 1967. Indeed, under-
standing the similar by-laws used in other
countries that have already permitted ac-
countants to adver tise their ser vices,
would assist the MIA council in discharg-
ing their duties.

Thus, the purpose of this study is to ex-
amine the current by-laws on advertising
in the US, the UK, Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa. These countries are cho-
sen because of their well-known profes-
sional accountancy bodies worldwide.
Therefore, the by-laws on advertising of
AICPA, Institute of Chartered Accountants
of England and Wales (ICAEW), CPA Aus-
tralia, Institute of Chartered Accountants
in New Zealand (ICANZ) and the South Af-
rican Institute of Chartered Accountants
(SAICA) are considered. These by-laws are
also analysed and evaluated in order to
understand in what way the dignity of the
accounting profession can be maintained
when members of the accounting bodies
are permitted to advertise their practices.

Methodology
The relevant by-laws were gathered from

the web sites of the accounting bodies ex-
cept for SAICA, which was directly ob-
tained from the Institute itself.

The contents of the by-laws were then
studied and tabulated so that an effective
analysis and discussion could be made
easily.

Rulings on Advertising of some
Professional Accountancy Bodies

The American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants

(AICPA)

AICPA refers to ET section 502 and ET
section 591 of the AICPA Code of Profes-
sional Conduct in discussing the rulings
on advertising by CPAs.

Rule 502 under ET section 502, Adver-
tising and Other Forms of Solicitation, spells

out the stand of AICPA on advertising and
other forms of solicitation where it states
that; “ A member in public practice shall not
seek to obtain clients by advertising or other
forms of solicitation in a manner that is false,
misleading, or deceptive. Solicitation by the
use of coercion, over-reaching, or harassing
conduct is prohibited.”

By referring to this rule, advertising
and solicitation are permissible so long as
they are being conducted in good taste.
Again, although the discussions on
solicitation would be effectively dealt with
in a separate study, this issue is mentioned
in passing.

In this section, forms of false, mislead-
ing or deceptive acts in advertising or
solicitation are given in interpretation
502.03. These acts include those that cre-
ate false or unjustified expectations of fa-
vourable results and imply the ability to in-
fluence any court, tribunal, regulatory
agency, or similar body or official. Besides
that, advertising materials which contain
a representation where specific profes-
sional services in current or future peri-
ods will be performed for a stated fee, esti-
mated fee or fee range are considered as
misleading. This is because it is likely that
at the time of representation, such fees
would be substantially increased with the
prospective client not advised of that like-
lihood.

Besides that, members may render serv-
ices to clients of a third party when those
clients have been obtained by the third
party through advertising or promotion.
However, in this case, members must en-
sure that all such promotional efforts are
within the bounds of the Rules of Conduct
(Interpretation 502-5).

In ET section 591, Ethics Rulings on
Other Responsibilities and Practices, there
are some paragraphs providing further
guidance on advertising. Here, the ques-
tion and answer approach is used to explain
a particular set of factual circumstances re-
lated to advertising. The circumstances
included in this section is a member re-
sponsible as course instructor (ET section
591.065 – 591.066), use of CPA title by
members who are not in public practice
(ET section 591.075 – 591.076), member’s
association with newsletters and publica-
tions (ET section 591.351 – 591.352) and
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use of the AICPA personal financial spe-
cialist designation (ET section 591.365 –
591.366). Generally, the rulings for these
cases were made by referring to rule 502
whereby if the act is not considered as
false, misleading and deceptive, it is proper
for members to do whatever that may re-
quire advertising activities.

The Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and

Wales (ICAEW)
The guidelines on ad-

vertising by the ICAEW
are presented in state-
ment 1.211, Obtaining
Professional Work, in
The Guide to Profes-
sional Ethics. This state-
ment uses the term pro-
motion, which similarly
refers to the acts of ad-

vertising. Paragraph 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 state
the rules on practice promotion. In para-
graph 1.0, the stand taken by the Institute
on advertising is clearly spelt out as fol-
lows:

“Subject to the guidance which follows a
member may seek publicity for his or her serv-
ices, achievements and products and may
advertise his services, achievements and
products in any way consistent with the dig-
nity of the profession in that he should not
project an image inconsistent with that of a
professional person bound to high ethical and
technical standards.”

Meanwhile, paragraph 2.0 concerns the
content of the promotional material when
it says that :

“Promotional material may contain any
factual statement the truth of which a mem-
ber is able to justify but should not make dis-
paraging references to or disparaging com-
parisons with the services of others.”

The discussion to this paragraph pro-
vides some examples of such references
such as “the largest firms” or “the best
firm” (Discussion 2.1). In the meantime,
paragraph 3.0 warns that members should
avoid any harassing approaches in promot-
ing their services when it states that :

“A member should, under no circum-
stances, promote or seek to promote his or
her services, or the services of another mem-
ber, in such a way or to such an extent as to

amount to harassment of a prospective cli-
ent.”

Besides explaining the Institute’s rulings
on advertising, the statement 1.211 also
includes therein the discussion on other
related aspects of advertising. Discussions
1.1 to 1.3 deal with the needs to conform
to appropriate requirements set by relevant
authorities when members decide to adver-
tise their services. In addition, the discus-
sions also point out the danger of provid-
ing inadequate information of fees in pro-
motional material due to space limitation.
The inadequate information on fees may
lead to misinterpretation by the reader as
to the precise range of services and time
commitment. Advertising material should
not also contain any comparison of fees
between accounting practices (Discussion
1.4 to 1.6).

In paragraph 6.0, the Institute empha-
sises that promotional activities carried out
in the name of a firm should be construed
as promotional activities carried out by the
individual principals of that practice,
whether carried out personally or through
agents. Therefore, the members con-
cerned are responsible for the form and
content of the profession.

The CPA Australia

As for CPA Australia, Section D of its
Code of Professional Conduct contains the
rulings on advertising of accounting serv-
ices by its members. Specifically, section
D.5 (a) permits members to advertise their
services provided certain conditions are
fulfilled. In this section, it says that :

“Members are permitted to advertise or
obtain publicity for their services provided
that the content or nature of such advertis-
ing or publicity is not false, misleading or
deceptive or in any other way reflects ad-
versely on the profession. Advertising and
publicity must be informative, objective and
consistent with the dignity of the profession”.

The requirements that members must
not advertise materials which are false,
misleading and deceptive is further empha-
sised in regulation 1218 of R9, Regulations
Relating to Public Practice. Forms of unac-

ceptable adver tising, publicity and
solicitation are also given under the com-
mentary section to the regulation. Exam-
ples of such advertising are those that cre-
ate false or unjustified expectations of fa-
vourable results, belittle others, and imply
the ability to influence any court, tribunal,
regulatory agency or similar body or offi-
cial thereof. Others include self-laudatory
statements not based on verifiable facts,
unidentified testimonials or endorsements
obtained in an improper manner and those
that contain any representations that would
likely cause a reasonable person to misun-
derstand or feel deceived.

R9 also makes a point that members are
responsible for the form and content of
advertising material whether placed per-
sonally or by another party and for any ad-
vertising the member explicitly or implic-
itly authorises.

 The Institute of Chartered
Accountants of New Zealand

(ICANZ)

Ethical provisions (EP) 66 to 70 of
ICANZ Code of Ethics are being referred
to in discussing the rulings on advertising
of ICANZ. EP 66 clearly states that the In-
stitute permits its members to promote
their services provided such activities
would not discredit the profession. The
wordings of EP 66 are as follows :

“Members are permitted to promote their
professional services provided such promo-
tion is carried out in a manner which is con-
sistent with the good reputation of the pro-
fession and does not bring discredit to the
profession. This provision extends to the use
of printed stationery, including letterheads,
envelopes and professional cards by members
in connection with their practice as char-
tered accountants”.

The examples of forms of unacceptable
promotion of professional services are
given in EP 68. Such forms include those
that involve the use of coercion, over-reach-
ing or harassing conduct; are presented in
a manner or contain material that is not in
good taste. Also included are those that
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The Accounting

Bodies A B C D E F G H

AICPA ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗

ICAEW ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗

CPA Australia ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✗

ICANZ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗

SAICA ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔ ✔

The alphabets represent the following statements :
A Advertisement should be consistent with profession’s dignity.
B Examples of some unacceptable acts of advertising are given as guidance.
C Information on fees should be carefully included in advertising material.
D No comparisons of services quality or fees should be included in the advertisement.
E Members are responsible for forms and content of the advertisement material although it is

done by other parties on their behalf.
F Members may render services to clients of a third party, in cases where the clients are obtained

by the third party through advertisement, provided the advertisement is within the rules.
G Advertisement by members should conform to acceptable norms or relevant authorities’

requirements.
H The respectable media should be used as a medium to advertise.

What do the ticks and crosses mean?
✔ The rulings on advertising of the accounting body contain such statements.
✗ The rulings on advertising of the accounting body do not contain such statements.

T A B L E  1

The Summary of Rulings of Some Professional Accounting
Bodies on Advertising of Accounting Services

create false or unjustified expectations of
favourable results, make comparison with
other members not based on verifiable
facts or imply the ability to influence any
court, tribunal, regulatory agency or simi-
lar body or official. Notwithstanding are
those that consist of self-laudatory state-
ments not based on verifiable facts, con-
tain any representations that would likely
mislead or deceive members of the public
and contain testimonials or endorsements
not properly obtained from other parties.

Meanwhile, EP 69 stresses that mem-
bers are responsible for the form and con-
tent of any advertisement even if it is placed
by another party on behalf of the member.

Similarly, in EP 70, members are required
to ensure that promotions carried out by the
third party to obtain clients to whom the
members would provide services are prop-
erly done in accordance to EP 66 to 69.

The South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants (SAICA)

Section 9 of the SAICA
Code of Professional Con-
duct is relevant for the
study where it provides
rulings on publicity, adver-
tising and solicitation. It is
interesting to note that this
section starts with the ra-
tionale of its ruling on ad-
ver tising. Section 9.01

states that the public should be informed
of the services available from the account-
ing firms in order to enable the firms to be
conducted in a businesslike manner. Thus,
in section 9.02 SAICA permits publicity and
advertising when it spells out that :

“Publicity and advertising by all members,
associates or students of all services and prod-
ucts is therefore permitted”.

In preparing or authorising the issue of ad-
vertising material, section 9.03 stresses that
members, associates and students should do
so with a due sense of responsibility to the
profession and to the public as a whole. Be-
sides, the content and presentation of such
material must be in good taste and the me-
dium used for that purpose must also be con-
sistent with the profession’s dignity. Accord-
ingly, advertisements should conform to the
accepted norms of legality, decency, honesty

and truthfulness (section 9.04).
Section 9.07 provides some broad guid-

ance and list of examples of advertising ma-
terial that might be regarded as not being
in accordance with good taste of the profes-
sion. Such materials include advertising that
tends to sensationalise or shock or which
is likely to give offence to religious beliefs
or is racist. Furthermore, members should
also avoid making comparison or belittling
services offered by others in their adver-
tisements. With regard to this, section 9.08
states that information on fees that would
mislead the readers should not be included
in the advertising material because it is in-
consistent with the dignity of the profession.

Analysis of the Rulings on
Advertising of Some Professional

Accountancy Bodies
Table 1 summarises the contents of the

rulings on advertising of five professional
accountancy bodies, which are AICPA,
ICAEW, CPA Australia, ICANZ and SAICA.
Based on their main paragraphs which state
the stand of each accounting body to per-
mit advertising of services by their mem-
bers, all of them agree that such advertis-

ing should be made in a manner that is con-
sistent with the dignity of the accounting
profession. This emphasis is indeed crucial
if the arguments against advertising by ac-
countants are reviewed. The main concern
of the profession in the outset of the trend
of repealing the advertising restrictions is
the ability of the profession to uphold its dig-
nity at all times once the restrictions are
removed. Thus, to ensure that advertising
by accountants would not adversely affect
the profession, these accounting bodies,
except ICAEW, list down examples of unac-
ceptable acts of advertising which are in-
consistent with the profession’s dignity.
These examples would give members some
idea on how they should carry out adver-
tisement activities.

Besides that, excluding CPA Australia
and ICANZ, the rulings on advertising of
other accounting bodies give serious con-
sideration regarding the inclusion of infor-
mation on fees in the advertisement. The
result of a survey done in India on account-
ants’ and businessmen’s attitudes towards
advertising of accounting services could
provide some explanation to this require-
ment. About 82 per cent of the accountants
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in the survey responded that the
advertising of fees will adversely
affect the image of the account-
ants (Venkateswar, 1995). Thus,
to prevent such an effect, if the
information is included in the
ads, the accounting bodies re-
quire their members to provide
the information objectively so
that misinterpretation by the
public is avoided. Acknowledg-
ing information on fees is among the most
important pieces of information sought af-
ter by potential clients, the inadequacy of
which could mislead them into making a
wrong selection of an accounting firm. This
is absolutely harmful when the same sur-
vey showed that 56 per cent of its business-
men sample agreed that they would select
the lowest priced accounting firm to pro-
vide services (Venkastewar, 1995). In rec-
ognising the nature of advertising such as
space limitation, it is considered that the
information on fees should not be dis-
closed at all.

Meanwhile, the majority of accounting
bodies stress that the advertisement of
accounting services should not make com-
parison in terms of fees or quality of serv-
ices with other practices. Such practices
should be avoided because it may result
in an unhealthy competition that would
benefit neither the firms nor the public.
Furthermore, for a profession perceived
as having high ethical and technical stand-
ards, claiming that one is superior than the
other is definitely inappropriate.

Furthermore, in pursuing the effort of
maintaining the image of the profession,
the responsibility of members especially of
ICAEW, CPA Australia and ICANZ are ex-
tended to ensure that advertisements
placed by them are within their account-
ing bodies’ rulings. Likewise, this is to en-
sure that those made by other parties on
their behalf also conforms to the require-
ments of the bodies. AICPA and ICANZ
explicitly permit their members to render
services to clients of third parties whom
they obtain through advertising or promo-
tional activities. Nevertheless, members
are required to ensure that such advertis-
ing or promotional activities are allowed
by AICPA or ICANZ.

For the same objective, to safeguard the

accounting profession’s image, advertise-
ments carried out by accountants should
be in accordance with acceptable norms of
society and requirements of relevant au-
thorities. Definitely, practising something
against the accepted norms of a particular
society or breaking any law is contradic-
tory for a profession that observes high
standards of professional conduct. This
could be the reason why ICAEW and
SAICA state explicitly in their rulings the
needs of their members to be sensitive to
these requirements. Besides that, the me-
dium used to advertise determines the
form of advertisement that is suitable for
the profession. SAICA explicitly mentions
the need to use the media that is consis-
tent with the dignity of the profession.
Therefore, low quality media such as tab-
loid magazines or newspapers should not
be the form of media used by accountants
to advertise their services.

CONCLUSION
Based on the study, there is consistency

amongst the different professional bodies
that in permitting advertising of account-
ing services, members are to do so in a
manner that is consistent with the dignity
of the accounting profession. To ensure
that the image of the profession is not jeop-
ardised by this permission, professional
accountancy bodies are responsible in pro-
viding appropriate guidelines.

Firstly, the guidelines should emphasise
the need to maintain the profession’s dig-
nity at all times when carrying out advertis-
ing of accounting services. Besides that, the
guidelines should also include therein the
discussion on specific issues that could de-
grade the public’s perception of the profes-
sion if they are improperly handled. Such
issues include how or whether it is to in-
clude information on fees in the advertise-

ment. It is also useful if the pro-
fessional guidelines provide some
examples of unacceptable adver-
tising acts so that the members
would have clearer understanding
of the rulings. Nevertheless, the
responsibility of members in re-
gards to advertising should also
be extensively discussed so that
they are aware that whatever
forms of advertising they are us-

ing must be within the bounds of the rul-
ings. Therefore, the dignity of the profes-
sion is always safeguarded.
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E C O N O M I C S

Tabled by Prime Minister, Datuk
Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, in
Parliament on 23 April, it envis-
ages a 7.5 per cent average an-

nual growth until 2005.
The manufacturing, agriculture and

services sectors will continue to be the
major contributors to growth in the 8MP
period, and are expected to contribute 35.8
per cent, 7.0 per cent and 55.1 per cent re-
spectively, to GDP by 2005. Least affected
by the crisis, the services sector is ex-
pected to grow by 7.7 per cent during the
8MP, supported by higher growth from
three major subsectors. The finance, insur-
ance, real estate and business services
subsectors will benefit from the ongoing
consolidation and restructuring process,
and the implementation of the Capital Mar-
ket and Financial Sector Master Plans.

The 8MP’s main thrust will be to shift
the country’s growth strategy from input-
driven to knowledge-driven in order to
enhance potential output growth and accel-
erate economic transformation in the agri-
culture, manufacturing and services sec-
tors. As part of the Third Outline Perspec-
tive Plan (OPP3), the 8MP will place a
greater emphasis on the private sector
while the public sector will undertake a
facilitating role.

Among the key strategies under the 8MP
are maintaining macroeconomic stability,
enhancing productivity-driven growth, in-
creasing competitiveness in key economic
sectors, expanding the usage of informa-
tion, communications and technology
(ICT) and achieving sustainable develop-
ment. A look at the Federal government’s

development expenditure would confirm
that, with higher allocations going to edu-
cation and training, communication facili-
ties and various infrastructure projects in-
cluding water resources.

Under the Seventh Malaysia Plan (7MP),
Malaysia’s economy grew by an average
of 4.7 per cent per annum. Growth under
the 8MP will be driven predominantly by
domestic demand particularly strong re-
covery in private investment. Most of these
investments will be financed domestically
through the current account. The 8MP
expects current account to continue re-
cording a surplus, albeit a narrow one from
its present level of RM31.2 billion to
RM11.1 billion over the next five years.

 However analysts point out that similar
to current account deficit, a prolonged cur-
rent account surplus is also not good as it
may lead to private capital outflows (re-
verse FDIs) — like what we are experienc-
ing at the moment.

Profits repatriated by foreign investors
and higher freight and insurance charges
will result in a projected deficit of 11.4 per
cent, or RM46.1 billion, in the services ac-
count. The government will take measures
to reduce the large deficit. Increased for-
eign exchange earnings are to be expected
from tourism, education, shipping and in-
surance, finance and consultancy services.

On the supply side, manufacturing, es-
pecially electrical and electronics, is ex-
pected to lead growth, followed by serv-
ices and agriculture.

The government is expecting total fac-
tor productivity (TFP) to contribute
strongly (37.2 per cent compared to 24.85

in the 7MP) to real economic growth. Al-
though raising the nation’s productivity
and general competitiveness is a prudent
long-term economic strategy, analysts say
our ability to ultimately squeeze out greater
productivity growth is still a question mark.
It is noteworthy that productivity gains
under the previous five-year plan were de-
railed by the onset of the economic crisis
in 1998. Malaysia’s GDP growth continued
to be input-driven, relying mainly on capi-
tal, during the 7MP (1996-200).

TFP declined under the 7MP, making up
24.8 per cent of GDP, compared with 25.9
per cent under the Sixth Malaysia Plan
(1991-1995). TFP contributed 2.5 per cent
to overall GDP growth of 9.5 per cent un-
der the 6MP, and 1.2 per cent of the 4.7 per
cent GDP growth under the 7MP. For the
8MP, it is targeted to increase its contribu-
tion to 2.8 per cent of overall GDP growth
of 7.5 per cent, and 37.2 per cent of overall
GDP.

According to analysts, before the eco-
nomic crisis, no one paid much attention
to TFP as there was so much capital being
pumped in anyway. But after the crisis, TFP
in particular has become an issue. Increas-
ing TFP is even more important after the
annual 11.6 per cent contraction in private
investment over the 7MP. It was largely due
to drastic contraction in private investment
in 1998 and 1999. By contrast, between
1996-1997, its average growth rate was 10.4
per cent. After the crisis, there has been
improvement in investor confidence and
excess capacity has gradually been soaked
up. However private investment has yet to
take off in a big way.

Private investment in 2000 stood at
RM42.9 billion compared with RM89.7 bil-
lion in 1997. The proportion of real private
investment to GNP decreased from 39.2
per cent in 1997 to 18.5 per cent in 1998.
Private investment is expected to grow 19
per cent a year, accounting for 25.3 per cent
of GDP by 2005 (up from 15.1 per cent in

P U L S E  O F  T H E  E C O N O M I E S

A BOLD PLAN
By Laila Khalid

The Eighth Malaysia Plan (8MP) is a bold plan to spend RM110
billion over five years on various programmes and projects to
elevate manufacturing, promote a knowledge economy and wipe
out poverty. It is a more concrete and focused plan to chart
Malaysia’s economy over the next five years.
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2000). Meanwhile, public investment will
grow only 1.1 per cent, down from 7.1 per
cent under the 7MP.

The government is projecting private
investment to grow from RM42.9 billion in
2000 to RM105.5 billion in 2005. Most of
the RM374.5 billion in private investment
under the 8MP will come from the private
debt securities market as well as the pen-
sion and provident funds.

Boosting domestic private investment
will be emphasised under the 8MP. It notes,
“foreign investment will continue to be
important, although its share of total invest-

ment is expected to decline, due to in-
creased global competition for foreign
direct investment (FDI).” FDI flows to
Malaysia have been moderating amid
intense competition particularly from
China.

An economist points out that the
8MP period is the last window of op-
portunity for Malaysia’s private sector
to restr ucture to be ready for
globalisation. He says, “The private
sector will have to go through whole-
sale restructuring during this period,
so it may not be able to contribute to
economic growth as much as planned.”
He adds that it all depends on whether
the private sector can complete its re-
structuring process in the first half of
the 8MP. In any event there will be a
mid-term review half way through the
planned period. If the private sector
fails to deliver, the public sector may

need to increase its development alloca-
tion.

According to a local research house, the
government’s projection that private in-
vestment will grow by 19 per cent per an-
num over the next five years is a little too
ambitious. For this year, Bank Negara Ma-
laysia is only looking at a nine per cent
growth in private investment. Notes the
research house, “We believe that similar
to the previous years, once the government
sees that the private sector is unable to as-
sume the role to be the main economic
driver of the nation, the government would

have no choice but to assume the driver’s
seat. Going ahead, we expect the govern-
ment will continue to play an important role
to ensure its economic targets are met and
that Malaysia’s aspiration of achieving a de-
veloped nation status is not compromised.”

Still, analysts say that in the short term,
it will definitely be a plus if the government
can take concrete measures to implement
all the fiscal spending outlined. In March,
Malaysia unveiled a RM3 billion pump-
priming package to counter the effects of
a slowdown in the US, and to help the
economy meet the six per cent growth tar-

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRY OF ORIGIN, 2000 & 2005, (% of GDP)

2000 (RM 209.3 billion)

Note :  Total of percentage will be more than 100% as bank sevice charges and import duties are not taken into account

2005 (RM 299.8 billion)

                                 Average Annual Growth Rate (%)

 Target Achieved Target

SECTOR 7MP 7MP 8MP

Agriculture, Forestry, Livestock & Fishing 1.9 1.2 3.0

Mining & Quarrying 1.7  0.4 3.3

Manufacturing 3.9 9.1 8.9

Construction –1.8 –1.1 6.5

Electricity, Gas & Water 7.9 3.8 7.5

Transport, Storage & Communications 3.9 6.2 9.1

Wholesale & Retail Trade, Hotels & Restaurants 5.2 4.2 7.7

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate & Business Services 7.9 7.3 8.5

Government Services 3.7 4.5 3.0

Other Services  5.1 4.1 9.0

(-) Imputed Bank Service Charges 11.5 9. 9 6. 5

(+) Import Duties – 5.8 – 6.5 4.0

GDP at Purchasers’ Value 3.0 4.7 7.5

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY
INDUSTRY OF ORIGIN, 1995- 2005
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get for this year. Stresses an analyst, “The
performance of the external sector is very
much dependent on the global economic
outlook, especially the US. As such, the
8MP’s assumption of a strong eight per
cent annual growth in exports may be dif-
ficult to achieve if our major export mar-
kets are not performing as well.”

Funds allocated for projects identified
under the 8MP include RM926 million for
the revival of the Bakun hydro-electric
dam. The cabinet recently approved the
full-scale revival of the RM9 billion project,

which was delayed and scaled down by the
economic crisis three years ago. Overall
the energy sector gets RM2.6 billion.

Some RM22 million will also be spent on
the transport and communication sectors.
It will primarily involve the building of sev-
eral roads in the Peninsula as well as
putting in place the electrified railway from
Rawang to Ipoh. In addition, it will also go
to developing a port in Labuan, and Bintulu
airport in Sarawak. The new administrative
capital, Putrajaya and neighbouring
Cyberjaya will also have monorail. The
8MP says that a more integrated transport,
storage and communications subsector
should help to improve the performance
of Malaysia’s ports and airports.

The Plan allocates RM22.7 billion for
education and training. A total of 20,000
new classrooms, four universities ,15 train-
ing institutes will be built and 8,000 schools
equipped with computers. A sum of RM5.5
billion will be used to build 31 hospitals and
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172 clinics, while RM4.2 billion is allocated
for low and medium-cost housing.

The agriculture sector is allocated
RM7.9 billion to raise production and cut
soaring import bills, which hit RM13 bil-
lion last year. Over the years, the sector’s
contribution to GDP has been dwindling.
Last year, agriculture made up 8.8 per cent
of GDP, down from 9.4 per cent in 1999.
The country’s rising food import bill and
its impact on inflation and food security as
the nation’s population grows also raises
concern. Thus the 8MP intends to boost

food production and make the overall ag-
riculture sector the third engine of growth
for the nation’s economy.

Analysts say the agriculture targets can
be met provided the challenges to improve
the sector’s competitiveness and produc-
tivity are well-addressed. Says one, “The
strategies are sound but the transfer and
adoption of soft and hard technology is still
weak. If we can tackle the technology trans-
fer problems coupled with more private
sector investments, I believe the target set
will be achieved.”

The government’s net foreign borrow-
ing is expected to be RM8.3 billion over
the next five years, from RM1.7 billion in
the past five years. At the 8MP briefing,
Raja Datuk Zaharaton Raja Zainal Abidin,
the Economic Planning Unit’s deputy di-
rector-general (sectoral) said, “We do have
our strategies for foreign borrowing. We
have made a lot of enquiries on soft loans;
we are looking at Yen loans under the Japa-

nese assistance policies.”
Malaysia received some US$4.12 billion

in Yen-equivalent loans under the 7MP,
under the New Miyazawa Initiative an-
nounced in October 1998. The funds, along
with the US$635 million commercial bank
loan from Sumitomo Bank, were poured
into infrastructure and other projects to
boost economic activities following the
Asian crisis.

A major thrust in the 8MP is the unity
component whereby it advocates sharing of
wealth more fairly to strengthen social sta-

bility. The plan reaffirms the target of giv-
ing Malays and other indigenous races a
stake of at least 30 per cent in the corporate
world. The corporate stake held by ethnic
Indians should double to three per cent by
2010.The 8MP also aims to reduce poverty
to 0.5 per cent from 7.5 per cent now.

The wealth of information including
current and forecast figures and underly-
ing assumptions in both OPP3 and 8MP
as well as the painstaking efforts by the
government to come up with both docu-
ments should be commendable. It is para-
doxical for people who seem to be so con-
cerned with transparency to poke fun at
OPP3 and 8MP whatever their shortcom-
ings may be.

 The best of plans are not rigid. The mid-
term review will surely make the necessary
adjustments so that the implementation of
the 8MP can be carried out without losing
sight of Malaysia’s overriding developmen-
tal objectives. AN

RM 926 million — Bakun Hydro-electric Dam

RM 22 million — Transportation and communication

RM 5.5 billion — Hospitals and clinics

RM 4.2 billion —
Low and Medium Cost Housing
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Planners in a market economy al-
ways argue that in an uncertain
future, plans such as the OPP3 pro-

vide some certainty for investors. In turn,
it will guide and help them in their invest-
ment decisions. Says an analyst, “It pro-
vides the road maps for Malaysia to achieve
developed status by 2020. Using it as a
guide, foreign and domestic investors will
be able to plan their investment strategy
in Malaysia accordingly.”

The OPP3 also provides the context for
more detailed plans such as the Eighth Ma-
laysia Plan which was presented on 23 April
2001. The intended objective is to achieve
a coordinated and integrated development
as opposed to a haphaz-
ard development.

In a way, the OPP3 is a
balanced step in the right
direction, a forward-look-
ing document to ensure
that Malaysia’s multiracial
society can survive and
have a place in the global
economy. An important ob-
jective is to build a united
and equitable society.

In terms of distribu-
tional goals, OPP3 aims
to raise the income share
of the lower 30 per cent
of households, regardless
of race. It will also ensure
that employment reflects
the ethnic composition of
the population.

Absolute poverty is ex-

pected to decrease to 0.5 per cent by the
end of 2005. The eligibility criteria for as-
sistance will be streamlined and adjusted
every three years. OPP3 also aims to raise
bumiputera equity ownership to at least 30
per cent by 2010. The bumiputera share
declined marginally from 19.3 per cent in
1990 to 19.1 per cent in 1999 while the
Chinese share declined significantly from
45.5 per cent to 37.9 per cent during the
period. The Indian share increased from
one per cent to 1.5 per cent but the foreign-
ers’ share rose from 25.4 per cent to 32.7
per cent. The Indian community is targeted
to get three per cent of total corporate eq-
uity by 2010. Indian professionals make up

The best
laid plans
By Laila Khalid

Like any long-term indicative plan, the Third Outline Perspective
Plan (OPP3) which was unveiled recently is beneficial in that it
provides the general framework and direction for the country
in the next ten years.
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about 15.5 per cent of the work force.
 In short, while OPP3 balances the needs

of a multiracial country on the one hand, it
also moves the economy into the future,
elevates our educational level and sets the
stage for the k-economy on the other. Says
an analyst, “The Malaysian model has a so-
cial content to it. We know our domestic
economy is small, so we go for the k-
economy and maintain our niche in the glo-
bal economy while finding our own core
competencies.”

Even so, the OPP3 failed to lift the prevail-
ing bearish sentiment on the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange, which tumbled to a two-
year low recently. Despite the pump-priming
measures of the supplementary budget, ana-
lysts say the OPP3 is just another long-term
plan. Its actual implementation remains to be
seen. Says a head of research at a local
brokerage,“Logically there is no impact. The
market reacts to immediate news whereas
OPP3 is a long-term statement, which
stresses on k-economy. At the moment ours
is predominantly old-economy stuff. New
economy will come at a later stage.”

According to an economist, the OPP3’s
annual growth target of 7.5 per cent is also
too ambitious as it requires huge multipli-
ers. The assumption appears to be that there
will be plenty of spillover from the Informa-
tion, Communications and Technology
(ICT) sector. However as can be seen, even

the MIER has subsequently
revised the growth forecast
for this year to four per cent.
Since this year’s growth will
admittedly be slower, most
analysts say to achieve the
7.5 per cent target, the
economy has to grow dou-
ble digit in the next two
years.

The sources of growth
are expected to change.
Contributions from capital
are expected to decline to
36.6 per cent from 50.2 per
cent while contribution
from labour is also ex-
pected to fall to 20.9 per
cent from 24.3 per cent.
This appears to be on the
optimistic side. Some
economists reckon that the

SOURCES OF GROWTH BY
INDUSTRY OF ORIGIN (in 1987 prices)

Average Annual

Growth Rate (%)

OPP2 OPP3

Agriculture & forestry, livestock & fisheries 0.5 3.5

Mining & quarrying 3.4 -2.7

Manufacturing 10.4 8.3

Construction 6.4 6.6

Electricity, gas & water 9.6 7.5

Wholesale & retail trade, hotels & restaurants 8.3 9.1

Transport, storage & communications 8.9 9.7

Finance, insurance, real estate & business services 11.0 8.9

Government services 4.6 3.3

Other services 7.4 9.1

(-) Imputed bank services charges 11.8 7.0

(+) Import duties 2.1 3.9

GDP at purchaser’s value 7.0  7.5
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF
FACTORS OF PRODUCTION (%)

PERIOD LABOUR CAPITAL TFP GDP Growth Rate (%)

OPP1 (1971-1990)

% Contribution 2.4 3.4 0.9 6.7

% to Total 36.1 50.9 13.0 100.0

OPP2(1991-2000)

% Contribution 1.7 3.5 1.8 7.0

% to Total 24.3 50.2 25.5 100.0

OPP3 (2001-2010)

% Contribution 1.6 2.7 3.2 7.5

% to Total 20.9 36.6 42.5 100.0

contribution of capital to growth could turn
out to be higher than that targeted in OPP3.

Although it is seen as a good master plan
to take the country into the next decade,
analysts however feel that OPP3 depends
too much on domestic consumption to spur
the economy. The 7.5 per cent growth tar-
get would be ambitious given the
slowdown in the US economy. Malaysia’s
major manufactured goods, viz. electrical
and electronic products (E&E), are mainly
exported to the US.

People are more conscious in terms of
consumer spending. Analysts say the con-
solidation in banking, insurance and
stockbroking sectors and manufacturing
lay-offs have made them more cautious.
“This trend is expected to continue for at
least a couple of years as people tend to
save for rainy days than to splurge unnec-
essarily,” an analyst says.

The domestic market could be stirred if
more value-added or higher-end products
were manufactured, not just E&E. Analysts
say Malaysia should
widen its export mar-
kets and depend less on
E&E products. Says
one, “It will be good if
we slowly shift our focus
from the manufacturing
sector to the ser vice
sector which is rela-
tively untapped. The
country has vast poten-
tial in the export of serv-
ices and dependency on
the manufacturing sec-
tor could be reduced.”

Another analyst adds
that the import of more capital goods could
affect Malaysia’s balance of payments if the
manufactured goods were mainly for local
consumption instead of the export market.

A good thing that has come out from the
OPP3 is the planned national council. Its
role will be to monitor and provide direc-
tion for industries and enterprises in view
of increasing competitiveness brought by
liberalisation. Under the OPP3, policies
relating to trade, industry, and technology
will be streamlined so that domestic indus-
tries and enterprises can respond more
effectively by producing goods and serv-
ices that can successfully compete in the

local and overseas markets.
Since the rules of competition have

changed, a nation’s competitive advantage
is no longer dependent on factors such as
labour, land and natural resources. Instead
it will depend as the OPP3 suggests, on its
potential to produce, acquire, utilise and

disseminate knowledge.
Hence, developing the right technologi-

cal capabilities and human resource is cen-
tral to the success of OPP3. It stresses that
the k-economy will provide the platform to
sustain a rapid rate of economic growth and
enhance international competitiveness so
as to achieve the objectives of Vision 2020.
It notes, “Malaysia will accelerate its efforts
during the OPP3 period, particularly in the
areas of human resource development,
S&T, R&D, infostructure and financing to
position itself prominently in the global
map of knowledge-based economies.”

The emphasis on ICT by the government

means that this industry will continue to
grow and be a major contributor to the
country’s GDP in the future. To be really
competitive in the global arena, the private
sector must be comfortable with ICT.

Towards that end, the entire education
system will be reviewed to ensure that it

meets future manpower
requirements. Under
OPP3, particular atten-
tion will be paid to over-
hauling curriculum and
teaching methods, and in-
creasing enrolment at the
tertiary level. This is cru-
cial since despite spend-
ing a larger portion of its
GNP on education, enrol-
ment at the tertiary level
(ages 17-23) was still low
compared with many
newly - industr ia l ised
economies. In the year

2000, 25 per cent of this age group enrolled
for tertiary education but more needs to be
done. The plan is to raise this capacity to at
least 35 per cent by the end of the OPP3
period by setting up more community col-
leges and tertiary institutions around the
country. Meanwhile bumiputera enrolment
at private colleges is still very low at 36.2
per cent. The education ministry is discuss-
ing with them to come up with a suitable
mechanism to monitor their intake.

In a related development, local universi-
ties will be restructured to focus more on
R&D , and to increase their intake of post-
grad students. It is to ensure that our uni-

“… the OPP3 is a balanced step in the right direction … to ensure

that Malaysia’s multiracial society can survive and have a place in

the global economy … to build a united and equitable society.”
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versities will remain a source of professional
and intellectual workforce for the country.

The OPP3 also notes that enrolment in
science and technical fields constituted only
31 per cent of the total enrolment in 1999.
This was due to lower number of science
stream students at the secondary school
level, comprising 25.7 per cent of the total
number of students in 1998. It was below the
targeted 60:40 science to arts students ratio.

To help the country transform itself into
a k-economy, the government intends to
beef up content and infrastructure devel-
opment. Guidelines are being formulated
to encourage the growth of content, one of
the main hurdles in moving towards the k-
economy. One of the measures to be taken
is the establishment of a US$2.63 million
development fund. The government would
also formulate a clear definition of what
constitutes “local content”, establish a one-
stop agency for foreign film-making, con-
tinue to uphold intellectual property rights,
promote “balanced” content and set quota
for local content development.

Soft infrastructure is already in place with
the various cyberlaws, which include the
Communications and Multimedia Act 1998,
the Digital Signatures Act 1997, the Copy-
right Amendment Act 1997 and the Com-
puter Crimes Act 1997. However the physi-
cal structure remains a thorny issue. It is
still largely urban-centric and there is diffi-
culty in providing access to rural areas.

Affordability is a key issue as ISDN lines
here are leased out at US$9,200 a year,
while neighbouring Singapore can offer
broadband services at less than US$26 per
year. The government also wants to speed
up the availability of internet access in ru-
ral areas by equipping post offices with
internet facilities and transforming exist-
ing cybercafes there into internet commu-
nity centres to supplement the existing
rural internet centre programme.

The ICT industry is expected to see 3-
fold increase in the number of IT workers
from 108,000 now to 306,610 by the end of
OPP3 period. The average growth of spe-
cific categories of IT personnel is expected
to be between 9-12 per cent per annum. For
instance, the business and system analyst
category is expected to increase by 11 per
cent per annum from 25,630 now to 71,020
in 2010. AN

Fiscal Sector
S&P have highlighted the diminished

prospects for the Government to reduce
the deficit as one of the reasons for the
revision in outlook. It should be recognised
that the deficit is the result of the anti-cy-
clical policy to increase domestic sources
of growth in light of a slowdown in the glo-
bal economy rather than a decline in rev-
enue. The deficit is due to higher expendi-
ture and is not expected to be caused by
lower revenue.

As a percentage of Gross Domestic Prod-
uct (GDP), revenue has remained constant
at 18-19 per cent despite recent tax con-
cessions. The deficit also continues to be
financed by non-inflationary sources, while
ample liquidity has ensured that there is
no crowding out of the private sector.

The existing contingent liabilities of the
Government is being contained. Guaran-
teed debt declined to 14.8 per cent of GDP
as at end-2000 from 16.2 per cent as at end-
1999. This does not impose a burden to the
Government as the loans guaranteed by
the Government are mainly for borrowings
by corporations that have the capacity to
generate a future stream of income.

External Sector
Malaysia has been very transparent on the

factors resulting in the recent decline in re-
serves. A significant proportion of the decline
in reserves in 2000 and early-2001 has been
due to the acquisition of assets abroad by
Malaysian residents. These assets have been
in strategic and productive industries such
as telecommunications, plantations and
power, which will yield benefits in the long-
term in terms of future export of goods and
services. The effect of these activities by resi-
dents is reflected in higher overseas invest-
ment by Malaysian companies (US$2.2 bil-
lion), higher external assets held by
Malaysian banking institutions (US$2.9 bil-
lion) and higher foreign currency balances
held by Malaysian exporters in banks in
Malaysia (US$0.9 billion).

Large investments overseas do not cre-
ate risk, but create higher potential for
earnings in the longer term. Concerted
policies have ensured that these invest-
ments would have long-term benefits to the
Malaysian economy. Malaysian companies
have ventured overseas to take advantage
of opportunities in new markets and lower
production costs, to increase access to

NEAC’s Response to the
Recent Assessment on
malaysia by
standards
& poor’s
The assessment by Standard & Poor’s (S&P) contains several
statements that are not substantiated by economic data. In
particular, this is made with respect to the assessment on the
fiscal sector, external sector and the progress of corporate
restructuring in Malaysia.
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overseas markets through marketing net-
works, and to form strategic alliances with
foreign companies in order to grow and
compete globally.

The decline in reserves also reflected the
large exchange revaluation loss of US$1.4
billion for the year 2000 and US$0.9 billion
in the first quarter of 2001. Repayment of
medium and long-term external debt by
the Government, the non-financial public
enterprises (NFPEs) and the private sec-
tor amounted to US$4.2 billion in 2000.

The statement that “foreign interest con-
tinues to erode” is not supported by the
latest data. FDI approvals continue to
strengthen as reflected in the recent data
(Jan-Feb 2001 : RM4.7 billion, Jan-Feb 2000
: RM0.6 billion). Of importance is that the
existing investors in Malaysia are continu-
ing to undertake business expansion.

Progress in Corporate Sector
Restructuring

There is a need for a more balanced as-
sessment on corporate sector reform. Cor-
porate restructuring takes time and is fa-
cilitated by favourable economic condi-
tions. In Malaysia, the stability and strong
economic fundamentals has given us the
flexibility to undertake reforms.

Corporate Debt Restructuring Commit-
tee (CDRC) has completed a total of 44
cases and only 10 remain outstanding. A
preliminary study by Danaharta and Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM) indicates that
companies undergoing restructuring have
implemented changes in management
structure, business structure, and business
strategy and have made improvements in
corporate governance. Industry-wide re-

structuring has also been undertaken, es-
pecially in the areas of public transport,
telecommunications and steel.

It is expected that there will be some dif-
ficulties in the reform of the corporate sec-
tor because of the need for time and effort
for borrowers and creditors to reach full
consensus, as well as for market conditions
to be favourable for the parties involved to
implement the restructuring process. To
some extent, delays in restructuring have
also been due to strict regulatory require-
ments. These have been put in place to
ensure that restructuring is workable and
not detrimental to future stability.

Why S&P Revised Its
Outlook for

Malaysia

On 5 April 2001, Standard & Poor’s re-
vised its outlook on Malaysia to sta-
ble from positive. It revised the out-
look on its long-term foreign currency
issuer credit rating on Malaysia, but
maintained its long and short-term
ratings, including the Triple-B/A-3
sovereign rating.
S&P cited diminished prospects for a
near-term upgrade in view of the gov-
ernment’s “modest progress this year
in reducing its unusually high deficit
of 5.7% of (Gross Domestic Product)
in 2000”, apart from “political uncer-
tainty” and “modest slippage in a still
strong external position, because of an
unexpected decline in reserves.”

Note : Digest of report which appeared in the
Asian Wall Street Journal, 6-8 April 2001.

Conclusion
The track record of S&P shows that they

have been overly pessimistic on Malaysia.
In July 1998, S&P stated that “the govern-
ment’s contingent liabilities would rapidly
crystallise into real liabilities”. The data
shows that realised contingent liabilities
are less than seven per cent of GDP.

Similarly, in July 1998, S&P estimated
that net NPLs would reach 30 per cent
within a year and that the recapitalisation
costs for the banking system would reach
40 per cent of GDP. Even at its peak, net
NPLs only reached 14.9 per cent (on three-
month classification) in November 1998. In
gross terms, NPLs only reached 20 per
cent of outstanding loans. Cost of
recapitalisation of the banking system
amounted to only RM7.1 billion or 2.4 per
cent of GDP. Total restructuring costs of
the financial sector has not exceeded seven
per cent of GDP. With the recovery by
Danaharta, the cost would be even lower.

Short-term developments should not ob-
scure Malaysia’s long-term growth prospects.
Efforts have been made to improve Malay-
sia’s long-term economic growth and competi-
tiveness through a stronger focus on improve-
ments in productivity. The recent Outline Per-
spective Plan 3 (OPP3) draws out the strate-
gic vision for Malaysia in both economic and
social dimensions. The existing strong eco-
nomic fundamentals and stable financial sec-
tor, together with new initiatives to enhance
productivity growth by increasing the knowl-
edge input in all sectors of the economy, will
ensure sustainable growth prospects for Ma-
laysia in the long-term.

Source : The National Economic Action Coun-
cil, 9 April 2001.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

AN
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Asean 10+3 Bilateral
Currency Swap Arrangement
“The depreciation of the Japanese yen,

which has created uncertainty and insta-
bility in regional financial markets, could
adversely affect the prospects for contin-
ued growth of the Asean economies,”
Asean finance ministers said.

To cushion the blow from the weakening
yen, they agreed to a plan allowing bilateral
currency swap arrangements between the
Asean 10 member countries and China, Ja-
pan and South Korea. Under the arrange-
ment, participating countries have agreed to
bolster each other’s currencies in the event
of a speculative attack, although the extent
of each country’s financial commitment will
be determined by the “different economic
fundamentals, specific circumstances and fi-
nancing needs of individual countries.”

The swap agreement, called the Chiang
Mai Initiative, will be an extension to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) pro-
grammes. The countries are to sign a final
agreement at the sidelines of the Asian De-
velopment Bank’s meeting in Hawaii in May
2001. The original agreement put forward
in May 2000 allowed up to 10 per cent of
the total amount of bilateral swap to be dis-
persed without linking it to the IMF to ease
short-term liquidity problems, but then tied
the rest to reforms supervised by the IMF.

Meanwhile, Japan’s Finance Ministry of-
ficials said that the authorities “might take
necessary action” to defend the yen, if the
currency continues to weaken sharply, since
the yen’s recent movement does not neces-
sarily reflect Japan’s economic fundamentals.

Asean economic growth could slow to an
average of between three and five per cent
this year (5.3 per cent in 2000), due to ex-
pected global economic slowdown, mod-
eration of exports and subdued foreign di-
rect investment.

Asian Wall Street Journal, 9 & 10 April 2001
& Financial Times, 9 April 2001

What Went Wrong in Japan?
Japan has been depressed for a decade.

Its stock market has hit a 17-year low. The
nation faces price deflation and a public debt
that is the highest percentage of Gross Do-
mestic Product of any advanced nation.

As to what went wrong in Japan, Prof.
Michael E. Porter identified the following
factors :

� Japan’s activist government policy, with
extensive government regulation and
subsidies, legal cartels, government-
sponsored collaborative activity and sus-
tained protection in uncompetitive sec-
tors, e.g. chemicals, aircraft, software and
financial services. Government protec-
tion and intervention not only make the
cost of living for Japanese consumers ex-
tremely high, but also drove up the cost
of doing business for Japanese compa-
nies. Inefficient local industries such as
construction, agriculture, wholesaling,
retailing and transportation exerted a tre-
mendous drag on the entire economy.

� On the corporate side, weak corporate
governance and little pressure from
shareholders led to imitation, product
proliferation and widespread diversifica-
tion. With no distinct strategies, Japanese
companies were drawn into a zero-sum
competition that eroded prices and fur-
ther undermined profitability. Also, struc-
tural reforms have been marginal, so that
stifled competition, a regulatory morass,
weak corporate governance and a high
cost of doing business still remain; cou-
ple this to increased taxes on consump-
tion, capital gains and property transfers.
In addition, most restructuring efforts
have been timid in order to preserve em-
ployment, while Japanese corporate in-
vestment continues to flow overseas.

To Porter, Japan would need to under-
take the following policy responses :

� Stop the pressure for pump-priming the

economy that has proven so disastrous,
and instead reduce the tax burden to
provide incentives for consumer and cor-
porate spending

� Focus on facilitating restructuring bank
loan portfolios, opening its markets, im-
proving corporate governance, eliminat-
ing the barriers to competition

� See decline in domestic prices as funda-
mentally healthy by lowering the cost of
living and cost of doing business, which
in turn will expand the domestic market
and Japanese companies will be less
prone to invest abroad

Asian Wall Street Journal, 22 March 2001

IMF Conditions
in Need of Refinement

Horst Kohler, Managing Director of the
International Monetar y Fund (IMF),
agreed with criticism that IMF was impos-
ing excessive and unnecessary conditions
on some borrowers. But its efforts to reduce
the number of conditions the IMF imposes
on governments that borrow from it may
lead it to refuse to lend to more countries.

IMF staff papers also noted that it was
sometimes not clear whether some issues
raised in discussion with borrowing gov-
ernments were loan conditions or not. The
growth of such conditions had “prompted
legitimate concerns :  in particular, that the
fund is overstepping its mandate, using its
financial leverage to promote an extensive
policy agenda and short-circuiting national
decision-making processes.”

The paper added that more conditions
also raised questions of ef fectiveness.
Sometimes, extra conditionality was nec-
essary to increase the chances of success
of an economic programme, but those con-
ditions might be sometimes too difficult for
a government to enact.

The IMF has already issued a series of
interim guidelines to reduce conditions on

SNIPPETS AROUND
THE GLOBE

E C O N O M I C S
S N I P P E T S
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By Haris Hussain

borrowers. However, there would be no
broad reassessment of conditions on ex-
isting programmes.

The papers also suggested raising the
threshold of relevance before introducing
such structural conditions. One solution to
the perception that the fund was micro-
managing economies would be to make fi-
nancing conditional on achieving out-
comes, rather than taking steps towards
these outcomes.

Financial Times, 22 March 2001

Outmoded Financial
Reporting Practices

The Value Reporting Revolution :  Mov-
ing Beyond the Earnings Game, a new
book by Robert Eccles, Rober t Herz,
Mar y Keegan and David Phillips of
PricewaterhouseCoopers, contended that
capital markets are in danger because of
outmoded financial repor ting, which
measures tangible assets. Investors do not
have pertinent information to evaluate
companies’ “soft” assets (e.g. value of
brand) and non-financial performance in-
dicators (e.g. client retention, staff turno-
ver and response to market). As a result,
market volatility and cost of capital tended
to be high.

The authors proposed a financial report-
ing that is based on transparency, focuses
on true sources of value and that takes into
account the interests of a broad spectrum
of stakeholders in the company.

Andersen’s Strategic Change
Andersen (until recently known as

Arthur Andersen) is to focus on fewer serv-
ices and target some smaller regional mar-
kets in recognition that it cannot compete
on size with its main rivals.

Its new chief executive, Joe Berardino, said
the change in strategy follows a wide-ranging
review of direction. For example, the firm
would be paying less attention to outsourcing.
Instead of calling itself multi-disciplinary,
“we’re more integrated”, Berardino said.
Andersen has ruled out a merger to avoid a
culture clash. The firm would be announcing
reforms to its partnership model soon.

Financial Times, 4 April 2001

Note :  The above snippets were compiled by
Robert Khaw, Senior Manager, Technical De-
partment (Strategy & Planning), MIA

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Airlines
put safety
onus on
pasSengers

T H R O M B O S I S

I S S U E S  O F  I N T E R E S T
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In an effort to avoid a potential le-
gal landmine, airlines have now
taken the step of warning passen-

gers that it is their responsibility to
take basic precautions against deep
vein thrombosis (DVT) on long-dis-
tance flights.

These included exercising for three
or four minutes an hour, drinking wa-
ter, avoiding alcohol and not taking
drugs such as sleeping pills. But on the
whole, the reaction from most major
airlines is one of restraint.

Overseas airlines operating from
Australia reacted cautiously to the DVT
alarm, most saying they had long rec-
ognised the problem and had standard
warnings in place. Several airline
spokespeople said the onus was still on
passengers to take elementary precau-
tions.

No airline had said it was consider-
ing radical moves such as increasing leg
space in economy class and lowering
the number of passengers per flight.

The marketing manager for KLM,
Wyn Li, said recommendations for ex-
ercise and other precautions against
medical complications has been part of
KLM’s in-flight magazine for 10 years.
It had also started carrying the warn-
ing on an in-flight video.

Similar warnings have been included
in the Malaysia Airlines in-flight maga-

zine and in Cathay Pacific publications. But
Cathay Pacific added that it did not con-
sider the threat of DVT to be “unique to
economy class or even airline travel”.

Peter Harbison, the managing director
of the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation,
based in Sydney, said there was very little
empirical evidence to indicate that people
who used economy rather than business
or first class were at greater risk of DVT.

“It is something that comes from being
stationar y for a long period,” he said.
“From my experience, and I am six foot
four, it is uncomfortable sitting in economy
class. But there is nothing to say that 36
inches (90 centimetres, of leg space) is
better than 31 inches.

“The only thing that has happened in
recent weeks is that airlines have made
sure warning notices are included with
tickets. That will help airlines in terms of
contributory negligence.”

He said it was relatively easy for airlines
to increase leg space but that would reduce
the number of seats, and for long-haul
flights, which are usually virtually full, that
would mean turning people away.

International airline services are also
price-sensitive, which means that airlines
putting up ticket prices to compensate for
fewer passengers would be at a serious
disadvantage.

The airlines have not experienced calls
from passengers asking for special seating.
A spokeswoman for Qantas said it had al-
ways been an option at the time of book-
ing to request special seating, which was
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considered depending on availability.
The human resources manager of Japan

Airlines (Australia), Leslie Baker, said the
issue was not one to be brushed aside ei-
ther. JAL’s head office was studying the
problem closely. He said it was something
all airlines had to take into account.

Singapore Airlines said in a statement :
“As research becomes available, our cus-
tomers can be assured that we will be moni-
toring it carefully and responding appro-
priately and properly to findings of fact.”

The regional manager (Australasia) for
Air France, Ross Priddle, said the airline’s
advice was that one in 200,000 passengers
was likely to suffer a blood clot problem in
flights longer than 12 hours.

Air France had observed the industry
practice of providing warnings to passen-
gers. There was also the option of suggest-
ing someone not fly because of a medical
condition that might cause clotting.

He said that the French seemed more
aware of the hazard than the British and
took precautions, such as special stockings.

But the phenomena has taken a new
twist when a Qantas flight attendant col-
lapsed suffering a potentially fatal blood
clot following a 15-hour flight from Sydney
to Los Angeles recently. Following this epi-
sode, Australian airline pilots and flight
attendants want urgent talks with the ma-
jor airlines to address the problem.

AN

The case is believed to the first case of
aviation-linked DVT suffered by a member
of a Qantas aircrew.

The development came as researchers
at St Vincent’s Hospital reported that sleep-
ing pills commonly taken on international
flights could be contributing to the surge
in reported cases of DVT in some high-risk
passengers.

The international division secretary for
the Flight Attendants Association of Aus-
tralia, Johanna Brem, said a male Qantas
flight attendant was admitted to hospital
with a pulmonary embolism following a
Sydney-to-Los Angeles flight.

The Sydney man was in a stable condi-
tion despite suffering the potentially fatal
condition, Brem said. “He was taken to
hospital after a flight and is now being
treated … he’s Sydney-based, and we don’t
know his age or any other details about the
incident,” she said.

It was the first time a member of the as-
sociation, which represents 4,000 Qantas
and Lauda Air flight attendants, had suf-
fered a clot following a long-haul flight,
Brem said.

Although the link between air travel and
clotting was “still a matter of conjecture”,
the incident had prompted concerns
among members and plans for talks with
the airline industry, Brem said.

DVT is a clot that lodges in parts of the

body such as the lungs, calf, groin
or thigh.

Qantas and Ansett-New Zea-
land will print warnings on tick-
ets alerting long-distance passen-
gers to possible dangers follow-
ing reports in Britain of passen-
gers dying of blood clots after
long-haul flights. Qantas declined
to comment on the incident.

The treasurer of the Australian
and International Pilots Associa-
tion, Richard McDonald, said al-
though he knew of no cases of
DVT involving Australian pilots,
it was still a “matter of concern”
for members. Pilots were pro-
tected to some degree by the re-
quirement that they work no
longer than four hours at a time,
and take “horizontal rests”, which
meant their feet were elevated,

improving circulation, McDonald said.
Professor Reginald Lord, professor of

surgery at St Vincent’s, had publicly stated
that the growing use of sleeping pills on
long overseas flights was to be discouraged
because it could increase clotting risks for
high-risk passengers.

He also said that in a study he initiated
in 1993 of 45 patients with DVT, 37 had
been on a long flight recently.

A second study in 1996 of 122 DVT suf-
ferers reaf firmed the link between air
travel and blood clotting for certain high-
risk groups.

In the group were patients in their 20s,
one airline pilot, passengers who had been
on flights from Sydney to Perth, and sev-
eral who had been on flights as short as
three hours. Patients had been seated in
both business and economy classes, and
most were in their 40s or older, he said.

“We analysed the characteristics of 122
patients over a three-year period, using
sophisticated blood-testing measures and
we looked at things like predisposition and
previous history,” Professor Lord said.

“We found that half had a pre-existing
blood disorder, Factor Five Lieden, which
predisposed them to clots, while over
three-quarters had risk factors such as
older age, obesity, previous clotting inci-
dents and so on.”

(cont in next issue)

“… to avoid a potential legal landmine, airlines have now taken the step of

warning passengers that it is their responsibility to take basic precautions against

deep vein thrombosis on long-distance flights.”
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A C C O U N T I N G
M A S B
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It is interesting to note that when
change occurs, there is bound to
be questions and speculation. Eve-
ryone suddenly becomes an expert

on the matter and professes to know the
‘inside’ story. The Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (MIA) was not spared when
the role of accounting standards setting
was assumed by the MASB in 1997.
Tongues wagged, speculations were rife
and conclusions were made. All without
making an effort to understand the under-
lying reasons for the move, which quite
simply was about addressing the changing
needs of the corporate sector.

When the Securities Commission (SC)
was tasked with developing the local capi-
tal market in 1993, the Commission iden-
tified a pressing need to develop profes-
sional and accounting standards for the
securities and futures market to ensure a
high level of financial reporting and dis-
closure from the corporate sector. As a
result of this finding, the SC recom-
mended the establishment of a Financial
Reporting Foundation (FRF) and an inde-
pendent Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board (MASB). This recommendation

was well received by the Government,
which saw the urgent need to kick-start a
Malaysian capital market to sustain eco-
nomic growth. Malaysia was no longer a
fledgling economy but a rising economic
force that was ready to assert its position
in Asia.

One glaring fact in the existing mecha-
nism for standards setting then, was the
lack of wider representation from the pub-
lic. It had been that the accounting profes-
sion and the accounting standards setting
process were developed by accountants.
Under the system, accounting standards
setting was under the purview of the MIA.
In a candid inter view with Akauntan
Nasional, MASB Executive Director, Dr.
Nordin Mohd Zain pointed out that the
existing mechanism for accounting stand-
ards setting at that time was inadequate to
meet the needs of the securities and fu-
tures market. “In order to develop the capi-
tal market, there was a need to develop a
structural framework for accounting stand-
ards setting. Investors were looking for a
more transparent financial reporting re-
gime, so the need was there for non-ac-
countants to be involved in the due proc-

ess of standards setting.”
This resulted in the enactment of the

Financial Reporting Act 1997 (the Act) in
July 1997, that laid down the new financial
reporting framework. Under the Act, two
bodies were formed; the FRF and the
MASB, each with specific, predefined func-
tions and powers as prescribed in the Act.
The FRF is the trustee body that oversees
the operational matters of the MASB that
include overseeing the performance of the
Board and also funding and financial mat-
ters. It is also an initial source of review
for MASB’s proposed standards. The
MASB, said Dr Nordin, “started on a very
modest scale”, and is basically the techni-
cal body assigned to set Malaysian account-
ing standards. It develops and issues ac-
counting standards as approved account-
ing standards after a due process that is
internationally acknowledged as an excel-
lent process for the development of ac-
counting standards.

To reflect a transparent reporting re-
gime, one obvious factor in both bodies
is the composition of members who re-
present different facets of the private and
public sector. The FRF comprises of 19
members that include seven ex-of ficio
members; the Secretary-General to the
Treasury, the Governor of Bank Negara
Malaysia (BNM), the Chairman of the Se-
curities Commission (SC), the Registrar
of Companies (ROC), Chairman of the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE),
the President of MIA and the Chairman

The malaysian
accounting standards
board (MASB) :  keepers
of malaysian
Accounting standards
By Iszudin Mohd Amin & Nirmala Ramoo

The MASB is a statutory body established under the Financial
Reporting Act (1997) with the sole authority to set legally binding
accounting standards in Malaysia. However, not much is known
about this four-year-old statutory body that is among the most
powerful statutory bodies in the country.
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of the MASB. The 12 other
members include five principal
officers from public-listed com-
panies, four senior partners of
public accounting firms, one
senior partner of a legal firm
and two others with relevant
background and experience.
Meanwhile, members of the
MASB include its Chairman,
the Accountant-General, and at
least five accountants repre-
senting both big and small ac-
counting firms, one academi-
cian and three advisors from
BNM, SC and the ROC.

Approved accounting stand-
ards are defined in the Act as
standards issued by the MASB
and it is mandatory for compa-
nies to comply with these stand-
ards. Section 27 of the Act states
:  “Where Financial Statements
are required to be prepared …
under any law … by the SC,
BNM, ROC … such financial
statements shall be deemed not to have com-
plied with … such law unless they have been
prepared … in accordance with the approved
accounting standards”. Before the MASB
issues accounting standards, the proposed
standards will be referred to the FRF for
review. Although the FRF is the initial
source of review, it has no direct responsi-
bility in accounting standards setting. “The
FRF can comment and give its views but
the final decision will be MASB’s”, said Dr.
Nordin.

Exactly what is the due process and who
is involved in this? The due process is a
gruelling series of procedures that will be
undertaken by a working group assigned
by the MASB to develop accounting stand-
ards.

Said Dr. Nordin, “the number of work-
ing groups depend on the emerging issues.
If a new standard needs to be developed,
then a new working group will be formed”.
Each working group will be chaired by a
member of the MASB and a project man-
ager who is knowledgeable and experi-
enced in the relevant area will be ap-
pointed. Others in the group will include
people with interest in the particular area
as well as regulators. “The group selected

will represent the community and com-
prise of people who are interested to know
and develop the standards relevant to the
specific area.”

He cited two examples.
“Presently, we are looking at a standard

concerning the agricultural industry. The
MASB sets out to form a working group
by sending out invitations to accountants
and financial controllers of plantation
groups as well as regulators of the indus-
try. Same goes for another emerging issue,
that is website development cost. Here,
MASB has to identify who best to sit on
this working group.”

Over the years, the number of working
groups set up by the MASB has increased
to 47 groups who are at present deliberat-
ing on different issues.

“As a result of the wider representation,
the responsibility of financial reporting has
grown from Accountants to include Board
of Directors, Managers and so on”, said Dr.
Nordin.

The gruelling due process that starts
with the identification of emerging issues
by the MASB, undergoes a lengthy proc-
ess prior to the production of exposure
drafts for public comment (given to pub-

lic listed companies and related
industries such as selected au-
dit firms). Only after taking
into account the various com-
ments and after making the
necessary amendments, is the
final product ready to be an ap-
proved accounting standard.
Where possible, the work of
the International Accounting
Standards Committee (IASC)
will be used with the necessary
modifications after assessing
the suitability in the context of
structural exceptions in the
economy, legislative or other-
wise, peculiar to Malaysia. If
the IASC has not addressed a
matter or if there arises an is-
sue where standards are re-
quired specifically for the
Malaysian environment, then
the standards setting process
star ts from scratch. “The
whole process may take any-
where between 1 to 2 years”,

said Dr. Nordin, who added that, “the
process has somewhat become longer
over the years with the inclusion of pub-
lic hearings where necessary”.

Dr. Nordin who has been with the MASB
since its inception in 1997, is understand-
ably proud of the Board’s achievements.
To date, the Board has issued 21 MASB
Standards, two Technical Releases, two
Statements of Principles and numerous ex-
posure drafts. Among the exposure drafts
is the presentation of ‘Financial Statements
of Islamic Banks and other similar institu-
tions’.

“At present, we are giving priority to the
development of Islamic Accounting Stand-
ards in the country to address accounting
issues relating to Islamic banking opera-
tions and the Islamic capital market”, said
Dr. Nordin, his eyes lighting up at the men-
tion of his pet project.

As this is a particularly new area within
the country, due care needs to be given to
details and the sensitivities involved. (A
comprehensive report on the development
of Islamic Accounting Standards in Malay-
sia will be featured in the next issue of
Akauntan Nasional)

Another area that is unique to the MASB

“MASB started on a very modest scale and it is
basically the technical body assigned to set

Malaysian accounting standards.”

MASB Executive Director, Dr. Nordin Mohd Zain
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MASB STANDARDS

22-24
MASB 22

Segment Reporting
MASB 22, Segment Reporting establishes

the principles for reporting financial infor-
mation by segment — information about
the different types of products and serv-
ices an enterprise produces, and the dif-
ferent geographical areas in which it oper-
ates. The standard should be applied by en-
terprises whose equity or debt securities
are publicly traded and by enterprises that
are in the process of issuing equity or debt
securities in public securities markets.
MASB 22 supersedes MASB Approved Ac-
counting Standards IAS 14 :  Reporting Fi-
nancial Information by Segment.

Some of the disclosures required under
the standard, are as follows :

1. Reportable Segments
� The standard requires segment infor-

mation to be reported for business seg-
ments and geographical segments
rather than industry and geographical
segments as required by IAS 14. (Both
these terms are defined in Paragraph
10 of the standard.)

2. Primary and Secondary Segment
Reporting Formats

� The standard provides for two report-
ing formats, i.e. primary and second-
ary. The dominant source and nature
of an enterprise’s risks and returns will
govern whether its primary segment
reporting will be business segments or
geographical segments.

� The standard states that each primary
segment should disclose the following :

(a) Segment revenue;

(b) Segment results;

(c) Segment assets employed;

(d) Segment liabilities;

(e) Cost to acquire property, plant and
equipment, and intangibles;

(f) Depreciation and amortisation expense;

(g) Non-cash expenses other than depre-
ciation and amortisation;

(h) The enterprise’s share of the net profit
or loss of an associate, joint venture,
or other investment accounted for un-
der the equity method if substantially
all the associate’s operations are only
within that segment, and the amount
of the related investment.

(i) A reconciliation revenue, results, as-
sets and liabilities.

� Each secondary segment, on the other
hand, should disclose the following :

(a) Segment revenue;

(b) Carrying amount of segment assets; and

(c) Cost to acquire property, plant and
equipment, and intangibles.

� This differs from the previous IAS 14
which required the same quantity of in-
formation to be disclosed for both in-
dustry and geographical segments i.e.
as follows :

i. Sales or other operating revenues, dis-
tinguishing between revenue derived
from customers outside the enterprise
and revenue derived from other seg-
ments;

ii. Segment results;
iii. Segment assets employed; and
iv. The basis of inter-segment pricing.

3. Other disclosures required in the
standard

(d) revenue for any business or geographi-
cal segment whose external revenue is
more than 10 per cent of the enter-
prise’s revenue but that is not a report-
able segment because a majority of its
revenue is from internal transfer;

(e) basis of pricing inter-segment transfers
and any change therein;

(f) changes in segment accounting policies;
and

(g) types of products and services and com-
position of each geographical segment.

The standard becomes operative for finan-
cial statements covering periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2002. Earlier applica-
tion is however encouraged.

M A S B

A C C O U N T I N G

is the translation of MASB standards from
English to Bahasa Malaysia. This was in-
troduced in August 2000.

”We are targeting to produce one trans-
lation per month and a special working
group is working towards this target”, said
Dr. Nordin. To date, the Foreword, MASB
1 and 2 have been translated.

As for the challenges faced by the
MASB?

The challenges, said Dr. Nordin, “are al-
ways going to be there, but it is a question
of how we face these challenges. The
MASB pursues a policy of internationali-
sation/harmonisation with the standards
of other national and international stand-
ard-setters, particularly the IASC. We main-
tain good relationships with the relevant
parties and continue to seek greater sup-
port from the accounting community. We
are always looking to enhance interna-
tional collaborations in our effort to keep
abreast of developments in the world and
give appropriate responses quickly without
compromising on quality. As for the emerg-
ing new accounting technologies, we are
constantly aware of these developments
and the fact that our working groups com-
prise experts from different fields give us
the confidence to produce quality stand-
ards.”

It was a bold but necessary move when
the wheels of motion for the present ac-
counting standards setting structure was
set some nine years ago. The existing
system, though sufficed up until then,
was deemed inadequate to satisfy the
needs of a changing economy. Taking
into account the strengths and weak-
nesses of the system, a specially ap-
pointed (by the Minister of Finance)
working group came up with a proposal
that addressed the need for a high level
of financial reporting and disclosure from
the corporate sector. The MASB was en-
trusted with legislative powers to set ac-
counting standards for the country. The
Board is now well into its fourth year and
the quality of its work certainly justifies
its existence.

Reference :  Dr. Abdul Latif Al-Murisi and Pro-
fessor Len Skerratt, Financial Reporting in Ma-
laysia, Financial Times (FT), Financial Publish-
ing, 1996.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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NOTICE TO
MEMBERS

Approved Accounting
Standards

In response to the requests by members
with regards to the MASB Approved Ac-
counting Standards, the Council has de-
cided that copies of MASB Standards 14 to
21, SOP 1 & 2 will be given gratuitously to
members*, upon request. Please complete
and return the attached Form A to MIA.

However, if members require the pro-
nouncements issued by MASB prior to July
2000, members are requested to purchase
the documents from MASB. Please refer
to Form B.

N.B. *Please note that only members who have
paid their annual subscription to-date are eligi-
ble to receive the MASB Standards 14 to 21, SOP
1 & 2.

✃

MASB 23
Impairment of Assets

MASB 23, Impairment of Assets prescribes
the procedures that an enterprise applies to
ensure that its assets (other than inventories,
assets arising from construction contracts,
deferred tax assets, assets arising from em-
ployee benefits and financial assets) are car-
ried at no more than their recoverable
amount. An asset is carried at its recoverable
amount if its carrying amount exceeds the
amount to be recovered through use or sale
of that asset. Where the carrying amount of
the asset exceeds the amount recoverable
through its use or sale, the asset is described
as impaired and the standard requires the
enterprise to recognise an impairment loss.

Recoverable amount should be estimated
for an individual asset or if not possible, for
a cash-generating unit to which the asset
belongs. A cash-generating unit is the small-
est identifiable group of assets that gener-
ates cash inflows from continuing use that
is largely independent of the cash inflows
from other assets or group of assets.

Enterprises are required at each balance
sheet date to access if there is indication,
both from external and internal sources of
information, that an asset has impaired. If
any such indication exists, the enterprise

should determine the recoverable amount
of the asset. The recoverable amount of an
asset is the higher of its net selling price
and value in use.

Net selling price is the amount obtain-
able from the sale of an asset in an arm’s
length transaction between knowledgeable
willing parties, less the costs of disposal.
Value in use is the amount obtainable from
the use of an asset until the end of its use-
ful life and from its subsequent disposal.

Where the carrying amount of an asset
exceeds its recoverable amount, an impair-
ment loss should be recognised as an ex-
pense in the income statement for assets
carried at cost and treated as a revaluation

decrease for assets carried at a revalued
amount. After the recognition of an impair-
ment loss, the depreciation (amortisation)
charge for the asset should be adjusted in
future periods to allocate the asset’s re-
vised carrying amount, less its residual
value (if any), on a systematic basis over
its remaining useful life.

On first adoption, the standard should
be applied on a prospective basis only. Im-
pairment losses recognised (reversed)
should be treated under this Standard. The
standard becomes operative for financial
statements covering periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2002. Earlier application
is however encouraged     (cont’d next page)

A    MASB PRONOUNCEMENTS FOR
MIA MEMBERS complimentary

I,                                                                                            (Name & Membership No.)
wish to request for the following MASB pronouncements :

Title                                                                     Please mark “X”

MASB 14 : Depreciation Accounting

MASB 15 : Property, Plant and Equipment

MASB 16 : Financial Reporting of Interest in Joint Ventures

MASB 17 : General Insurance Business

MASB 18 : Life Insurance Business

MASB 19 : Events After the Balance Sheet Date

MASB 20 : Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

MASB 21 : Business Combinations

SOP 1 : Exempt Enterprises

SOP 2 : Interim Financial Reporting

Please allow one week from date of order for processing and an additional two weeks
for delivery.

My Delivery Option :

Please deliver the above documents to :
Address :

    Tel No. :

I wish to collect the above documents at the MIA Head Office/MIA Branch or
Centre in

Signature     Date

Please mail/fax this form to : Administration Department, Malaysian Institute of
Accountants, Dewan Akauntan, 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3, Brickfields, 50470
Kuala Lumpur. Tel :  2274 5055  Fax :  2274 1783
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MASB 24   Financial
Instruments — Disclosure
and Presentation

MASB 24, Financial Instruments- Disclo-
sure and Presentation prescribes certain re-
quirements of on-balance sheet financial in-
struments and identifies the information
that should be disclosed about both on-bal-
ance sheet and off-balance sheet financial
instruments. ‘Financial instrument’ is de-
fined by the standard as any contract that
gives rise to both a financial asset of one
enterprise and a financial liability or equity
instrument of another enterprise.

With regard to the presentation aspect
of the standard, the standard deals with the
classification of financial instruments be-
tween liabilities and equity, the classifica-
tion of related interests, dividends, losses
and gains, and the circumstances in which
financial assets and financial liabilities
should be offset. For example, the stand-
ard states that financial instruments be
classified according to their substance, not
form and as a result mandatory redeem-
able preference shares are treated as debt.
Further, compound financial instruments
should be split into their components and
classified accordingly.

The disclosure aspect of the standard deals
with information about factors that affect the
amount, timing and certainty of an enter-
prise’s future cash flows relating to financial
instruments and the accounting policies ap-
plied to those instruments. The standard also
requires the disclosure of the nature and
extent of an enterprise’s use of financial in-
struments, the business purposes that they
serve, the risks associated with them and
management’s policies for controlling risks.

The standard becomes operative for finan-
cial statements covering periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2002. Earlier applica-
tion is however encouraged. The liability and
equity classification in the standard must be
applied as at the beginning of the reporting
period to which the standard is first applied
to financial instruments that are not com-
pound instruments, i.e. do not contain both
a financial liability and an equity element. In
the case of compound instruments, the com-
ponent part classification need not be com-
plied with until reporting periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2003.

M A S BB.             MASB PUBLICATION ORDER FORM

   Title RM/ Qty Total
Unit RM

    FOREWORD :  Foreword to MASB Standards & 1.00
                               other Technical Pronouncements

MASB 1 : Presentation of Financial Statements 1.00

MASB 2 : Inventories 1.00

MASB 3 : Net Profit or Loss for the Period, Fundamental 1.00
Errors and Changes in Accounting Policies

MASB 4 : Research and Development Costs 1.00

MASB 5 : Cash Flow Statements 1.00

MASB 6 : The Effect of Changes in Foreign Exchange 1.00
Rates

MASB 7 : Construction Contracts 1.00

MASB 8 : Related Party Disclosures 1.00

MASB 9 : Revenue 1.00

MASB 10 : Leases 1.00

MASB 11 : Consolidated Financial Statements and 1.00
Investments in Subsidiaries

MASB 12 : Investment in Associates 1.00

MASB 13 : Earnings Per Share 1.00

MASB 14 : Depreciation Accounting 1.00

MASB 15 : Property, Plant and Equipment 1.00

MASB 16 : Financial Reporting of Interest in 1.00
Joint Ventures

MASB 17 : General Insurance Business 1.50

MASB 18 : Life Insurance Business 1.50

MASB 19 : Events After the Balance Sheet Date 1.50

MASB 20 : Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 1.50
Contingent Assets

MASB 21 : Business Combinations 1.50

SOP 1 : Exempt Enterprises 1.00

SOP 2 : Interim Financial Reporting 1.00

TR 1 : Share Buyback — Accounting and Disclosure 1.00

TR 2 : The Year 2000 Issue — 1.00
Accounting and Disclosure

             * Postage and handling : 0.80 @ qty :
          Total :

  * Postage and handling care is RM0.80 per quantity of the title for all orders made within Malaysia.

I enclose herewith a Cheque/Draft/M.O. No :                                for RM
duly crossed and made payable to ‘Malaysian Accounting Standards Board’

Name :

Address :

      e-mail :

Tel No :       Fax No :

Kindly mail this Publication Order Form with the correct payment to :   MASB, Suites
5.01-5.03, Fifth Floor, Wisma Maran, 338 Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman,
50100 Kuala Lumpur. AN
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Measure Your
Wealth Regularly
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F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N I N G

Welcome once again to Money
Tree. Did you miss me last
month? There’s a simple reason

for my absence from the pages of
Akauntan Nasional :  I completely, cat-
egorically blew my deadline through a
combination of procrastination, bad man-
agement and a pathetic case of taking-on-
more-than-I-could-chew. Sorry!

Even if you can relate to my situation,
I’m sure you would never let things slide
badly enough to affect a client’s schedule
or product. In keeping with my immature
lapse, this time we will explore an adult
version of a juvenile pastime.

When you were little, did you constantly
borrow your mother’s tape measure to see
how tall you were getting? I did. (Unfortu-
nately, now, the only time I use a tape is to
check on my expansion in another direction.)

That phase of frequently running to the
wall to see if you’ve grown fades with age.
But now, for the good of your financial health,
I’d like you to return to the habits of youth.

Accountants are supremely qualified to
construct profit and loss (P&L) accounts
and balance sheets for companies and busi-

nesses. Very few, however, extend that skill
to their personal lives. But that’s precisely
what I’d like you to do. Acting in a sponta-
neous, unstructured manner is a great way
to while away a lazy afternoon. But those
who don’t regularly take stock of how
they’re doing financially are likely to be
shocked out of their socks — and stupor
— a week before retirement.

Winging it is fine in artificial systems,
such as a first date or school. That’s why
some smart kids get away with it for years.
But as personal leadership icon, Stephen
R. Covey, pointed out : Natural systems,
like a marriage, a family, a farm, or an en-
tire life, don’t respond well to cramming.
To quote from page 22 of my dog-eared,
battered copy of his book, The 7 Habits of
Highly Ef fective People :

Did you ever consider how ridiculous it
would be to try to cram on a farm — to
forget to plant in the spring, play all sum-
mer and then cram in the fall to bring in
the harvest? The farm is a natural system.
The price must be paid and the process fol-
lowed. You always reap what you sow;
there is no shortcut.

When it comes to ‘winging it’ in lifetime
financial planning, the results are dire.

Most people — present company ex-
cluded — are surprisingly number-illiter-

ate. How that happens when each of us
goes through at least 11 years of school-
ing — many double that ‘jail term’ by pur-
suing one degree after another — is be-
yond me. Thankfully, in the numerate com-
pany of accountants, I know that numeri-
cal illiteracy is not a problem.

You fully realise that a P&L account
grants us a clear peek — through a numeri-
cal lens — at the operations of a company
over the entire accounting period. In a
sense, it is like viewing a movie clip to dis-
cover how the company did over the pre-
ceding 12 months.

The balance sheet, in contrast, shows us
the position of all that company’s assets and
liabilities on a single day. A balance sheet
is like a Polaroid photograph.

Preparing these accounts makes sense
for companies for several reasons. Two
important ones are to let its shareholders,
employees and, yes sadly, the Inland Rev-
enue Board, know how it’s doing. I want
you to imagine yourself as the largest
shareholder of the company whose ac-
counts you — or your staff — last prepared.

You would rate highly the balance
sheet’s role in revealing the health of your
company. If you were to do the same for
your life, you’d learn a lot about yourself.

A person’s balance sheet is called his net

By Rajen Devadason

Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It refers to the tendency
every natural system has to move from a state of order to that
of maximum chaos. Entropy explains why astronomers
believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final
‘heat death’, countless billions of years from now. Entropy can
also be used to rationalise why your clients’ accounts some-
times refuse to balance; and why your teenager’s bedroom
might look like a concussion grenade just went off in it.

Not surprisingly, entropy also works in our financial

lives. This regular feature represents Akauntan Nasional’s
(AN) serious bid to educate all Malaysians of the need for
wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles
and strategies. Each accountant is a centre of influence —
in your of fice, to your colleagues and clients; and in your
home, to your family. Money Tree is thus designed to help
you learn and then teach — in steps — all that is impor-
tant in crafting a life of financial abundance, bounty and
contentment.
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T A B L E  1

Net Worth Statement
AS AT

(today’s date)

Assets RM

Money in bank a

Present value of
investments a

EPF a

House a

Car a

Others a

Total A

Liabilities RM

Family loans l

Credit Card balances l

Mortgage l

Car Loan l

Others l

Total L

Net Worth         = A minus L
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worth statement. Just like a company’s
balance sheet, an individual’s net worth
statement lists the market value of all as-
sets, knocks off the current value of all li-
abilities, and yields a net ringgit value.

I hope you have a net worth statement
of your own. If not, I trust you will waste
no time in putting one together today. It’s
a quick, easy exercise in accurate addition
and realistic subtraction. The result is your
net worth — a completely objective, unbi-
ased measure of how successful you have
been — financially!

If you’re young enough — those under
45 certainly are, while those over 45 might
also be if they harbour a desire to retire sig-

nificantly past the conventional age of 55 —
then it matters little how large or small,
positive or negative, your net worth is to-
day. What is more important is that you get
into the habit of keeping track of you net
worth regularly. You don’t need to be as
fixated about it as I am; I refer to and up-
date my net worth statement on my desk-
top PC three to five times a week. If you do
so even once a month, that’s ‘plenty good
enough’, as some Americans would say.

But keep tabs on it you must. For we
can’t manage what we can’t measure. So,
if you want to manage your wealth wisely,
measuring it is the first important step.

The next is settling firmly upon your fi-
nancial goals. In other words, to wisely

begin the process of improving your per-
sonal finances, you must know where you
are, so you can chart a course from the here
and now to get to where you want to go,
when you want to get there.

What you need to do is focus on strength-
ening your net worth statement, eradicat-
ing the weak points, and building the
strong ones. To illustrate what I mean,
please consider Table 1.

In my opinion, it is smarter to err on the
low side when assessing the present gross
value of assets, and to make upper range
estimates when listing liabilities. The net re-
sult (pun intended!) is that you are certain
you won’t overstate your true net worth.

So, when listing down your possessions
— such as your own home, rental property,
cars, shares, unit trusts, furniture, carpets,
paintings and money in the bank — err on
the side of caution in recording a current
market value.

To explain what I mean, let’s consider
two examples :  your home and your oak-
panelled wardrobe.

Let’s assume you bought your home for
RM300,000. A quick check around your
neighbourhood — perhaps by chatting
with a local bank mortgage officer or a
friendly realtor — reveals that houses like

TAKE STOCK OF WHERE YOU ARE AND

THEN SHOOT FOR THE STARS!
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yours are selling for between RM230,000
and RM310,000.

Then, I would suggest that you list the
current value of your home at the low end
of the current market scale.

Similarly, if you bought that fancy ward-
robe for RM3,000, but know deep down
that if you had to sell it in a garage sale
you wouldn’t get more than RM300 for it,
well … you know what to do.

However, when you list out your liabili-
ties do the opposite :  put down the precise
current amounts, or if you have to guess
then make certain your guesses are on the
high side.

That way, when you put the two halves
of your net worth statement together, your
estimate will be conservative.

If you use the line items in Table 1 to con-
struct your own customised version, you
will have taken a major step toward reach-
ing your ultimate financial goals. But if you’d
like a more sophisticated template, I sug-
gest you try one of these three options :

First, appendices A2-A5 (pages 282-291)
of the book Financial Freedom — Your
Guide to Lifetime Financial Planning (KL
MUTUAL, 1998), would be useful, provid-
ing detailed listings to methodically de-
velop an accurate picture of your finances.

Second, the CD-ROM Quicken Investor
is a great tool to explore and use. In Au-
gust last year, David Khoo, executive di-
rector of QB Sdn Bhd, which distributes
Quicken software in Malaysia shot me an
e-mail to point out the ‘Home Inventory’
feature of Quicken Investor, which helps
track personal assets, like paintings and
jewellery. The feature can also double up
as a ‘Fixed Asset Register’ for businesses.
Obviously, if you maintain a proper listing
of assets, you can insure your assets ap-
propriately. That’s a feature you hope never
to use but should you need to, it works like
a charm. Khoo told me :  “I heard from a
Quicken user that he was able recover his
loss due to a fire from his insurance com-
pany because of this (Home Inventory-
Fixed Asset Register) feature.”

The third option is another CD-ROM, KL
MUTUAL’s Financial Freedom — My Per-
sonal Financial Planner.

Regardless of which tool you use, you
will see that since :  Net Worth = Assets
minus Liabilities, there are two ways of

is of any great importance. To him, cashflow
is a far more crucial consideration.

Since you’ve read this far, you know that I
do think net worth is important. As Edmond
Cheah, Wong Boon Choy and I wrote in
Chapter 2 — The Philosophy of Investing,
of Financial Freedom 2 — Through
Malaysian Equities and Unit Trusts :

“…what we suggest to you, is the same
medicine we have taken, and continue to
take, ourselves: spend less than you earn,
save the difference until you have what old-
time miners used to call a ‘grubstake’, and
begin an investment programme that will
enhance your net worth.

We hope you succeed in drastically sur-
passing your own expectations (and those
of your in-laws’, should you have any).”

Yet I know why Kiyosaki tends to
downplay the overall importance of net
worth. For most individuals, even house-
holds, the two big-ticket items that domi-
nate the asset side of our net worth state-
ment are our home and our car. Obviously,
if you have liabilities attached to these as-
sets — a mortgage and car hire purchase
loan — then money is flowing out of your
pockets because of these possessions.

But, and this is Kiyosaki’s radical obser-
vation, even if you don’t have loan pay-
ments on your house and car, it still costs
you money — property and road taxes, and
maintenance bills — to maintain them.

If it costs money, then money flies out of
your pocket. Hence, these possessions do
not meet the prime criterion of a Kiyosaki-
type asset, to put money in your pocket.

Let’s now consider the case of Tony
Singam, 42. Singam is finance director of
the Malaysian operations of a successful
multinational corporation. He earns
RM19,000 a month, and spends almost all
of it. For proof, we need look no further
than his net worth statement (Table 2)

A quick glance at Singam’s net worth
statement shows that he has a problem.
Although he only has RM20,000 in the
bank and RM50,000 in investments com-
prising blue chip stocks, Second Board
counter stocks and some unit trusts, he

“Assets put money in your pocket and

  liabilities take money out of your

   pocket.”

1

2

increasing that number :

Raise the value of your assets — which
is how you play a good offensive game;
and

Reduce your liabilities — which is
smart financial defence.

I’m talking to accountants, so what I’m
about to say I say with trepidation. I do re-
spect the conventions of standard account-
ing; nonetheless, from a wealth manage-
ment perspective — which is the sub-set
of financial planning I tend to focus on in
my own practice — the most pragmatic
definitions of an asset and a liability I’ve
come across are Robert T. Kiyosaki’s.

While not as famous as Covey, Kiyosaki
— a millionaire teacher of Japanese-Ameri-
can descent — has risen to global ‘finan-
cial guru’ stardom on the back of his best-
selling Rich Dad, Poor Dad book series. I
recommend you read all four of those
books, in sequence.

Kiyosaki says, “Assets put money in your
pocket and liabilities take money out of
your pocket.”

From a strict accounting viewpoint,
those simplistic definitions may not be rig-
orous enough to pass IAS (International
Accounting Standard) scrutiny. But I be-
lieve they’re useful enough to warrant im-
printing them on your brain as lifelong
mental guides.

Still, as much as I respect Kiyosaki’s
ideas, I don’t agree with all of them. For in-
stance, he doesn’t believe that ‘net worth’
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lives in a horrendously expensive home
and drives a rather big car.

When you construct your own net worth
statement, work out the percentage
weightings of all your assets, just the way
I’ve worked out Singam’s. His two biggest
assets, accounting for almost 75 per cent
— three-quarters! — of his entire asset
base is given over to possessions that, in
the graphic language employed by
Kiyosaki, ‘vacuum clean’ his wallet.

If you look closely at Singam’s asset
base, you will see that he is light in
Kiyosaki-type assets (that fill the pocket).
Therefore, Singam must work very, very
hard just to maintain his current lifestyle.

Anyone who puts himself on a highspeed
treadmill going nowhere obviously is not
in a great position to save and invest for
tomorrow. Yet it is precisely that course of
action — aggressively saving and invest-
ing — that will allow for future lifestyle es-
calation safely funded by ever-growing pas-
sive income inflows. If you’d prefer a less
serious mental picture, try thinking about
the smart squirrel who gathers and stores
nuts in summertime so that he can sit back
and watch squirrel-TV and eat his food
throughout the winter months.

Singam is no squirrel. But he is smart.
So we shall magnanimously assume that he
wakes up TODAY to the dangerous situa-
tion he has spent himself into. Table 3 shows
a series of year-by-year targets he might set
for himself to get to the point of being able

Note :  The writer, a financial planning consult-
ant and trainer, is co-author of the best seller
Financial Freedom — Your Guide to Lifetime Fi-
nancial Planning and its just released sequel Fi-
nancial Freedom 2 — Through Malaysian Equi-
ties and Unit Trusts, (publisher :  KL MUTUAL).
He welcomes questions and comments on any
aspect of personal finance in Malaysia. Feel free
to ‘snail mail’ c/o Akauntan Nasional or e-mail
rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

                        AS AT  22/5/01

Assets RM % of assets

Money in bank 20,000 1.2

Present value of investments 50,000 3.0

EPF 290,000 17.3

House — bungalow 1,000,000 59.5

Car — foreign model 320,000 19.0

Total 1,680,000 100.0

Liabilities RM % of liabilities

Family loans 310,000 23.8

Credit Card balances 20,000 1.5

Mortgage 800,000 61.5

Car Loan 170,000 13.1

Total 1,300,000 100.0

Net Worth 380,000

T A B L E  2                       Singam’s Net Worth Statement T A B L E  3

Age Year             TARGETED               TARGETED
                              Total Net Worth        Invested Assets

             (Net of liabilities)
                                        RM                             RM

42 2001 380,000       (1,264,000)

43 2002 400,000       (1,244,000)

44 2003  430,000       (1,214,000)

45 2004        470,000       (1,174,000)

46 2005          520,000       (1,124,000)

47 2006         580,000       (1,064,000)

48 2007           650,000          (994,000)

49 2008          730,000          (914,000)

50 2009         820,000          (824,000)

51 2010           920,000          (724,000)

52 2011  1,030,000          (614,000)

53 2012       1,300,000          (344,000)

54 2013   2,000,000           356,000

55 2014    2,800,000        1,100,000

56 2015     4,000,000        2,300,000

57 2016      5,000,000        3,300,000

58 2017         6,300,000        4,600,000

59 2018    7,500,000        5,800,000

60 2019         8,000,000        6,300,000

                    Singam’s  Annual Net Worth Targets

to retire at 60 with a
total net worth of
RM8 million. Strip-
ping away the fu-
ture value of his car
and house, we’ll as-
sume that he would
like to have
investible assets
worth RM6.3 million at the age of 60.

How exactly Singam proposes to work out
his plan is unknown. The issue here is that
he has taken the radical step of scrutinising
his current net worth statement. And then
using it as a concrete starting point to chart
his course toward a desired destination.

CONCLUSION
Stephen Covey has pointed out numer-

ous times in print that there are four
uniquely human attributes — he calls them
‘gifts’. They are self-awareness, con-
science, imagination and independent will.

In closing, let’s examine how our ficti-
tious Singam might use these attributes to
help him redirect his financial life.

By taking the trouble to work out his net
worth statement today and courageously
facing up to the truth that his lifestyle is
too heavily biased toward consumption and
too lightly committed toward long-term
wealth creation, Singam began by exercis-
ing unflinching self-awareness.

His conscience then came into play in two
different ways. First, he felt guilty about

sacrificing his children’s — and later, grand-
children’s — futures at the altar of immedi-
ate gratification. Second, he purposed in his
heart never to do anything illegal or unethi-
cal to build his future wealth.

Singam’s imagination came into play by
allowing him the ability to tap into his
dreams for tomorrow and to dare believe
that he is capable of creating significant,
lasting wealth.

Finally, his independent will is what is
required for him to go for each intermedi-
ate wealth goal, persistently and consist-
ently, on the way to his final target.

If Singam can do all that, so can you. Your
crucial first step will be preparing that net
worth statement. AN
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Integration of
Computers into
Accounting
Education —
A Revisit

Introduction
The advancement of computer technology

has a significant impact on the management
of modern businesses and hence, of the train-
ing of professional accountants. Computer lit-
eracy has become an ingredient essential for
the employability of future graduates. The in-
tegration of computers into accounting edu-
cation is no longer a question of “whether”
but rather “how”. Foong (1990, p. 26)

Foong (1990) examined the ways com-
puters were integrated into the accounting
curriculum during the 80s, according to
the approaches proposed by Bhaskar
(1982). The categories are the teaching of
computers in computer science courses
within the accounting curriculum; the use
of computers as computational tools (CCT)
in accounting and business courses and the
use of computers in computer-aided in-
structions (CAI). According to Foong, of
the three approaches, imparting computer
knowledge through a computer science
course and using computers as computa-
tional tools were the two most common

T E C H N O L O G Y
C O M P U T E R  E D U C AT I O N
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By Arfah Salleh
DEPT OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE, FACULTY OF

ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT, UNIVERSITI PUTRA MALAYSIA

approaches adopted both locally and
abroad. The lack of human and financial
resources to develop suitable courseware
was cited as the main constraint hindering
the use of computers to provide computer-
aided instructions. Foong also observed a
tendency among accounting educators to
implement integration exercises on a piece-
meal basis rather than adopting an inte-
grated database “single system image” as
is more commonly implemented in infor-
mation processing by businesses.

This paper re-examines the issue of com-
puter integration in the accounting curricu-
lum, in particular, to highlight the changes
that have taken place over the last decade.
However, unlike Foong’s work, the ap-
proaches to integration are not viewed ac-
cording to the categories proposed by
Bhaskar (1982). Rather, this study shows
the dif ficulty faced in attempting to
taxonomise the approaches into various
classifications. Approaches to the integra-
tion of computers that have taken place are
examined instead, from the perceived level

of understanding of accounting knowledge
and skill to be acquired by students as a
result of the exposure to computers.

Approaches to Integration :
Fuzziness of Categorisation
According to Borthick and Clark (1987),

computer use in accounting education be-
gan in the late 1960s, initially on mainframe
computers and later on minicomputers.
Later, in the mid-80s, micro or personal
computers became the preferred choice.

Although efforts to document the Pro-
grammed Logic for Automated Teaching
Operations (PLATO) (Alpert and Bitzer,
1970) project in the US and National De-
velopment Programme in Computer As-
sisted Learning (NDPCAL) (Hooper, 1977)
in the UK have been made, it is the work
of Bhaskar (1982, 1983) that appears to pro-
vide the impetus for more rigorous debate
on the issue of computer integration in the
accounting curriculum. For instance, be-
cause they argue that the categorisation by
Bhaskar is confusing, Er and Ng (1989) put
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work (Jensen & Sandlin, 1995), CAL, taken
as the most generic of computer-aided learn-
ing or computer-assisted learning terms, is
said to encompass in-class lecture aids, learn-
ing materials for computer laboratories, elec-
tronic books, learning materials available on
networks such as the Internet, and any other
learning aids that are used with computers
or related devices such as compact disc (CD)
players connected to television sets.

As mentioned earlier, the trend in the 90s
was no longer to debate on how to term
the approaches taken to use computer in
the accounting curriculum. Also, as argued
by Williams (1991), the call for a more in-
tegrated approach in using computers in
accounting education so as to be more re-
flective of organisational needs has led to
the framework for such classification be-
coming less significant.

The above discussion highlights the dif-
ferences in opinion among educators on how
best to describe the ways computers have
been used in the accounting curriculum. This
confirms the limitations of the practice of con-
structing definitive taxonomies to describe
a phenomenon. Like most rules there are
bound to be exceptions. On the other hand,
taxonomies are helpful to provide some form
of indication about the characteristics of the
phenomenon. It is only when the taxonomies
are to be observed rigidly that the issue of
classifications become problematic. In rela-
tion to computer usage in accounting educa-
tion, given the debate about the categories
of the approaches, viewing the approaches
from the perspective of the perceived level
of understanding of accounting knowledge
and skill to be acquired by students as a re-
sult of the exposure to computers is perhaps
another way to resolve the issue.

Approaches to Integration :
Students Understanding of

Accounting Knowledge
In the context of the perceived level of

understanding of accounting knowledge
and skill to be acquired as a result of the
exposure to computers, several phases can
be identified.

teacher) regarding a course of action.
Whether the actual action taken may, or

may not, result in the original expected out-
comes, and despite uncertainty about how
learning actually takes place in this circum-
stance, without doubt some degree of think-
ing must occur in the minds of the users. This
very act of thinking will contribute towards
learning in one form or another. As demon-
strated by Belbin and Belbin (1972), learn-
ing is enhanced even through a perceived
relationship to real life experiences. By the
same token, players in a simulation game
using computers should learn from their
very participation in the game. Hence, the
distinction between CAI and CAL is not al-
ways clear-cut and explicable. In fact, in the
UK according to Nicholson (1993), CAL is
generally understood to include those strat-
egies defined as CAI by Kearsley (1983).

Collier et al. (1990) avoids differentiating
between CAI and CAL in an accounting and
business context by including both under a
more general terminology of ‘educational
support tools’. This sets apart materials
used in learning from those of an account-
ing and business support nature. The stance
adopted by Collier et al. to not distinguish
between the various approaches computers
have been used in supporting education, is
perhaps one way to downplay the preoccu-
pation of educators with ef for ts to
taxonomise the approaches. Indeed, except
for the work of Jensen and Sandlin (1992)
described below, a review of current litera-
ture has not revealed any new terminology
being coined, while those concerned with
the use of computers in education, as op-
posed to training, have been contented with
adopting CBL (as opposed to CBT) to de-
scribe the learning process in which the
computer plays a major role, either with the
support of a human tutor or not.

Despite introducing a new terminology of
computer-aided instruction (CMI), Jensen
and Sandlin (1992) reaffirm the fuzziness in
defining the terms; CAL according to them
is sometimes used as a summary acronym,
not only to include CAI but also computer-
aided teaching (CAT) and CMI. In a later

forward seven classifications as alterna-
tives. Their proposal, however, quickly
became the subject of further debate but
in light of the responses and challenges al-
ready taken up by other researchers such
as Collier et al. (1990), an attempt to cite
the supremacy of Bhaskar’s classification
is not the intention here.

With respect to CAI, the past decade has
seen a display of an array of acronyms to
reflect the mode in which computers have
been integrated into accounting education.
Computer aided/assisted learning (CAL),
CAI, computer-based-learning (CBL), com-
puter based training (CBT), are among the
more commonly cited ones. Kearsley (1983)
distinguishes CAI as the instructional me-
dium, concerned with the effective delivery
of educational material utilising good in-
structional design while CAL is defined as
being a tool for learning. However, it could
be argued that the process of adhering to
effectively designed instructions in CAI
could itself result in learning. Even if the
function of a computer is seen only as an
instructional medium (thus a means to-
wards achieving some intended outcome),
the dissemination of information will re-
quire some consideration before any deci-
sion is taken by the user (either student or

“Computer literacy has become an ingredient essential

for the employability of future graduates. The integration

of computers into accounting education is no longer a

question of ‘whether’ but rather ‘how’.”
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As described by Bhaskar (1982), com-
puters were first introduced into the ac-
counting curriculum through computer
science subjects that include, among other
things, the teaching of systems develop-
ment and programming skills. At some in-
stitutions various components of computer
science such as hardware, programming
and file design were integrated into an ac-
counting information system (AIS), then
more popularly known as electronic data
processing (EDP) courses offered by ac-
counting faculties (for instance as reported
by Seddon, 1987). Although this approach
could be argued to train students to think
critically and logically, by having to apply
computer programming to assist in prob-
lem solving, it was not necessarily a means
of enhancing understanding of accounting.

Subsequently, the use of generic software
such as applications for word-processing,
databases and worksheets in place of the
programming requirements were intro-
duced. For instance, Cerullo and Klein
(1986) reported that 105 cases of word
processing usage, 113 spreadsheet and 92
database management cases were observed
in their study. This form of integration has
remained till the present day but with ex-
posure to the more recent versions of such
applications, and, in some cases to a net-
working environment. The underlying ra-
tionale for this form of integration is that
students are not only trained for their work-
ing life where the use of these applications
has become a common phenomenon; their
knowledge also proves beneficial in the
preparation of their class assignments and
possibly in the meeting of their other daily
needs. But like the earlier approach, this
form of integration has no direct signifi-
cance for learning accounting matters.

Integration that bears more relation to the
accounting discipline was first seen when
students were given hands-on experience on
computerised accounting systems packages
as used in industry and commerce. The ten-
dency was to provide the exposure of this
nature in the AIS units. Although experiences
of teachers providing exposure of this nature
are not very widely documented, its popu-
larity has been reported in many surveys of
computer use in the accounting curriculum.
In the study by Salimi (1990) this category
of usage is found to top the list of the ways
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Asplund (1992) and Roufaiel (1995) are
among those which demonstrate the use of
packages of this nature. Roufaiel is also re-
sponsible for the development programme
of the software.

The use of business and management
games in business education within the ac-
counting curriculum can, like the computer-
ised accounting practice sets, also fall within
either of the above two approaches, depend-
ing on how they are designed for use. Ac-
counting simulation packages scripted for
this purpose include cases written by Carter
& Watt (1990) and Arens et al. (1990).

Another way to develop specific exercises
can be through the use of authoring soft-
ware or other techniques, but the distinct
feature remains that the purpose is limited
to its capacity to provide only exercises or
testing facilities. At this stage, accounting
concepts continue to be taught in the tradi-
tional human teacher-student setting. Inte-
gration in this manner1 , where computers
assume the role only of an aid in testing the
understanding of accounting knowledge
acquired in the traditional classrooms can
be categorised as providing a CBL environ-
ment to its users in some sense.

More recent progress extends the use of
computer facilities to incorporate the intro-
duction of accounting concepts and subject
matter, including or excluding relevant ac-
companying exercises, and able to be used
with or without the human tutor. In some
instances, these types of educational pack-
ages are designed to replace teachers
whereas in others, they have merely a
teacher-supporting capacity. Whichever
role computers are seen to adopt, this form
of integration is without doubt creating the
much talked about ideal CBL tool of today,
since the learning of accounting concepts
and subject matter can be conducted via
computer-student interaction.

On whether computer integration as a
teaching and learning aid can really enhance
accounting education, McKeown (1976) was
among the first to investigate. Among his
findings on the use of the PLATO IV project
in accounting was the time difference taken
to complete assigned work by students us-
ing PLATO IV materials as compared to that
of those who did not. The time taken by the
experimental group of students was shorter
than that of the control group. McKeown,
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computers have been incorporated into ac-
counting courses. Though the objective is
career-orientated, this time it is much closer
and more related to accounting, specifically
the development and design of AIS.

Further development saw the use of com-
puters providing computerised accounting
tutorial and exercise facilities. These involved
the use of generic software but with a spe-
cialised application on accounting subject
matter such as the use of spreadsheets to
solve budgeting exercises or generate ac-
counting information. This differs from ear-
lier forms of application where the use of ge-
neric packages was not directly geared to-
wards any specific area of accounting. But
within this environment, it remains a prereq-
uisite that users be literate in the use of the
software selected.

Application in this context has been re-
ported to be widespread in many account-
ing classrooms (for example in Kaye &
Nicholson, 1991; Nicholson & Williams,
1994; Jensen & Sandlin, 1994; Salleh and
Williams, 1997). Some described the way
to apply the technology (Michelman, 1992;
Smith, 1990, 1993; Maher, 1993 and others)
while others like Marriott and Mellett
(1994) are among implementers of this form
of computer integration who have docu-
mented their experiences. Recently, in
terms of computerised exercises, book pub-
lishers have been enthusiastically providing
supplementary copies of software to accom-
pany texts (refer to Jensen and Sandlin, 1995
for a list of materials of this nature). Given
this situation, it is not surprising if more fac-
ulties are associating themselves with this
form of computer usage. Indeed such a phe-
nomenon has been reported among the ac-
counting professors’ fraternity in the US
(Jensen and Sandlin, 1995).

Other instances include accounting exer-
cise programmes developed using some ge-
neric software but to be used on their own,
independent of the application themselves.
In other words, only the developers need to
have a mastery of the software language, not
the users. An example of this form of inte-
gration is the use of specially designed com-
puterised accounting sets (distinct from the
packages used in industry) to assist students
in testing and reinforcing their record-keep-
ing skills such as the SKiP software. Studies
by Burnell and Johnson (1992), Mantabe and
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however, did not raise the issue
of suitability of integrating com-
puters in the manner that was
adopted, nor did he propose
other ways for integration.

Following on from
McKeown’s (1976) documenta-
tion of the implementation of the
PLATO IV project in accounting,
more literature on the experi-
ence of using CBL materials was
published by others, especially
during the nineties. This decade
saw increased calls by various
professional bodies for computer
integration as well as increasing
awareness among academics, of
the necessity of providing alter-
native teaching approaches.
Also, the availability of funding
from various parties for research
into the possible use of CBL ma-
terials including the develop-
ment of courseware such as the
TLTP in the UK has made it pos-
sible for faculties to engage in
these activities themselves.

Kerrison and Forbes (1995),
for example, report the imple-
mentation of an in-house
courseware developed under
their Innovative Multi-discipli-
nary Programme for Advanced
Computer-based Teaching (IMPACT)
project. The courseware aimed at helping
students to understand how to calculate a
number of financial ratios (eighteen) and to
understand the application of the ratios to
possible uses by investors and corporate
managers. Specific features of the software
including screen appearances and menu fa-
cilities are described fully. The paper by
McGranaghan et al. (1995) documents the
experiences of a course team using the IVY
bookkeeping software as an aid to learning
on a first-year introductory accounting
course. The success of the programme as
reflected by student perception and reaction
was measured and based on feedback from
the teaching team as well as responses of
students to the questionnaire given. Per-
formance of the IVY exposed group of stu-
dents was also examined, although in this
study it was compared to that of the previ-
ous semester group who went through the

conventional non-computer based environ-
ment rather than a control group. Despite
performing not as well as the previous
group2 , the students’ (IVY exposed) reac-
tion was favourable with the majority find-
ing that the software had assisted their
learning process. Write-ups on the use of
other software at many different institutions
across the world can be found in the litera-
ture (such as the BYZANTIUM and EQL
Interactive Bookkeeping, Taxation Tutor or
Understanding Accounting). Depending on
the philosophy behind each integration ex-
ercise, the courseware may play differing
roles in the learning process. When pack-
ages are designed with appropriate features,
they possess the ability to be used as
courseware totally independent of a human
instructor, although they may not necessar-
ily be used that way. This form of computer
use in accounting education assumes the
most comprehensive role in the learning (of

accounting) process.
The list of who are integrat-

ing computers into their ac-
counting courses, as given by
Jensen and Sandlin (1995), re-
veals an impressive level of us-
age. Apar t from providing
computerised tutorial exer-
cises as mentioned earlier, the
balance of the remaining cases
tend to feature the use of the
computer as an electronic
book. Authoring of CAL mate-
rials among accounting educa-
tors is found to be low. When
the subject of authoring of CAL
materials was addressed by
Jensen and Sandlin (1995), dis-
cussion focussed on what soft-
ware was used to author these
materials rather than how they
were incorporated into the cur-
riculum at the various institu-
tions. Nor was the aspect of
learning enhancement in-
cluded. However, this should
not be taken as an ef fort to
belittle their work. Such a list
is definitely helpful, particu-
larly as a source of reference
for would-be authors of
courseware. The list would
provide even more meaningful

information if it contained detailed descrip-
tions of experiences of learning by users.

More recently, against a backdrop of
technological advancement in the area of
networking, many higher education estab-
lishments have provided on-line facilities
to their students and faculties (for instance
as reported by Hazari and Schnorr, 1999;
Schulman and Randi, 1999; Herman and
Morell, 1999; Salleh et al. 2000a; 2000b).
With suitable software such as Lotus
Notes, WebCT or through the Internet,
teaching of accounting in virtual class-
rooms is effectively a reality. Lecture ma-
terials and other administrative informa-

“With suitable software such as Lotus Notes, WebCT

or through the Internet, teaching of accounting in

virtual classrooms is effectively a reality.”

1 For a detailed account of computer packages
used in this form, refer to Jensen & Sandlin
(1995).

2 In light of the discussion on the limitations of
performance measurement testing, one could
dispute whether there is really a meaning to
the finding, more so when the two groups did
not even come from the same batch of students.
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tion is now made available to students via
a network so that they (students) can have
access at any time, even from their halls of
residence or home. In many instances, a
forum platform is also included so that stu-
dents can all raise issues relevant to the
course with the teacher, responding either
immediately or at some other agreed time.3

In this way, students who do not wish to
raise questions need not do so but they can
still follow the discussion that takes place.
In terms of learning the subject matter, this
kind of environment is in effect transfer-
ring the medium of dissemination from the
overhead projector transparencies, the
white board or other hard copy methods
to computer screens. And, instead of hav-
ing to see the lecturer in person, commu-
nication is through a form of electronic
mail. When discussing the reasons why
computers should be incorporated in this
manner, Jensen and Sandlin (1992), argued
for integration but labelled the software as
course management software (CMS) since
basically its role is to assist the manage-
ment of a particular course. Of course, in
terms of enhancing their ability to use com-
puters, students exposed to this form of
teaching medium may gain worthwhile ex-
perience. But, in terms of enhancing the
learning of accounting, little is changed
apart from an automation of the traditional
human teacher interface, unless CBL ma-
terials are incorporated (which is not im-
possible).

Summary and Conclusions
To summarise, various forms of integra-

tion have been tried over the years, rang-
ing from computer science subjects includ-
ing programming, to the more recent de-
velopment of using computers to aid the
learning of accounting in the capacity of
human instructor substitute. With the vari-
ous forms of usage, suggested terminology
to describe the effort have been equally
many but basically, the integration theme
revolves around three dimensions.

First, computers were introduced to as-
sist students in acquiring the appropriate
knowledge and skills relevant to under-
standing the role of IT in business. It ap-
pears that accounting educators generally
believe that hands-on experience of tools
used in industry can play a supportive role
in reflecting the actual business environ-
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3  Since the May 1997/98 semester, some ac-
counting courses at the Universiti Putra Ma-
laysia have, in addition to the normal human
teacher lectures, included this networking fa-
cility (Salleh et al., 2000a; 2000b).  D’Souza
(1991), Steinberg (1992) and Zack (1995)
have also documented the use of electronic
messaging in a networking environment at
other institutions in their studies.

ment. Exposure to software programmes
including databases and spreadsheet is
common in undergraduate programmes.

Second, computers were used as a form
of communication platform to disseminate
information about accounting courses or
more commonly known now as communi-
cation technology (CT). Taken together,
the first two dimensions illustrate how in-
formation and communications technology
(ICT) has been integrated into the account-
ing curriculum.

The final dimension of integration lies
with the desire to use computers as a teach-
ing/learning strategy in order to improve
the learning experience or more com-
monly termed, CBL. Like many recent
studies, it is proposed here that the CBL
acronym be adopted to describe a learn-
ing environment in which the computer is
used either as part of the learning process
or, as the main tool of learning. In this re-
spect, the computer can play a complemen-
tary role to support the traditional human
teacher/instructor classroom setting al-
though it has been argued by some (such
as Maynard, 1997 and McInnes et al., 1995)
to assume a more advanced role of replac-
ing the teacher/instructor. The former
usage implies integration of computers as
an enhancement to the students’ learning
process, reinforcing accounting concepts
and subject matter introduced by human
teachers whereas in the latter the concepts
and subject matter are provided by the
computer with or without the human tu-
tor. CBL thus can refer to the full range of

computer technologies applied in account-
ing education where some form of learn-
ing of accounting is believed to occur.

The current trend in the usage of com-
puters in education shows that except for
introducing computers in the form of com-
puter science courses, integration to assist
students acquire knowledge and skills per-
ceived relevant to understanding the role
of IT in business remains popular. For in-
stance, the use of spreadsheets and
databases were reportedly used in many
institutions of higher learning including in
Malaysia (Nicholson & Williams, 1994;
Jensen & Sandlin, 1994; Salleh and
Williams, 1997).

A more recent development in account-
ing education is the use of computers as a
communication tool for teaching and learn-
ing. This form of integration has led to the
introduction of distance and Internet learn-
ing which becomes the nucleus of a recent
working paper by IFAC (IFAC, 2000).
While acknowledging the ability to provide
unprecedented opportunities for improv-
ing accounting education on a global ba-
sis, IFAC expresses concerns over the pos-
sible threats accompanying such a mode
of education particularly with respect to ef-
forts to assure the quality of accounting
programmes throughout the world.

Integration of computers as CBL tools
although documented by many research-
ers is found not to be widespread. A simi-
lar pattern is seen in Malaysia as illustrated
in the Salleh and Williams’ (1997) study.

In light of the above findings, it can be
concluded that the ways computers have
been used in the accounting curriculum
have not changed very much over the past
years except as communication mediums.
Given such a situation, perhaps, the term
“integration” is, in the first place, a misno-
mer for computers having not been inte-
grated into the accounting curriculum de-
spite the call for an “integrated” approach
(for instance by Foong, 1990 and Williams,
1991). Rather, they have only been used. AN
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years old and of indeterminate length and
quality.

Invest in an expensive pair of shoes.
You can economise on almost anything
else, but if you want to seem rich, then
you have to be well-heeled. However
poor you are, make the ef fort to save up
for one really beautiful pair of shoes
every year and then wear them until they
fall apart. Here again it is simplicity of
style which separates wealthy people
from the rest of the crowd.

Always ask for the plainest item on the
menu. In the world’s most exclusive res-
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15 Ways To Look Rich
On a Poor Purse

By Carol Ibbett

Rich women do have a certain look,
don’t you agree? You think it’s
what their money can buy — or

that they were born with “the look” — but
the rich look is made (not born), but it’s
not made with money — which means, you
can have it, too — if you just do these 15
things ...

Eliminate clutter from your life. One of
the world’s leading dress designers owns
only five garments — two shirts, a skirt, a
pair of trousers and a cape — all in navy
blue. She always looks fantastic. Greta
Garbo lived as simply as a monk with a bar

groomed at all times.

Allow one unmistakable status symbol
to upgrade the rest of your outfit. For years
I was too poor to dress in anything other
than sweaters and jeans, yet I never
looked impoverished. This was because,
years earlier, I had sold all my small non-
descript pieces of jewellery and invested
in a Cartier triple bracelet in three shades
of gold. It is unmistakably exclusive, and
immediately creates the illusion that eve-
rything else I am wearing must be of a
similar quality. It need not be a bracelet
— it could be a scarf, a pair of earrings, a

of soap, a jar of face cream and little else.
Sophia Loren wears little or no jewellery
these days.

Deal with other people simply and di-
rectly. The rich have sufficient poise to ad-
dress the delivery boy with as much cour-
tesy and charm as they would use for a
member of the nobility. The rich deal with
everyone in a quiet, pleasant manner.

Impress others by your informal ap-
proach. When they are at home, the rich
tend to relax in a comfortable old dress-
ing gown. If friends call, the hostess
makes no apology for her state of dress.
It is the less secure who will not answer
the door unless they are immaculately

bag or a belt — but it must belong to one
of the few designers whose names are a
worldwide status symbol. This is one of
the oldest tricks in the world, but it always
succeeds.

 Never look contrived. When the rich go
into town they slip into a plain skirt or a
pair of trousers and a shir t. It is the
nouveaux riches who demonstrate their
newly acquired wealth by wearing a too-
smart outfit with matching bag and shoes,
and a new season’s coat of exactly the right
length. The rich either don’t bother with a
coat (they don’t need to as they travel eve-
rywhere in heated limousines), or they
wear an old trench coat that is at least 10

taurants, the jet set invariably settle for
steak and salad. It is the nouveaux riches
who need to prove to the world that they
have arrived by selecting the ostentatious
and the showy in life.

 Take care of your hands. You will never
look rich with neglected hands, and you
will never look poor if your hands are well-
manicured. Pampered hands are one of the
few characteristics of the wealthy which
have remained constant throughout his-
tory. However much you may have ne-
glected your hands in the past, it is sur-
prising what a few weeks of concentrated
care can do.
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Create an aura of mystery. Try to lower
the tone of your voice and you will imme-
diately sound more intriguing. Give the im-
pression that you are holding back part of
yourself, and you will find that people are
drawn to you. Even if your social life is non-
existent, pretend to be vaguely inaccessi-
ble and you will discover that people want
to know you. It never fails.

Save up for a slim leather wallet. There
is an inverse relationship between the size
of a woman’s wallet and the amount of
money she actually possesses. At the su-
permarket check-out it is always the poor
who carry huge, bulging purses while the
rich produce slim Italian wallets. It is very
important to have a really tasteful wallet,
as it is frequently seen.

 Adopt a leisurely, relaxed attitude to life
even if you are a harassed nervous wreck. I
was always a panicky traveller until I read
that Jackie Onassis spent an entire night
from Paris to New York sleeping soundly
in full view of all the First Class passen-
gers. The rich make themselves immedi-
ately at home, whatever their surround-
ings.

Never wear a cheap scent. It is so in-
stantly recognisable to those in the know
that the wearer is instantly doomed. The
rich would never be ashamed to smell of
plain lavender water, but they would avoid
like the plague something which is three
times as expensive, yet not expensive
enough.

Buy clothes that will improve with age.
Fifteen years ago I spent four months’
salary on a fox-trimmed suede coat. I am
still wearing it, and every year it looks a
little more exclusive. The initial heavy
outlay has repaid itself over and over
again.

Wear a dazzling smile. The rich are
always smiling; it is the discontented
poor who allow their faces to be set in a
permanent scowl. You may not have any-
thing to smile about — but try, just for
one day.

Cultivate the art of understatement. This
is the subtle trademark of the very rich;
they can afford to let the world see that
they don’t have to prove a thing to anybody.

AN

Companies that opt for casual business wear
simply prefer a more relaxed approach to
dressing at work. Some companies practice

them on Fridays, as a means of easing into the week-
end mode, while the more avant garde have gone
casual everyday. So, what does dressing down re-
ally mean?

It means you can let go of the tie and switch to a
collared polo. Instead of tailored pants, you can wear

khakis or slacks
to work. When
the office dress
code is relaxed,
your dressing
sense should
too. But be cautious :  comfy does not mean sloppy.
So keep those sandals and ripped jeans at home and
wear pressed slacks and shirts. You can dress casu-
ally but still maintain a sense of professionalism.
Look for well-tailored pieces that you can add to your
existing wardrobe. Some of our best haunts for build-
ing a casual corporate closet are : BritishIndia,
G2000, Dockers and Padini. And yes, keep an eye
on the fashion scene, you might be surprised at what
you can pick out …

By Anis Ramli

TIE-FREE FRIDAY

Tips on dressing down

Instead of … Switch to …

Tailored pants Cotton slacks, khakis, jeans (where permissible), linen pants

Jackets or suits Blazers, windbreakers, lightweight jackets, vests,
blousons, denim jackets

Buttoned-down shirts Collared polos, crewnecks, turtlenecks, Oxford shirts

Dress shoes Tassled loafers, Oxfords, scuff-free sneakers

Briefcase City bags, satchels, shoulder bags

B E T T E R  L I F E

Even if you’re not fashion-
savvy, at least one fashion
term should be in your
vocabulary :  casual busi-
ness wear. Today, dressing
for the office is not just
about the tie and the three-
piece-suit, as businesses
become more tech-savvy,
so does the corporate
workwear.

C A S UA L  D R E S S I N G
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When you have to do paperwork,
does your desk :
a. have to be immaculate before you

start.
b. stay as it is.
c. have to be tidied up a little so that

you can find everything you need.

How long do you tend to stare at
the computer screen before begin-
ning work?
a. one minute or less.
b. five minutes or so.
c. ten minutes or more.

If you are cooking for a dinner
party, do you leave everything to
the last minute because you were
so busy tidying the house, or look-
ing at the newspaper?
a. yes.
b. no.
c. occasionally.

En route to an interview or
work, do you :
a. go straight there.
b. dawdle looking at shop windows.
c. stop off for a quick coffee.

At work, do you find yourself visit-
ing other desks and
chatting before
beginning the day?
a. no.
b. sometimes.
c. always.

Do you have loads of energy for
things other than the things that you
really have to do, like paying bills
or making telephone calls?
a. yes — you are very energetic until

you have to pay the bills, etc.
b. no, you have enough energy for

everything.
c. paying bills makes you feel tired,

but you still sit down and do it.

Is your desk :
a. a mound of paperwork.
b. very tidy and organised, with an

empty ‘in tray’.
c. a bit cluttered, but relatively orderly.

How long does it take you to get
around to writing a thank you let-
ter after a party?
a. you write the next day.
b. several days.
c. a week or more.

You have to tell a friend some un-
pleasant news. When you next meet
up, do you :
a. tell them straight away.
b. decide to tell them next time.
c. blurt it out right at the end of the

time you are spending together.

You have a weekly task,
and you decide that you

Are You a
Procrastinator?
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When it comes to getting things done, are you a live-

wire — or a damp squib? Answer these questions to

find out whether you really

are a procrastinator.

AN

CALCULATE YOUR SCORE

1. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5
2. a. 0 b. 5 c. 10
3. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5
4. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
5. a. 0 b. 5 c. 10
6. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5
7. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5
8. a. 0 b. 5 c. 10
9. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
10. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5

70-100 :  You are the arch-procrasti-
nator. If it can be put off - and even if it
can’t - you will put it off. You just can-
not bear to be tied down to times, days
and desks. You’ll spend incredible
amounts of energy in avoiding tasks
that wouldn’t really have taken you that
long. Try and make a change. Write
down manageable (i.e. with more than
five items) lists of things to do, and treat
yourself to your favourite snack if you
manage to tick everything off in a day.

40-65 :  You procrastinate sometimes,
but basically you manage to keep your
life under control. Your desk may be
messy, but it is rare that you will miss
paying a bill or hand work in late. You
do have a tendency to leave things
until the last moment and there is
room for more peace of mind here.

0-35 :  Don’t change. You are the ulti-
mate organiser. You never put off do-
ing today what you wouldn’t want to
do tomorrow. Your desk is a vision of
efficiency and your thank you notes
are never late. The only problem is,
others may be jealous. Take no notice.
You don’t have the time.

will complete it on a certain day
every week, for example, Wednes-
day. Do you :
a. complete it by Saturday.
b. complete it every Wednesday.
c. complete it by Thursday

Q U I Z

B E T T E R  L I F E
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I N V E S T I N G

B E T T E R  L I F E

In fact, you can quickly weigh the
worth of a broker — and what he or she
is selling — by asking several criti-

cal questions.
 The questions are numerous, and your

broker probably won’t know every answer
offhand. But a good broker will find out
the answers and call you back. Good bro-
kers will also send you
written material —an-
nual reports, prospec-
tuses, investment re-
search repor ts and
Value Line reports —
that back up any asser-
tions they make about
an investment.

However, to save
time, you should whit-
tle down the types of
investments you’re
willing to discuss, to
things that are appro-
priate to your level of
sophistication and ability to tolerate risk.
For instance, most people shouldn’t even
consider investing in commodities, lim-
ited partnerships, stock options, initial
public offerings, penny stocks, convert-
ible securities, junk bonds and so-called
derivatives such as collateralised mort-
gage obligations and inverse floaters, ex-
perts say.

That’s because these investments are
risky and hard to evaluate  — even for pro-
fessionals. Smart investors know their limi-
tations.

Additionally, you should stop consider-
ing an investment the moment that an-
swers to your questions begin to make you
feel uneasy. If you determine that a stock
prospect is too speculative for you, asking
whether or not the company pays a divi-
dend is a waste of your time.

The questions you should ask depend on
what kind of investment you are being

pitched. Because brokers are often trying
to sell stocks. Here are 10 questions to ask
such a broker :

What’s the per-share price? If the
stock sells for less than US$5, it’s specula-
tive, says Hugh Johnson, chief investment
officer at First Albany Corp., in New York.

Unless you’re prepared to take a big risk
with your money — possibly losing 50 per
cent of your investment or more — stop
here; the investment is not for you. If the
stock sells for more than US$5 — or you’re
ready to take the risk — continue.

Is this the broker’s recommenda-
tion, or is this a stock recom-
mended by the brokerage firm’s
research department?
Some brokers have good ideas, but
they’re not paid to be researchers,
Johnson notes. You should consider a
broker’s recommendation with greater
scepticism than a researcher’s recom-
mendation. And you should be some-
what sceptical of both.

What is the objective of this Invest-
ment — value, growth or Income?
And why do you think the Invest-

ment suits me? If you are an income-
oriented investor — someone who
needs regular dividends or interest —
you can quickly eliminate so-called
growth stocks, which have great appre-
ciation potential but don’t pay current
income, says David Acey, Managing

Director and Director
of Marketing at Wheat,
First Securities in Rich-
mond, Va.

   What does, the
Company do? If you
don’t understand the
company’s business,
pass. If you’re still in-
trigued, go on.

    What are the pros-
pects and competi-
tion like in this com-
pany ’s industr y?

Where is this company positioned?
Is it a leader, an upstart, a niche
player, somewhere in the middle of
the pack? Investing in industry lead-
ers in growing industries is less risky
than investing in companies that are
battling at the bottom of a shrinking
market.

What is the company’s earnings and
revenue history for the past five (or
10) years? A company that’s been able
to boost sales and earnings in good
times and bad are clearly less risky than
one that have an inconsistent history.

Does the company pay a dividend?
If so, are the dividends consistent,
rising, falling or do they vary year-
to-year? And what is the dividend
yield? (That’s the cash dividend di-
vided by the market price. In other

Know the 10 Questions to ask a

STOCKBROKER
By Kathy M. Kristof
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Businessmen are too easily se-
duced by nonsense — by their
own baloney. If you’re in busi-

ness, you probably take pride in almost eve-
rything. Your success comes from clear
thinking, quick action, and shrewd deal-
ings. You are where you are today because
you have worked harder, taken more risks,
and stayed with it when others faltered.

All this sounds good to those of us who
own or operate businesses. It’s a well-de-
served pat on the back that we give our-
selves periodically.

Yet, it seems that those of us in business
are also victims. We’re suckers for our own
baloney. Our work-a-day vocabulary is
filled with more junk than a dumpster the
day after Christmas!

Here are 11 terms that should never be
used again in business. These are words that
sound both profound and impressive, but they
mean nothing. If you see them in writing, cross
them out. If they are spoken in your presence,
walk away. If you catch yourself using them,
go sit in the corner and clear your mind :

ENTREPRENEUR. Anyone doing
anything is an entrepreneur today, includ-
ing those who cannot pronounce the word!
It has a touch of class, even though no one
knows what it means. “Entrepreneur” is
particularly popular among those who are
super-cautious and monumentally unimagi-
native. It’s also a form of flattery practised
by clever salespeople. “As an entrepreneur,”
they intone, “you know the value of ...” Don’t
be taken in by such utter nonsense.

BOTTOM-LINE. If you want a macho
image in business, all you have to do is
punctuate your speech — particularly to
employees and business associates — with
such phrases as “What’s the impact on the
bottom-line?” or “All I’m interested in is the
bottom line.” This is the latest version of
John Wayne out West. It sounds tough,
tough, tough. And it doesn’t mean a thing!

STATE-OF-THE-ART. When was
the last time you tried to make a copy on a
state-of-the-art copier or get hold of the en-
gineering department on a state-of-the-art
telephone? Neither is possible. Both are
filled with features nobody wants, needs,
or is capable of using. State-of-the-art is an
illusion foisted on us by irresponsible mar-
keting departments and subscribed to by
sales people who have been on the job just
long enough to read the latest marketing
brochure.

POWER LUNCH. Watch out for any-
one who thinks that where you eat is more
important than what you eat. For them be-
ing seen is the substance. These are people
without taste and judgment. They follow
trends faster than Superman can don his
cape. They are T.S. Eliot’s “hollow men” —
their heads are filled with straw. They live
by their wits and not their brains (they have
too much of the former and not enough of
the latter). Their biggest problem is find-
ing a “power necktie” to wear to tomorrow’s
“power lunch.” Frankly, McDonald’s is be-
ginning to look pretty good!

It’s Time to Stop
Believing Our Own

BALONEY
Watch out for anyone who thinks that where you eat is more
important than what you eat — They are T. S. Eliot’s “hollow
men” — their heads are filled with straw.

words, if the company’s stock sells for
US$25 per share and each share pays
US$1.32 in annual cash dividends, the
dividend yield is about 5.3 per cent.)
It’s generally less risky to invest in com-
panies that pay relatively generous divi-
dends because the dividend can attract
investors to the stock.

What is the company’s price —
earnings ratio? (That’s the market
price divided by its per-share earnings.
A company selling for US$25 that
earned US$1.32 per share would have
a price-earnings ratio of about 19.) And
how does that compare to its aver-
age price-earnings ratio over the
past five to 10 years? If the compa-
ny’s price earnings ratio is compara-
tively low, it may be selling for a bar-
gain price. If it’s higher than average,
you have to know what has changed
about the company’s prospects to war-
rant the lofty market value.

How does the price-earnings ratio
compare to the company projected
growth rate? If the company’s shares
are selling for 30 times current earnings,
you should expect the company to be
growing at a 30 per cent pace, Johnson
says. Otherwise, it’s going to take a long
time for your investment to pay off.

Do you have research reports and
other printed material that I can
look at before I make an investment
decision? Ideally you want the invest-
ment houses’ research reports on the
company and the industry; you want
independent research, such as a Value
Line report. And you want printed ma-
terial from the company, including an
annual report, 10-K and quarterly re-
ports. Brokers who can answer all
these questions have done their home-
work. Once you do yours, by reading
the materials they mail, you’re in a
great position to make a good invest-
ment decision. Of course, that doesn’t
mean you’ll never lose money on an-
other share of stock. But it should keep
you from making a habit of it.

Distributed by SINGER MEDIA CORP., San
Clemente, California.
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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE.
This is one of the most appealing terms in
business today. It sounds so contemporary
— utilising the human resources of the
group to achieve more positive results. Ac-
tually, it’s a technique created by manage-
ment to avoid individual responsibility. If
something goes wrong (and it always does),
who can point a finger at a committee? Don’t
trust anyone who serves on a “Management
Committee.” Be very careful what you say
in front of one of these people. And never,
never put anything in writing. Remember,
management committees have only one job
— to point a finger at you.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES. These are iso-
lation suites created by top company officials
so they can avoid anything that might disturb
and interfere with their fantasies. These clever
chambers are designed to insulate lofty fig-
ures from the marketplace, employees, cus-
tomers, and particularly, complaints. Never go
to work for any company that has the words

“Executive Offices” on a door. The president
will tell you his door is always open. Sounds
great — until you have the unmitigated gall
to try to walk through it!

CEO, CFO, COO and CIO. Wow!
Now, we’re really in the big time. These ini-
tials work wonders. Just add them to the let-
terhead and business card and you’re ten feet
tall! Think of the power and prestige. You’re
not just the president, you’re a step up and
beyond — you’re the CEO. But, watch out.
There’s something happening out there.
Look out for the guy who is dissatisfied with
just being the CEO. Before you know it he’s
going for broke. He’s about to become CEO,
CFO, COO and CIO. The accumulation of
titles is the game “boys” in business play to
amuse themselves — and others.

SYSTEM. If anything is going to sell to-
day, it had better be a “system”. The state-
of-the-art copier is now a state-of- the-art
“copying system.” Are the copies any bet-

ter? Of course not. But the annual service
contract is five times more than last year’s
model. Just add the word ‘system’ to what-
ever you’re doing, selling, or manufactur-
ing and you have a license to hike the price.

DOWNSIDE. This one really makes
you sound “in charge.” After you’ve listened
to the presentation, the right thing to say
goes something like this :  “That sounds
good, but what’s the downside?” Now,
you’ve got the poor so-and-so on the spot.
You’re ready to carve the turkey! You’re
going to shoot all those fresh, creative ideas
full of holes the size of the Grand Canyon.
That’s why you get exactly what you de-
serve from the people around you-“Yes, sir,”
“No, sir,” and “You’re absolutely right, sir.

DOWNSTREAM. It’s also time to be
down on downstream. This is just another
variation of executive nonsense. “Yes,
that’s a very good idea, but what are the
implications downstream?” Didn’t anyone
ever let you know that this is a business
and not a riverboat?

TELEMARKETING. This is one
word which epitomises what’s wrong with
business today. No one can simply call a
customer or talk to a prospect on the
phone. Everything must be telemarketing.
What it implies is the specific effort to
abuse, dehumanise, and overwhelm the
person who has the ill fortune of being on
the other end of the line. The “script” is
everything. Just get the right response.
Nothing else matters — including truth or
the needs of the customer. The most effi-
cient telemarketing is calculated to avoid
building a relationship and is most success-
ful when it maximises manipulation.

It’s time to rethink how we approach
both customers and prospects. Perhaps
their negative responses are the direct re-
sult of being bombarded by “telemarketing
pros” who are anything but professional.

We could go on. “Level playing field” de-
serves serious attention, as does “human
resources” and “networking.” If there’s a
point in all this, it is simply that we are so
easily seduced by nonsense — by our own
baloney. Maybe we ought to be consider-
ing such words as integrity, responsibility,
and quality. That, as we all know, is way,
way downstream. AN
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Tokyo :
A Man’s Land

T R AV E L  A N D  L E I S U R E

W
hen two huge, almost-
nude men romp around
a ring in the name of
sports, you know there’s

got to be a whole load of confidence going
on here. Especially with one’s own sexual-
ity. But they don’t call Sumo the national
sport for no reason. In a country
where machismo still rules and egos
still run amok, Japan has become
the traveller’s monitor on male viril-
ity. And in Tokyo, nothing could be
more definitive for the male species
than surviving sashimi, sento and the
techno mecca known as Akihabara.

The Raw Deal
The first rites of passage to be-

coming a man’s man would un-
doubtedly be in the food depart-
ment. To come to Japan and not in-
dulge in a bout of sashimi would be
considered almost sacrilegious.
This is a land where ‘raw’ rules over

J A PA N

By Anis RamliTokyo’s really not for the faint-hearted. Especially when you’re a
man. But if you survive it, then give yourself a pat on the back ‘cos
you’re the King of Masculinity.

ready-made and ready-cooked. No matter
how squeamish you may be at the sight of
the crimson-coloured insides of a tuna, the
seafood at Tsukiji Fish Market will turn you
into a sashimi-convert in a jiffy.

Everything that you see in this wet
hangar is fresh. So fresh that it lacks

Tokyo :
A Man’s Land

“… they don’t call Sumo the national
sport for no reason. In a country where
machismo still rules and egos still run
amok, Japan has become the traveller’s

monitor on male virility.”

Tsukiji Fish Market —
the narrow market alleys
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smelling fishy. The market welcomes fish-
ermen from as far as the Atlantic Ocean
bearing gems from the sea that are as
priceless as diamonds themselves. Blue
fin tuna are the most sought after, next to
salmon and octopus, and the list goes on
according to the law of food chain. All the
seafood found in Tsukiji is enough for
Tokyo’s consumption alone. Top chefs
and restaurateurs come here for their
kitchen supply. As soon as the fish are auc-
tioned and sold, they’re quickly trans-
ported to Tokyo’s many sushi retail stores
and restaurants.

Tsukiji is the best place for the sushi-
shy. The restaurant and stalls around the
market ser ve some of the best (and
freshest) sushi in town. For the novice,
this is the best place as any to get your-
self initiated. Our advice :  order the tuna,
the fish de jour. Thinly-sliced to perfection,
the pieces — even when uncooked — will
titillate even the most hardcore meat-
eater. Dip the piece into soy sauce that’s
been mixed with wasabi, a type of horse-
radish that’s guaranteed to cure the sinus.
As you savour that first bite, you’ll forget
that it’s even raw to begin with. Wash it

down with the complimentary green
tea, or be a Japanese and order a Kirin
or Asahi beer.

Tsukiji Fish Market is within a 10
minute walk from Tsukiji Station on
Hibiya Line and admission is free. The
market is closed on Sundays and al-
ternate Wednesdays, holidays and
New Year (15-16 August). Opening

times are 5 – 10 a.m. but the best time to
visit is between 5 – 8 a.m.

 Bonding at the Baths
The real test of your masculinity will

probably be met out in the public baths of
Japan. Public nudity may be frowned
upon, but bathing in nothing but your
birthday suit is acceptable and expected
especially when down in the sento. But
don’t get too excited. Unlike Ally McBeal’s
unisex toilet, the men and women take
their baths in separate rooms (for obvi-
ous reasons!).

Sento (public baths) are among one of
the Japanese’s favourite hangout places.
It’s a pastime that began as far back as the
16th Century and remains as popular today.
In the past, when homes were deprived of
a tub or a shower, sento offered people the
chance to luxuriate in warm waters, espe-

cially during the winter while hob-nobbing
with the neighbours. Today, most people
enjoy the baths for its simple soothing and
relaxing feeling. Sento waters are usually
heated tap water, but if you really want to
enjoy bathing en masse, try an onsen. This
often boasts of natural hot spring water
drawn from the grounds below. A soak will
definitely loosen up those stress knots. As
a ritual, it can also help relieve joint pains,
arthritis and improve the body’s blood flow.

When in these public baths, one doesn’t
think about one’s nudity. And just as you
would in the toilet or communal shower,
there’s absolutely no staring! But folks will
stare if you attempt to cannonball into the
pool, or worst — do it with your swim
trunks on. And because everyone has to
strip and leave their clothes and self-con-
sciousness behind, the experience can be
very humbling.

While sento and onsen are disappearing
fast in Tokyo, you can easily track one
down by enquiring at the koban (police
hut). Each community has one and it is eas-
ily distinguished by its ubiquitous star logo,
the crest of the Metropolitan Police.

Some good ones to try are :  The Azabu
Juban Onsen in Minato-ku (11 a.m. – 9
p.m., closed Tuesdays, admission : ¥1,260,
Roppongi station). It uses water that is ac-
tually piped from a hot spring 500 metres
underground! Asakusa Kannon Onsen
in Asakusa (6.30 a.m. – 6 p.m., Friday to
Wednesday, closed Friday if Thursday is a
holiday, admission :  ¥700, Asakusa station,
west of Sensoji Temple) also has natural
hot spring waters with a real neighbour-
hood feel to it.

Sushi Bar in the heart of Tokyo

Sukayu Onsen Ryokan — one of the
many public baths in Japan
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and the best part is — you can bargain.
And since Japan is known as the Father of
Invention, expect to find savvy gadgets
with some heavy-duty techno know-how
that you probably won’t see anywhere else.
At the last survey, there was a mobile
phone that doubled-up as a camera, a watch
that doubled-up as a scanner and a
discman, plus a myriad of other mind-bog-
gling inventions that basically scream “Buy
Me!”

It’s easy to lose oneself amid the seduc-
tive neon lights and blasting hollers of the

salesmen and to indulge in a buying spree.
Once you’ve stopped salivating at the won-
drous electronic sights, be sure to compare
prices and check that they’re made for ex-
port. No point in buying when you can’t
use them at home. Over 50,000 people
come here on the weekday, and the
number doubles during the weekends.
Most folks come here simply to browse,
which can also be fun and can be an edu-
cational experience in itself.

Akihabara :  Take the Yamanote Line,
Keihin Tohoku Line or Hibiya Line to the
JR Akihabara station, exit Akihabara Elec-
tronic Town. Open daily, 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.

The
Akihabara

district

AN
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Public Baths
for the Inexperienced

Dipping is done in the ‘buff’ so leave
the Speedos and shyness at home.

Unless it’s a large establishment,
towels and amenities are strictly
‘bring your own’, so call first to find
out. Even if you do forget, some
onsen and sento provide towels for
rent and soaps for sale.

Clean yourself thoroughly from head
to toe before entering the pool at the
cleaning section.
Rinse thoroughly.

Take two towels :
one for the bath, the
other for drying off.
You can use the first
one for washing, but
rinse well so no suds
are left. If being na-
ked so early bothers
you, take the same
towel to protect your
modesty but it’s off,
off, off as soon as you
enter the tub.

Ease slowly into the
pool. You want to do
this for two reasons :
the water is very hot
(sometimes up to
30ºC) so you don’t
want to shock your
system. Plus, the
fewer ripples you
cause, the more your
fellow bathers will ap-
preciate it.

Sit back, relax and let the water
work its magic on you.

If it gets too hot or you feel dizzy, get
out, cool off and drink some water.

Agog in Akihabara
There’s one place in the whole of Tokyo

where men can loose their self-control. And
that’s Akihabara — Tokyo’s gargantuan
electronic town. It’s like the big boy’s ver-
sion of Toyland, except everything here
works and is up for sale.

There are more than 600 shops and
stores selling all kinds of electronic goods,

1

2

3

4

5

The Big Boys Club
If you’ve survived the above and gradu-

ated with flying colours, you might want
to try some of our favourite picks in the
male rites of passage :

Take a swing at Tokyo’s version of The
Fight Club. For ¥1,000 per minute, test
your level of manhood against
Nagurareya, the human punching bag.
Find him beside the Koma Theatre in
Shinjuku’s Kabukicho district.

View the Cherry Blossoms at Ueno

Park without shedding a tear.

Survive a subway ride during peak
hours without being labelled a groper
when you accidentally bump into a
member of the opposite sex.

Hold your drink in a yakitori-ya, a pre-
dominantly male establishment that
can get rather boisterous at times. See
who can burp the loudest.

Enjoy the blissful but rather painful
shiatsu massage or acupuncture treat-
ment. Either way, you’ll come back
home all sinewy and relaxed.
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K uching and Kota
Kinabalu were the final
destinations by the

Malaysian Institute of Account-
ants’ President, Abdul Samad
Haji Alias, for the nationwide
roadshow aimed to enlighten
members all over the country on
the latest developments at the
Institute following the Account-
ants (Ammendment) Act, 2000.

In his visit, he encouraged
members to excel in the profes-
sion in view of the competitive-
ness in the global economy. He
added that the role of account-
ants had changed from a mere
recorder of accounts to a more
advanced level which required
them to be well-equipped and
knowledgeable in the era of In-
formation and Communication
Technologies.

With the President in Kuching
were Council Members, Neoh
Chin Wah and Nik Mohd
Hasyudeen Yusoff and Malaysian
Accounting Standard Board’s
(MASB) Chairman, YM Raja
Datuk Arshad Raja Tun Uda while
Vice President, Yue Sau Him lent
his support in Kota Kinabalu. AN

Encouraging Numbers at
Members Dialogue

Members at the President’s dialogue in Kota Kinabalu

Sabah Branch Committee Members — Desmond Chu, Poon Chiong
Phui, Lucy Read (staff), Philip Yong, Viviana Lim, Chang Yu Chuk,
Aileen Yeap, Alexandra Thien, Tan Huang Dak, Kelvin How, Simon
Liew, Ho Yung Kong posing happily with Samad, Yue, Nik and Neoh.

 (L-R) Sarawak Branch Committee Members — Philip Tong, Andy
Chia, Si Kang Seng, Richard Kiew and Chin Chee Kong with the
Chairman of MASB, YM Raja Datuk Arshad.

Sarawak Branch Chairman, David Tiang sharing a light moment with
YM Raja Datuk Arshad, Abdul Samad Alias and Nik Mohd Hasyudeen

The President was over-
whelmed with the record-
breaking participation of 135
members in Kuching and 100
members in Kota Kinabalu,
both in terms of numbers and
percentage of branch member-
ship. Two Miri Chapter Com-
mittee members — Sydney
Lau and Mathew Wong flew all
the way from Miri, Sarawak to
KK specifically to attend the
dialogue after missing the ses-
sion a day earlier in Kuching.

Members in both the states
were mainly concerned with
the issues pertaining to the
Asean Free Trade Agreement
(AFTA); on its implication and
challenges to the profession,
audit of small companies, MIA
qualifying examinations,
MASB Standards, CPD pro-
grammes in smaller towns,
professional qualifications for
local graduates and recogni-
tion or accreditation of foreign
university degrees.

Joshua Kong, one of the sen-
ior members in KK took the op-
portunity to seek a number of
clarifications from Samad.
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Andy Chia was recently appointed as Miri Chapter Chairman
for the year 2001. He is supported by the following office
bearers :

Secretary :  Yong Nyet; Treasurer :  Sydney Lau Ka Tee; PPT Coor-
dinator :  Tan Siew Bee; CPD Coordinator : Mathew Wong; Career
Talk Coordinator :  Bong Ted Luk; Public Relations Coordinator :
Sim Peak Soon; Committee Members : Alex Wong Chee Tai, Tan
Jin Kok, Andrew.

The Sabah Branch of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(MIA) has assured that there are no major changes to its
membership requirements.

The Branch Chairwoman, Alexandra Thien said :  “In fact, the
status of Institutions of Higher Learning under Part 1 and profes-
sional accountancy bodies under Part 2 of the First Schedule of
the Accountants Act remains status quo.”

She said this to 45 accountants during a dialogue cum fellow-
ship dinner in Sandakan, organised by the chapter there.

Thien together with MIA Sabah Manager, Lucy Read, visited
three chapters — Labuan, Sandakan and Tawau — to brief mem-
bers on the latest developments in the accountancy profession,
following amendments to the Accountants Act.

Thien said the Government’s main reason for amending the
Act was to strengthen the profession. Sandakan Chapter Chair-
man Tan Huang Dak, said Sandakan accountants welcomed the
visit by Thien as it was an opportunity to renew fellowship with
both new and senior members.

The Sandakan Chapter Secretary is Johnny Hiew while Lim
Kun Kim is the Treasurer. The committee members are Jacob
Pang and Daniel Lau.

S A B A H / J O H O R  B A H R U
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No Major Changes in
Membership Rules,

According to MIA Sabah

Andy Chia
Heads Miri Chapter

AN

AN

Over 80 MIA members attended the
Practising Members’ Dialogue held
in Johor Bahru recently. The Dia-

logue, chaired by the MIA Public Practice
and Tax Committee (PPTC) Chairman,
Nik Hasyudeen Yusoff, served as a plat-
form for members to present their views
on various issues confronting the profes-
sion and share with others, suggestions to
overcome these problems. The PPTC took
note of the problems raised and would look
into providing assistance where possible.
Among those present at the Dialogue were
MIA Southern Branch Chairman, Sam
Soh, and his predecessor, Tony Seah.

Nik, in his presentation, explained to mem-
bers on the various tasks currently being un-
dertaken by the PPTC. Among them were
areas within the strategic framework, which
revolved around the preparation of the small
practitioners for the onslaught of economic
and trade liberalisation by 2003.

The PPTC, according to Nik, is con-
cerned with the growing potential of com-
petition within the profession once the lib-
eralised trade regime come into existence.
In view of this, the committee is progres-
sively assisting its members, within their
means and capabilities, to be fully prepared
to face the challenges brought by such
‘trade liberalisation’.

“The committee is looking into means
as to how we can export our services to
other markets within the Asean region
through seminars and other networking
opportunities since liberalisation can also
be a ‘bedrock’ of opportunity,” said Nik.

Besides conducting this strategic move to
assist members, the committee, according
to Nik, is also continuously furnishing the
local authorities with the vital input about the
profession from the feedback gathered
through various discussions and the involve-
ment of the Malaysian Institute of Account-

ants mutual recognition arrangement proc-
ess made with other Asean  counterparts.

On the members role to support the ef-
forts taken by the committee to strengthen
the position of local practitioners, members
are advised to practise higher standards of
service, keep themselves abreast of the
latest technological developments, and
capitalise on valuable knowledge and mar-
ket intelligence.

The changing economic scenario, ac-
cording to Nik, had placed new demands
on companies to deliver their services
more competitively for a market that is glo-
bal and getting increasingly fussier over
higher standards of service. Nik added :
“Since auditing only exists because of the
existence of business, any changes effect-
ing the business environment will certainly
affect our auditing profession”.

It was with this in mind that the Govern-
ment embarked on initiatives such as the

Pooling Efforts to Face Trade Liberalisation
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self-assessment regime, the disclosure-
based regulation under the new capital
market master plan and the financial sec-
tor masterplan, which will eventually be-
come the ‘benchmark’ for practitioners to
offer a better quality service.

The pressures of growth, and indeed of
survival, dictate that practitioners move to-
wards a well-strategised and planned busi-
ness paradigm that will help them cope
with the fast changing situation. Matters
that would be addressed by the commit-
tee are :

i) Generating strategic business alterna-
tives;

ii) Developing internal flexibilities in each
entity;

iii) Promoting a culture of innovation, crea-
tivity, sharing and diversity; and

iv) Establishing a framework for the effec-
tive management of knowledge re-
sources and processes.

Above all, firms will have to create an
enabling environment where resilient com-
petitiveness is developed through a con-
tinuous process, shared among members
and applied effectively and ideally.

To survive in the challenging business
environment, members have to be innova-
tive, unique and resourceful. Only these
key elements will provide members with a

strong position in the business world. How-
ever this was not an easy task.

The committee acknowledged the prob-
lems faced by small practitioners and sug-
gested that a blueprint, to guide the direc-
tions of the PPTC, would be useful for both
the PPTC and the Institute in general.

The Small Practice/Contemporary Issues
working group Chairman, Peter Lim, in the
same event, briefed members on the vari-
ous initiatives currently being looked into,
which include studying the implications of
small companies audit exemption and the
problems regarding collection of fees.

On the implications of Section 114 (1A)
of the Income Tax Act on practising mem-
bers, Nik said the Internal Revenue Board
(IRB) had asked the Institute to prepare an
accounting kit for petty traders and hawk-
ers, to which MIA has suggested using the
format as disclosed in the IRB booklet on
record-keeping under the Self Assessment
System that was launched in March this
year. Members asked for the Institute to
come up with a sample tax engagement let-
ter in view of the perceived extension of the
scope for tax agents and the consequent
exposure to liability for practising members
in tax compliance works. Nik then informed
the members that MIA was working with
the Malaysian Institute of Taxation (MIT)
to put in place a checklist for tax agents on

The Institute’s Penang Branch has sourced speakers locally and
scheduled a series of evening talks to be held on the third Thursday
of each month. They are as follows :

J O H O R  B A H R U / P E N A N G
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the submission of Form C. It is hoped that
the IRB would endorse this checklist and
not penalise members under Section 114
(1A) if they are diligent in completing this
checklist unless intention to defraud is
proven. Then perhaps the burden of proof
could be shifted to the IRB as had been the
practice in the past.

One member raised the issue of accounts
and the subsequent removal of auditors. To
this, Lim said that the Institute needs to
conduct an in-depth review of the situation
as the actual circumstances surrounding
the removal of auditors needed to be stud-
ied. On the issue of withholding of accounts
due to outstanding fees, members were in-
formed that it was not possible to do so as it
would be an infringement of the Companies
Act and as such members may be subject
to possible disciplinary action under the By-
Laws on unprofessional conduct.

In concluding the dialogue, Nik said future
queries could be channelled to Sam Soh or
directly to the PPTC Secretary, Johnny Yong.
These could then be raised for consideration
at the PPTC meetings. He also said that more
forums and dialogues were in the pipeline
throughout the country to ensure that the
voices of the grassroots are heard and con-
sequently the actions of the PPTC and the
Institute could be aligned to the expectations
of members in practice. AN

Keeping Members Updated on
MASB Standards

DATE TOPIC HONORARY SPEAKER

15 March MASB SOP1 Exempt Enterprises Ooi Kok Seng
Audit Director, KPMG

19 April MASB 20 Provisions, Contingent Lim Teong Kean
Liabilities and Contingent Assets Executive Director,

PricewaterhouseCoopers

17 May MASB 19 Events After Balance Tan Boon Hoe, Partner,
Deloitte Kassim Chan

21 June Group Accounts: An Overview Danny Tan Boon Wooi
( MASB 11,12, 16 &21 ) Partner, DTF Consulting

Through the good offices of Branch Committee
members, Prof. Dr. Daing Nasir Ibrahim and Dr.
Hasnah Haron of Universiti Sains Malaysia, a lec-

ture hall was available as the venue for the evening talks.
A record total of 269 members and their staff attended
the March and April talks. This record is expected to be
repeated for the next two evening talks. It has also bro-
ken all our previous records of attendance on evening
talks and the support of the members has been encour-
aging and commendable. This marks the ever-increas-
ing co-operation between the Institute and the universi-
ties. Support given by the large accounting firms by shar-
ing their knowledge to help the smaller accounting firms
and members are greatly appreciated.

In response to a request made at the recent lunch
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meeting with practising mem-
bers, a half-day seminar enti-
tled, “Financial Statements —
MASB Compliant?” was held on
23 April 2001 at the City
Bayview Hotel, Penang. The
speaker, Danny Tan updated
some 110 participants on the
overall application of MASB
standards in the preparation of
financial statements for small/
medium enterprises. The high-
light was a panel discussion
with speakers, Baqir Hussein,
Manager, Andersen, and Lee
Kean Teong, Partner, KPMG.

All the above programmes
were organised by the Penang
Branch committee members,
led by the new Chairman,
Steven Teh, with the support of
the Branch’s CPD sub-commit-
tee, led by its dedicated Chair-
man, Ng. Swee Weng. The sub-

committee entrusted with the
noble task of helping to update
members and sharpen their
competitiveness is working on
the next series of evening
talks.

Accountants Forum
An ongoing activity of the

Penang Branch is the Account-
ants Forum via e-mail. Forum
Facilitator, Adrian Loh regu-
larly contributes articles on Ex-
cel Training, personal develop-
ment series, such as persua-
sive speaking and business eti-
quette, etc. Forum subscribers
will also be informed of the
branch’s upcoming activities
and events organised at short
notice. To subscribe, members
are required to send their
e-mail address to :
mianb@po.jaring.my

First evening talk at USM, March 2001

Seminar entitled “Financial Statements — MASB Compliant?”, 23
April 2001, City Bayview Hotel AN

P E N A N G
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Citing unprecedented demand in the
Asia Pacific region for the renowned
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)

designation and an increasing number of
members, the Association for Investment
Management and Research (AIMR) an-
nounced today the addition of Kha Loon
Lee, CFA, Vice President of global affairs
(Asia) to its professional staff.

Over 3,830 AIMR members reside in the
Asia Pacific area, a 378 per cent increase
since 1995.

Membership levels have risen dramati-
cally since 1995, in Sri Lanka (2,300 per

C O - O P E R AT I O N
C I M A / A I M R

AIMR Hires New Vice President
for Asia Pacific Region

Over 270 well-wishers gathered at the
Sunway Lagoon Resort Hotel, Bandar
Sunway recently to witness the pres-

entation of certificates to 67 passed final-
ists who sat for the Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants
(CIMA) final examinations in
November 1999, May 2000 and
November 2000. Parents,
grandparents, spouses, rela-
tives and friends shared in the
joy of the moment when their
loved ones walked up the stage
to receive their certificates from
the President of CIMA Malay-
sia Division, Tuan Haji Muztaza
Haji Mohamad (FCMA).

Muztaza in his presidential
address said that the CIMA fi-
nal level examination is indeed
tough but with perseverance,
the passed finalists have man-
aged to overcome the hurdle.
He added, “The next step is to
work towards becoming a mem-
ber of CIMA”.

CIMA members need a minimum three
years’ practical experience in Financial
Accounting, Management Accounting and
Financial Management. He also added

Celebrating the Achievers
suggested a couple of ways for them to do
so and one of which was to operate within
the ethical guidelines drawn up by the In-
stitute, which is through integrity, honesty
and discipline.

The highlight of the cer-
emony was the presentation of
awards to two passed finalists
who have obtained the highest
marks in Malaysia for their re-
spective final examination pa-
pers. The recipients were
Chew Wai Lan from Kuala
Lumpur who won the award for
the May 2000 Strategic Finan-
cial Management paper and
Wong Bing-Bing of Sarawak for
the November 2000 Informa-
tion Management paper. This
is the first time CIMA Malay-
sia Division has given out these
awards to outstanding passed
finalists.

Muztaza also reiterated the
position of CIMA qualified pro-
fessionals as ‘accountants for

the business world’ and that they are cer-
tainly well-placed to meet the new and chal-
lenging tasks of management accountants
in the next five years.

Chew Wai Lan receiving the award for the May 2000 Strategic
Financial Management paper from the President of the CIMA

Malaysia Division, Tuan Haji Muztaza bin Haji Mohamad, FCMA.
Looking on is CIMA’s new Divisional Director, Sopiah Suid

AN

cent), New Zealand (900 per,cent), Korea
(1,240 per cent) and China (1,700 per cent).
In addition, over 21,852 investment profes-
sionals in the same region have stated their
intent to sit for the 2001 CFA exam at one
of the 23 regional exam centres. This time
last year, over 13,700 candidates from the
same region were enrolled to take the 2000
exam.

The CFA designation is widely consid-
ered the most rigorous and globally ac-
cepted professional standard in the invest-
ment industry.

Lee is responsible for managing AIMRs

office in Hong Kong, liasing with profes-
sional and regulatory bodies in Asia, and
working with AIMRs 11 regional member
societies to support the needs of CFA can-
didates and AIMR members.

Prior to working for AIMR, Lee was a
manager with the Securities Commission of
Malaysia. While there, he was a volunteer
founding member and President of the non-
profit Malaysia Society of Financial Ana-
lysts. Lee also spent one year with AIMR,
at its US headquarters in Charlottesville,
Va., working on various special projects sup-
porting the globalisation of AIMR.
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that there are now 70,000 students and
50,000 CIMA members in 156 countries.
In Malaysia alone there are 2,275 mem-
bers, 444 passed finalists and over 40,000
students.

Muztaza also urged the passed finalists
to continue working together to raise the
profile of CIMA and to enhance the recog-
nition of the CIMA qualification. He also
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As the senior staff member for the Hong
Kong office, Lee’s medium to long-range
goals include :

� expanding AIMRs advocacy efforts by
developing and maintaining dialogue
with local regulatory and government or-
ganisations;

� exploring strategic partnership opportu-
nities in fulfilling AIMRs mission to ad-
vance the interests of the global invest-
ment community;

� laying the foundation for AIMR to pro-
vide better services to candidates, mem-
bers and societies in Asia;

� building awareness of AIMR as a global
organisation dedicated to promoting
high standards of ethics and profession-
alism; and

A I M R / E N T E R P R I S E  5 0
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� promoting the acceptance of the CFA
designation as a worldwide standard.

Just as the Asian financial markets are
experiencing growth, so is AIMR, said
Lee. “I will be working closely with the
11 professional societies throughout the
Asia Pacific that are members of AIMR
to support the CFA program, and explor-
ing partnerships with organisations inter-
ested in raising professional standards
throughout the global investment com-
munity”.

During his sabbatical with AIMR, he
spearheaded an AIMR executive tour of
Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Ma-
laysia, Singapore and Australia. During
this event, Lee and other AIMR repre-
sentatives participated in no fewer than

50 high-level meetings with industr y
leaders, AIMR societies and business
reporters.

“Adding Lee as AIMRs goodwill ambas-
sador in Asia provides dedicated expertise
by a seasoned investment professional”,
noted Thomas A. Bowman, CFA, AIMR
President and CEO. “He will be tremen-
dously busy travelling and holding meet-
ings throughout the region.”

AIMRs constituent members, candi-
dates, societies, regulators, etc. will greatly
benefit from his work. Bowman added that
this is the second time in the past four
years that AIMR has met the need for a
permanent foothold in Asia. In 1997, AIMR
opened a staffed office in Hong Kong; the
organisation is preparing to open an office
in London as well. AN

Malaysian companies, which are in-
terested in benchmarking them-
selves against their peers, have

until 1 June 2001 to submit their nomina-
tions for this year’s Enterprise 50 (E50)
2001 Award.

The Enterprise 50 Award scheme, first
launched in 1996, is an annual programme
organised by Accenture and the Small and
Medium Industries Development Corp
(Smidec), with RHB Bank Bhd providing
supportive sponsorship.

According to a statement, made available
to the Institute by the E50 organising com-
mittee, nominations received for the award
programme, which recognises achieve-
ments of local companies that are well po-
sitioned for the future, have grown stead-
ily between 20 to 30 per cent each year.

When launching Enterprise 50 in March,
International Trade and Industry Minister,
Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz, announced that
this year, winners will be automatically
nominated not only for the Prime Minis-
ter’s Excellence Award but also for the Na-
tional Productivity Award.

Other benefits are publicity for winners
in both the print and electronic media and
additionally they will also be featured on
the Enterprise 50 homepage. Successful

Search for Enterprise 50 Winners Is On

companies are able to use the Enterprise
50 logo on their corporate collateral as a
mark of distinction and network with other
winners at functions exclusive to the En-
terprise 50 Alumni.

The statement also added that the award
programme “promotes the entrepreneurial
spirit, which is an essential element for
businesses today” and that “Enterprise 50
2001 is an excellent opportunity for local
enterprises to gain recognition and more
importantly, set the standards for follow-
ing years to come in this century”.

The Enterprise 50 2001 Award is open
to all unlisted, local enterprises with at least
a three year audited financial track record.
Firms, which submit their nominations,
will be evaluated on their management
outlook, major innovations, market pres-
ence, information technology usage, oper-
ating profit before tax, gross turnover,

profit and turnover growth over the last
three years and return on assets.

Export revenue and turnover, invest-
ment in capital and training as well as re-
search and development are the other ar-
eas of evaluation.

The final list of winners will be endorsed
by the Federation of Malaysian Manufac-
turers and the National Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry of Malaysia.

Interested nominees can contact the En-
terprise 50 Hotline at (603) 7969 3400 be-
tween 8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. for nomina-
tion forms or visit the Enterprise 50
homepage at www.jaring.my/enterprise50
for further details. The results for this
year’s Enterprise 50 Award programme
will be announced at an award dinner in
October. AN

“In devising the Enterprise 50
Award, our objective was to

establish a platform on which
emerging local companies
could gain recognition and

great visibility.”
Larry Gan, Managing Partner, Accenture Sdn Bhd.
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T
he International Auditing Practices
Committee (IAPC) meeting was
held from 12-16 March 2001 in Lon-

don. Malaysia was represented by Sukanta
Kumar Dutt while Lam Kee Soon and Tan
Shook Kheng attended as Technical Advi-
sors. Malaysia was also represented in the
Fraud and E-Business Risks sub-commit-
tee meetings.

HIGHLIGHTS AND
DECISION SUMMARY

The highlights of decisions reached at
the 69th IAPC meeting are as follows :

Partial Application of GAAP
In light of recommendations to re-prioritise

projects, the IAPC decided to defer work on
the partial application of GAAP but to pro-
ceed with guidance on the identification of
the financial reporting framework.

The IAPC reviewed and approved the
proposed wording changes to ISA 700 The
Auditor’s Report on Financial Statements
to require the audit opinion to clearly state
the financial reporting framework used to
prepare the financial statements.

IAPC is of the view to approving the fi-
nal standard in June 2001.

Fraud
The IAPC discussed and agreed on the

following changes to the exposure draft :

� Clarification of the document to address
the responsibilities of management;

� Greater distinction between manage-
ment and employee fraud;

� Addition of a requirement for the audi-
tor, when planning the audit, to discuss
with other members of the audit team,
the susceptibility of the entity to mis-
statements resulting from fraud or error;
and

� Changes to the auditor responsibilities
to make inquiries of management and
obtain management representations re-
garding fraud and error.

The IAPC approved the release of a final
standard. The implementation date of the
standard would be 30 June 2002.

Derivatives
The IAPC approved the IAPS for release.

The major changes noted were :

� Expansion of guidance relating to serv-
ice organisations;

� Addition of a section dealing with the
need for special skills and knowledge;

� Expansion of the discussion on the risk
function of the entity; and

� Additional discussion on the issue of
hedge accounting.

Audit Risks
IAPC received an update on the progress

of the audit risk model project. The IAPC
reviewed and discussed the three sections
of the approach :

� Obtaining and supporting an understand-
ing of the entity and its environment;

� Identifying risks and the entity’s re-
sponse; and

� Risk assessment and the determination
of additional procedures.

IAPC expressed support of the approach
taken.

CIS
IAPC received an update from the CIS

sub-committee. The combined ISA 401 Au-
diting in a Computer Information Systems
Environment and IAPS 1008 Risk Assess-
ments and Internal Control — CIS Charac-
teristics and Considerations will be presented
for consideration at the June 2001 meeting.

The final documents of IAPSs 1001, 1002,
1003 and 1009 will be presented at the June
meeting for consideration.

Auditing Fair Values
IAPC received a report on a status of the

fair value project from the sub-committee.
IAPC agreed that the project should be of
high priority and should develop a stand-
alone standard to provide guidance on au-
diting fair values.

The draft black-letter paragraph which
contains the basic principles and essential
procedures is scheduled to be tabled at the
June 2001 meeting.

STATUS OF PROJECTS
In order to accommodate new projects

that should lead directly to getting IOSCO
endorsement, IAPC agreed that the follow-
ing projects would be deferred :

� Environment

Report on the 69th Meeting of the
International Auditing Practices Committee (IAPC)

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  N E W S
I A P C

Lam Kee Soon (in blue vest) and Tan Shook Kheng on his left, with the rest of the IAPC
members, pooling efforts and discussing strategic issues pertaining to audit practices
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� Prospective Financial Information; and

� Reporting on Internal Control

Project proposal updates
Quality Control

The project proposal was approved. This
project shall review the existing ISA and
update it.

Group Audit
The decision to start a project on Group

Audit was re-affirmed.

Others
In addition to the project proposals, two

joint projects with US ASB were approved :

� Linkage — to address the linkage be-
tween the risk assessments made and
test performed. The goal of this project
will be to develop a common set of basic
principles to be adopted by both the ASB
and the IAPC; and

� Fraud Phase 2 — to expand on the ex-
isting fraud standard and consider addi-
tional basic principles and essential pro-

T
he International Federation of Ac-
countants (IFAC) International Au-
diting Practices Committee (IAPC)

recently approved for release of two new
documents :

� An updated International Standard on
Auditing (ISA) on fraud and error.

� A new International Auditing Practice
Statement (IAPS) on auditing deriva-
tives.

Fraud and Error
The new ISA, The Auditor’s Responsibil-

ity to Consider Fraud and Error in an Au-
dit of Financial Statements, updates and
expands on previous IAPC guidance. It
applies to audits of financial periods end-
ing on or after 30 June 2002. Specifically,
the standard emphasises that when plan-
ning and performing an audit procedure,
the auditor should consider the risk of
material misstatements in the financial
statements resulting from fraud and error.
The new standard also :

� Emphasises the distinction between
management fraud and employee fraud,
and expands the discussion of fraudulent
financial reporting; and

� Includes guidance on the need to obtain
management’s assessment of the risk of
fraud; and

� Clarifies the discussion of the inherent
limitations of an audit’s ability to detect
fraud.

During its meeting in March, the IAPC
also agreed to move ahead on Phase 2 of

New IFAC Guidance Addresses
Fraud and Use of

Derivative Instruments
the fraud project. Essentially, this entails
the IAPC working closely with the US Au-
diting Standards Board (ASB) to expand
on the existing fraud standard and to con-
sider additional basic principles to meet the
US Public Oversight Board’s recommen-
dations for specific fraud directed proce-
dures in an audit.

Derivatives
The new IAPS Auditing Derivative Finan-

cial Instruments provides guidance to the
auditor in planning and performing audit-
ing procedures for assertions about deriva-
tive financial instruments. The focus of the
practice statement is on auditing deriva-
tives held by end users, including banks
and other financial sector entities when
they are the user.

In addition to addressing auditor respon-
sibilities with respect to assertions about
derivatives, the new statement also ad-
dresses :

� Responsibility of management and those
charged with governance;

� Key financial risks;

� Risk assessment and internal control,
including the role of internal auditing;
and

� Various types of substantive procedures
and when they should be used.

Both the new ISA and IAPS may be or-
dered and downloaded from IFAC’s
website at http://www.ifac.org/store. Print
copies may be obtained by faxing the IFAC
publications coordinator at +1-212-226-
9570. AN

I A P C / F T C / I FAC

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  N E W S

FTC Launch
Internet Fraud

Site

T
he Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) in April launched a new
website aimed at resolving inter-

national e-commerce disputes by allowing
internet users from around the world to file
complaints at one location.

The new site — www.Econsumer.gov —
serves as an international extension of the
FTC’s popular “Consumer Sentinel” data-
base, which collects consumer fraud com-
plaints and disseminates them to law en-
forcers. Unlike Consumer Sentinel, which
is equipped only to handle English lan-
guage complaints, Econsumer.gov allows
Internet users to file complaints in English,
French, German and Spanish.

Specifically designed to address cross-
border, international e-commerce disputes,
Econsumer.gov records the complaints and
passes them along to civil and criminal fraud
fighters around the world, FTC spokesper-
son Eric London said recently. AN

cedures. It is anticipated that a detailed
discussion will be held in June.

IAPC agreed :

� To withdraw IAPS 1011 Implications for
Management and Auditors of the Year
2001 Issue;

� To table a project proposal to scope the

mandate of the revisions sub-committee;

� To compare the context of existing ISA’s
with other countries to determine
whether there are any gaps or standards
that need to be updated; and

� To review IAPS 1007 to determine
whether it should be removed. AN
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T
he Financial and Management Ac-
counting Committee (FMAC) of
the International Federation of Ac-

countants (IFAC) presents a global perspec-
tive on the transformation of the account-
ing profession to a management profession.

The study, entitled A Profession Trans-
forming : From Accounting to Management,
sheds light on both the causes and effects
of this movement by presenting the perspec-
tives and experiences of a dozen profes-
sional associations from around the world.

An important goal of this publication is
to surface the problems and solutions pro-
fessional associations of accountants face
in trying to understand and navigate the
changes the profession has undergone in
the last decade and to take a look at the
impact of those changes on both the
present and the future. Such information
can help a wide group of audiences, includ-
ing educators who are preparing the next
generation of accountants, employers of
management accountants, and profes-
sional associations who are challenged to
effectively serve an increasing number of
members not employed in public practice.

“Currently, IFAC has 153 member bod-
ies servicing 2.5 million accountants. More
than 60 per cent of these accountants are

New IFAC Publication Examines the Management
Accountancy Profession and the Forces of Change

employed in business and this number con-
tinues to rise everyday,” points out Bill
Connell, FMAC chairman.

“The study can be enlightening for many
of these accountants who are coping with
a business environment far different from
that of the last century. It is one that re-
quires new skills, increasing flexibility, and
an unprecedented ability to manage
change,” explains Connell.

The study points out that two parallel
movements seem to be driving change in
the accounting profession. First, there is a
movement to reform corporate governance
as the underpinning of global capital mar-
kets, with consequent changes in financial
reporting and auditing standards and proc-
esses for institutional oversight and assur-
ance. Second, there is a less visible but
equally powerful movement for accounting
work to be absorbed into the management
processes of organisations, not only alter-
ing the competencies expected of practi-
tioners but also making such work acces-
sible to non-accountants.

In addition to providing 12 distinct per-
spectives on the changes in the profession,
an introductory chapter of the publication
summarises key trends, highlights, threats
and opportunities facing the management

accounting profession and the associations
that serve it, and points out how the asso-
ciations are meeting these challenges.

The study was edited for the FMAC by Pro-
fessor William Birkett of the University of
New South Wales, Sydney, Australia and a
technical advisor to the FMAC, and Associ-
ate Professor Chris Poullaos of the Univer-
sity of Wollongong, Wollongong, Australia.

Twelve professional associations :  CPA
Australia, Institute of Chartered Account-
ants Australia, Certified General Account-
ants Association of Canada, Canadian In-
stitute of Chartered Accountants, Dottori
Commercialisti Italy, Malaysian Institute of
Accountants, Chartered Institute of Man-
agement Accountants (UK), Chartered In-
stitute of Public Finance and Accountancy
(UK), Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales, American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants and Insti-
tute of Management Accountants (US) con-
tributed chapters.

A Profession Transforming :  From Ac-
counting to Management is available in both
print (US$25) and online (US$22) formats.
It can be ordered through the IFAC online
bookstore (http://www.ifac.org/store) or
by faxing the IFAC publications coordina-
tor at +1-212-286-9570. AN

T
he International Federation of Ac-
countants (IFAC) Ethics Commit-
tee is seeking comments on a re-

cently revised exposure draft (ED) on in-
dependence. The revised ED, Independ-
ence Proposed Changes to the Code of Ethics
for Professional Accountants, released in
April, clarifies certain points made in the
initial ED, issued in June 2000, and expands
the guidance on circumstances creating
threats to independence.

It establishes a framework for independ-
ence requirements for assurance engage-
ments that, if adopted, will be the international
standard on which national standards should

I FAC

IFAC Re-exposes Guidance on
Independence :  Additional Comments Sought

be based. Accordingly, no member body or
firm would be allowed to apply less stringent
standards than those stated in the revised ED.
Comments are due by 30 June 2001.

The initial June 2000 exposure draft pro-
posed a move to a conceptual framework
approach that would require the identifi-
cation and evaluation of threats to inde-
pendence and the application of safeguards
to reduce any threats created to an accept-
able level. Respondents were strongly sup-
portive of this approach and suggested that
additional examples be added. The revised
ED includes such examples.

The revised ED also expands the class of

people that may create threats to independ-
ence. As with the June exposure draft, im-
mediate and close family members may cre-
ate threats to independence; however, the
revised ED also discusses threats to inde-
pendence that may be created by individu-
als who are not part of the assurance team,
such as other partners and professional staff
within the firm, and the firm itself.

This revised ED may be downloaded from
the IFAC website (http://www.ifac.org).
Comments may be sent via e-mail to
EDComments@ifac.org or mailed or faxed
(+1-212-286-9570) to the Technical Direc-
tor’s attention at the Secretariat.
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Derivatives Financial Instruments.’ The

Committee agreed to recommend to the

Council to adopt and issue the practice

statement as a guideline on good practice.

The final statement issued by IAPC will

be issued as an exposure draft for state-

ments applicable in Malaysia.

Technical Bulletin (TB) — TB1/01 :  Let-

ter of Engagement and TB 2/01 :  Confir-

mation Requests.

The Committee reviewed the above two

draft technical bulletins.

The technical bulletins will be published

in Akauntan Nasional and placed on MIA’s

homepage for members’ comment.

2  Financial and Management

Accounting Committee

Statements on Management Accounting.

The Committee has reviewed and ap-

proved recommendation to Council to is-

sue the following Statements on Manage-

ment Accounting to members :

� SMA 4OO — Understanding and Imple-

menting Internet E-Commerce.

� SMA 4W — Implementing Corporate En-

vironmental Strategies.

� SMA 4MM — Designing an Integrated

Cost Management System for Driving

Profit and Organisation Performance.

FMAC at Branch Level.

The Melaka branch has formed a sub-

committee on financial and management

accounting while the Sabah branch will be

forming a sub-committee soon.

FMAC Website.

The FMAC website will be launched

soon and will be under the MIA Homepage.

(MIA Home page >> Technical >> Finan-

cial Management). Members are re-

quested to contribute articles on financial

and management accounting topics, which

will be placed on the website and in

Akauntan Nasional.

1  Accounting and Auditing

Committee

Working Groups on Accounting and Audit-

ing Standards.

The following Working Groups (WG)

were established :

� Working Group on Accounting Stand-

ards; and

� Working Group on Auditing Standards.

The purpose of the above WGs would be

to deliberate and comment on accounting

and auditing standards/pronouncements

issued by the Malaysian Accounting Stand-

ards Board (MASB) and the International

Accounting Standards Board (IASB) in

respect of accounting standards, and the

International Auditing Practices Commit-

tee (IAPC) and any other relevant bodies

in respect of auditing standards.

Financial Statements Review.

A Working Group was formed to con-

tinue the financial statements review

function.

Definition and components of “Sharehold-

ers’ Fund”.

The Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange

(KLSE) has requested for guidance on the

formulation and endorsement of the defi-

nition of “shareholders’ fund” and its com-

ponents. A meeting with the KLSE was

held on 1 December 2000 to further delib-

erate the issue. Subsequently, a letter was

sent to KLSE providing guidance based on

the Committee’s opinion on the definition

and the concept of “shareholders’ fund”.

MASB ED 29 — Income Taxes issued by

Malaysian Accounting Standards Board

(MASB).

The Committee is currently reviewing

MASB ED 29 — Income Taxes.

Exposure drafts issued by the IAPC on Au-

diting Derivatives Financial Instruments.

The Committee has reviewed and com-

mented on the draft statement, ‘Auditing

MIA’S TECHNICAL AND PRACTICE NEWS
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3  IFAC Seeks Comments on New

Paper Addressing Accountant’s

Competences

The International Federation of Account-

ants (IFAC) is seeking comments on a new

discussion paper that addresses an issue

fundamental to the development of the ac-

countancy profession :  How does one de-

fine and achieve professional accountancy

competency? The paper, Competence-Based

Approaches to the Preparation and Work of

the Professional Accountant, explores the

topic of accountant competency, providing

an analysis of approaches used by various

accountancy institutes around the world.

The discussion paper seeks to define

“competences” and “capabilities,” provides

guidance to accountancy membership bod-

ies on their role in developing competences

and capabilities, and assesses various

methods.

Historically, there have been two rather

different approaches to competence. Some

studies have emphasised outcomes — ac-

countants performing roles and tasks in

the workplace to a defined standard. Other

studies have placed more emphasis on in-

puts contributed by the education and

training process — knowledge, skills, and

abilities. This discussion paper draws to-

gether these two strands within a single

framework.

The discussion paper may be down-

loaded from the IFAC website (http://

www.ifac.org). Comments are due to IFAC

by 31 October 2001. They may be sent via

e-mail to EDComments@ifac.org or faxed

to IFAC’s Technical Director at +1-212-286-

9570. The Education Committee welcomes

feedback on all aspects of this discussion

paper, including the definition of compe-

tence. IFAC member bodies that are us-

ing competence-based approaches can also

send information about these initiatives to

IFAC for future updates of the paper.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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List of New Books, Seminar Papers and CD-ROM’s
Available in the MIA Resource Centre

Insurance Annual Report 2000, Kuala Lumpur :
Bank Negara Malaysia, 2001.

Call No. :  354.59506825 MAL

Eighth Malaysia Plan 2001-2001, Kuala Lumpur :
Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister’s De-
partment, 2001.

Call No. : 330.9595 MAL

The Third Outline Perspective Plan 2001-2010,
Kuala Lumpur :  Economic Planning Unit, Prime
Minister’s Department, 2001.

Call No. :  330.9595 MAL

A Profession Transforming :  From Accounting
to Management :  Study 11, New York :  Inter-
national Federation of Accountants, Financial
and Management Accounting Committee,
March 2001.

Call No. :  657.1511 INT

Business and Financial Reporting, Challenges
from the New Economy :  Financial Accounting
Series :  Special Report by Wayne S. Upton, Jr.,
Connecticut :  FASB, April 2001.

Call No. :  657.3 UPT

NEW BOOKS
The Value Reporting Revolution, by Robert G. Ec-
cles, Robert H. Herz, E. Mary Keegan and David
M.H. Phillips, New York :  John Wiley, 2001.

Call No. :  658.1512 VAL
2001 Malaysian Tax Handbook, by Arjunan
Subramaniam, Kuala Lumpur :  Sweet &
Maxwell, 2001.

Call No. :  343.595052 SUB
Malaysian Taxation :  Administrative and Tech-
nical Aspects, 5th edition, by Veerinderjeet
Singh, Petaling Jaya :  Pearson Education Ma-
laysia Sdn Bhd, 2001.

Call No. :  336.2009595 VEE
International Accounting Standards 2001, Lon-
don :  IASC, 2001.

Call No. :  657.0218 INT
Annual Report :  Bank Negara Malaysia, Kuala
Lumpur : Bank Negara Malaysia, 2001.

Call No. :  330.0681 MAL
Takaful Annual Report 2000, Kuala Lumpur :
Bank Negara Malaysia, 2001.

Call No. :  297.1409595 MAL

SEMINAR PAPERS
CCH Forum :  Public Listing in Malaysia — Do’s
and Don’ts, Kuala Lumpur :  CCH, 28 February
2001.

Call No. : CCH 1/2001

CD-ROM’S
British Company Law Library, Sweet & Maxwell,
Issue 3/2001, 2001.

Code No. :  cdLAW20

CCH Asia Electronic Library, Singapore :  CCH,
AEGL 3/01, 2001.

Code No. :  cd ELE7

GAAP Compliance Adviser, Warren, Gorham &
Lamont, PGAPA, March 2001.

Code No. :  cd GAC31

GAAP Compliance Adviser, Warren, Gorham &
Lamont, PGAPA, April 2001.

Code No. :  cd GAC32

GAAP Compliance Adviser, Warren, Gorham &
Lamont, PGAPA, May 2001.

Code No. :  cd GAC33




